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Abstract

Automation and tele-remote operation of mobile earth moving machines is desired for
safety and productivity reasons. With tele-operation and automation, operators can
avoid harsh ergonomic conditions and hazardous environments with poor air quality, and
the productivity can in principle be improved by saving the time required to commute
to and from work areas. Tele-remote operation of a wheel-loader is investigated and
compared with manual operation, and it is found that the constrained perception of the
machine is a challenging problem with remote operations. Real-time video transmission
over wireless is difficult, but presents a way towards improving the remote operator’s
quality of experience. To avoid glitches in the real-time video, arising from variable
wireless conditions, the use of SCReAM (Self-Clocked Rate Adaptation for Multimedia)
protocol is proposed. Experiments with a small scale robot over LTE show the usefulness
of SCReAM for time-critical remote control applications. Automation of the bucket-
filling step in the loading cycle of a wheel-loader has been an open problem, despite three
decades of research. To address the bucket-filling problem, imitation learning has been
applied using expert operator data, experiments are performed with a 20-tonne Volvo
L180H wheel-loader and an automatic bucket-filling solution is proposed, developed and
demonstrated in field-tests. The conducted experiments are in the realm of small data
(100 bucket-filling examples), shallow time-delayed neural-network (TDNN), and a wheel-
loader interacting with a non-stationary pile-environment. The total delay length of the
TDNN model is found to be an important hyperparameter, and the trained and tuned
model comes close to the performance of an expert operator with slightly longer bucket-
filling time. The proposed imitation learning trained on medium coarse gravel succeeds in
filling buckets in a gravel cobble pile. However, a general solution for automatic bucket-
filling needs to be adaptive to possible changes in operating conditions. To adapt an
initial imitation model for unseen operating conditions, a reinforcement learning approach
is proposed and evaluated. A deterministic actor-critic algorithm is used to update actor
(control policy) and critic (policy evaluation) networks. The experiments show that by
use of a carefully chosen reward signal the models learns to improve and maximizes
bucket weights in a gravel-cobble pile with only 40 bucket-filling trials. This shows
that an imitation learning based bucket-filling solution equipped with a reinforcement
learning agent is well suited for the continually changing operating conditions found in the
construction industry. The results presented in this thesis are a demonstration of the use
of artificial intelligence and machine learning methods for the operation of construction
equipment. Wheel-loader OEMs can use these results to develop an autonomous bucket-
filling function that can be used in manual, tele-remote or fully autonomous operations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Earth-moving operations are required in mining, construction, earthworks, agricul-
ture, road maintenance, forestry and many other industries. Earth-moving equipment
are heavy-duty machines used to transport material from one place to another. Many
types of earth-moving machines are available with different combinations of vehicle and
robotic mechanisms. Wheel-loaders (Fig. 1.1a) and excavators (Fig. 1.1b) are the most
common earth-moving machines used today. The robotic mechanism typically consists
of a robotic arm (a combination of links and joints) powered by a hydraulic system, and
a tool designed for tasks such as loading, unloading, lifting or ground excavation. Both
wheel-loaders and excavators are used with many different types of tools such as buckets,
forks and grapples.

The main purpose of excavators is to dig into the ground as opposed to wheel-loaders,
which are used to load and transport already excavated material. Commonly, wheel-
loaders and excavators unload the material in their buckets onto trucks. However, in a
load-and-carry operation, wheel-loaders transport the material themselves rather than
load it onto trucks. At construction, quarry and mining sites, wheel-loaders are used
for transporting soil, gravel and rock. In underground mines, load-haul-dump (LHD)
machines are more common, which are basically wheel-loaders with different geometry,
adapted for the low ceiling height of underground mines.

(a) Wheel-loader (b) Excavator

Figure 1.1: Earth-moving machines.
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4 Introduction

Automation of wheel-loaders is desired for safety and productivity reasons. At indus-
trial sites, operators use the equipment for many hours at a stretch, especially when the
sites are far from their offices. Exposure to noise and vibration, and ergonomic strain
for long durations contribute to an increase in operator workload [1], which leads to
inefficient use of the machine, increasing pollutant emission [2]. Furthermore, exposure
to diesel engine exhaust in underground mines is a health concern for operators, and
has been linked to cardiopulmonary diseases [3]. Tele-remote operation of construction
equipment improves the working conditions of operators, and also eliminates the time
needed to commute to the sites, which may result in a productivity increase. For ex-
ample, the loading of ore in underground mines can only be started after hazardous
gases are ventilated out below a level safe for humans. With the use of tele-remote
operations, a loading operation can resume shortly after a blast, increasing operation’s
productivity. The vision of the mining industry is reflected in the European Union’s
projects: Innovative Technologies and Concepts for the Intelligent Deep Mine of the Fu-
ture and Sustainable Intelligent Mining System, which advocates the use of intelligent
and autonomous systems.

Automation of earth-moving equipment is discussed in the following five steps: (1)
manual operation, (2) in-sight tele-operation, (3) tele-remote operation, (4) assisted tele-
remote operation, and (5) fully autonomous operation. The work done in this thesis is on
steps three and four. During the course of this thesis, a remote-control setup for a Volvo
L180H wheel-loader was developed. The experiments conducted with this tele-remote
setup highlights challenges with video transmission over wireless links. The SCReAM
(Self-Clocked Rate Adaptation for Multimedia) protocol, which adapts the sending rate
of media sources according to indications of congestion over the wireless link, is proposed
for the remote-control of mobile machines. The operation and behavior of the SCReAM
protocol has been demonstrated on a small scale remote-controlled mobile platform using
a public LTE network.

Automation of earth-moving equipment has been an open area of research for more
than three decades with early works from Mikhirev [4] and Hemami [5] playing a signifi-
cant role in shaping the research. A major roadblock to a fully autonomous earth-moving
operation using a wheel-loader with a bucket is the bucket-filling (or scooping) process.

The bucket-filling task for wheel-loaders and excavators is repetitive, but there is no
driver-assistant function to perform it automatically for different materials. Caterpillar
and Komatsu provide semi-autonomous loading functions, but only for limited appli-
cations with loose material (soil, and up to medium gravel). These solutions are not
adaptable for different materials, and frequently fail for rock loading [6].

Due to difficulties in modeling the interaction forces between the earth (soil, gravel,
rock etc.) and the bucket, a straightforward closed-loop control is difficult. Nevertheless,
many approaches to automate the bucket-filling process have been proposed including tra-
jectory control, admittance control and feed-forward control. Dadhich et al. [7] presents
a detailed background of the different approaches to automate the bucket-filling process.

A general solution to automate the bucket-filling process should provide good perfor-
mance in terms of average bucket weight, cycle time of loading, and fuel efficiency for
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different types of earth-moving machines with different materials and pile geometries.
This thesis takes a machine learning approach, and presents a general bucket-filling solu-
tion fundamentally different from previous solutions. In this thesis, an imitation learning
algorithm to automate the bucket-filling process for a front-end wheel-loader is proposed,
described, and demonstrated for medium coarse gravel. The imitation model is based
on supervised training with expert operator data, without using specific models of the
machine, the pile, or the bucket-pile interactions. Therefore, in principle, the machine
learning based bucket filling solution developed for one wheel-loader and pile type can
be extended to other machines and materials.

The presented imitation based bucket-filling algorithm fills the bucket on a Volvo
L180H machine with medium coarse gravel with performance, in terms of bucket weight
and bucket-filling time, comparable to an expert operator with several decades of profes-
sional experience. Based on a comparison of 20 test trials, the imitation model trained
with 100 bucket-filling examples results in an average bucket-weight equal to an expert
operator with only 26% longer bucket-filling times. Unlike operators, who rely on their
sight to proactively determine the start and the stop of the bucket-filling process, the
imitation model is essentially blind, i.e., it works without any camera input. This is the
main explanation for the longer bucket-filling times of the imitation model.

The challenge with the imitation model is to generalize for unseen environment. The
performance of a model tuned for one environment may not hold with changes in oper-
ating conditions. For example, a bucket-filling solution may underperform if the same
machine is operated with a different bucket, and similarly, changes in the properties of
pile like size distribution and wetness may lead to degraded performance. Although a
working imitation model can be learned with 100 bucket-filling examples, retraining the
model for each new environment is costly. In order to adapt the imitation model to
changes in environment conditions, a reinforcement learning approach is proposed.

A deterministic actor-critic algorithm, which belongs to the class of model-free rein-
forcement learning algorithms for continuous control, is implemented in the wheel-loader.
Both the actor and the critic are implemented using neural networks of architectures
similar to the imitation bucket-filling model. The actor network is the control policy
producing lift and tilt joystick commands, while the critic network approximates the
action-value function determined by the reward mechanism. The deterministic actor-
critic algorithm [8] show how the actor network can be updated using gradients from the
critic network in the continuous control problem domain.

The reinforcement learning experiments are performed with a Volvo L180H machine
on a gravel-cobble pile starting with an imitation model trained on expert operator data
from medium coarse gravel. Different reward mechanisms are tried in the experiments
with a simplified goal of increasing bucket weights and reducing bucket-filling times. The
experiments show that a reward mechanism plays an important role for the attainment
of the goal. For a specific reward mechanism, the model learns to increase the bucket
weight while keeping the bucket-filling time from increasing. The imitation model trained
on a different material, as it successively improves its performance, adapts to the new
material in less than 40 bucket-filling trails.
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Paper A X
Paper B X X
Paper C X
Paper D X X
Paper E X
Paper F X
Paper G X
Paper H X

Table 1.1: Relationship between the papers and the research questions.

1.1 Research questions

This thesis covers a small ground in the broad field of automation and tele-operation of
mobile earth-moving machines. The problems addressed in this thesis are formulated in
terms of following five research questions:

Q1 What are the important research gaps in the field of automation of earth mov-
ing machines?

Q2 What are the major difficulties in tele-operation of mobile earth moving machines
and how to overcome them?

Q3 Which combination of techniques are suitable to automate the bucket-filling task
of a wheel-loader?

Q4 How to develop an efficient data-driven automatic bucket-filling algorithm?

Q5 How to adapt and improve the performance of the automatic bucket-filling func-
tion when operating conditions change?

These questions have been addressed in the papers appended to the thesis. Table 1.1
shows the relation between the appended papers and the research questions.

1.2 Research methods

This thesis is a result of quantitative research aimed at automating wheel-loaders. An
experimental approach to research is the main methodology followed throughout this
thesis, although an inference approach is also used in some of the appended papers.
Each of the papers employ different research methods which are discussed below.

Research question Q1 (see Table 1.1) is addressed by papers A and B. Paper B is
a wide literature review in the field of automation and tele-operation of mobile earth-
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moving machines. Papers B, D and E, addressing Q2, use literature review, experiments
with the developed tele-remote control station, and field-tests with SCReAM protocol
on a small-scale mobile robot. Papers C, D and F, addressing Q3, use experiments
and data-analysis to establish the utility of a data-driven method for automating the
bucket-filling process for wheel-loaders. Paper G, addressing Q4, uses several research
methods including data-analysis, off-line model-development, and close-loop field tests
for model validation. Paper H, addressing Q5, uses experimental methods to address
the adaptability of the neural-network based bucket-filling model for changing operating
conditions.

An end-to-end data driven methodology is used, i.e., the bucket-filling control actions
(joystick signals) are directly predicted from the data produced by an expert operator
while performing the bucket-filling manually. This thesis refrains from (1) developing
kinematic and dynamic models of the machine, and (2) detailed characterization of the
pile environment. The main reason for doing this is that a solution based on detailed
models of the pile and machine cannot be easily used for a different machine or pile-
environment. In other words, such a solution will not be an adaptable solution.

1.3 Alternative methods for automating bucket-filling

It is worthwhile to discuss alternative methods to automate bucket-filling. Some of
these methods could also lead to similar, or better, results than the proposed end-to-
end machine learning approach. However, it is argued that these methods may require
significantly more effort to adapt to a different machine or pile environment. Three such
approaches are (1) programming expert trajectories, (2) classical PID control, and (3)
rule-based expert systems.

Programming an expert trajectory studies the motion of the bucket with an expert
operator, and then programs control commands to obtain this trajectory. This method
is easy to implement but it could fail since it is likely that no single trajectory could
handle all the different situations during bucket-filling. The classical PID control is a
powerful method and yet easy to implement. A classical PID control for bucket-filling
can be implemented, as suggested by [9], with lift/tilt joystick signals being driven by
PID gains, and an error calculated by the difference between target and actual lift/tilt
cylinder forces. It can be argued that finding good values of target forces and PID gains
through experimentation is likely a very cumbersome procedure. The rule-based expert
system is yet another powerful method, and is also easy to understand. They are often
based on expert knowledge translated from natural language into simple mathematical
rules. However, with respect to the bucket-filling problem: (1) it is difficult for human
operators to explain the exact procedure followed by them while digging, and (2) rule-
based expert systems may lead to a high number of rules (as found out in [10]). A high
number of rules negates the ease of understanding expert systems.
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1.4 Scope and delimitations

An automated mobile earth-moving machine should have the following seven components:
(1) Computer vision, (2) Sensor fusion, (3) Localization, (4) Path planning, (5) Control,
(6) Driver assistance, and (7) Human robot interaction. In this regard, the major focus
of this thesis has been on developing the driver assistance function for bucket-filling. The
other aspects of an autonomous mobile machine are considered out of the scope.

A minor focus of the thesis has been highlighting the need of real-time adaptation of
video streams in the context of remote-control of mobile earth-moving machines and the
introduction and evaluation of the SCReAM protocol for this purpose.

The thesis has a few limitations and delimitations which are important to highlight.
In Paper B, blasted-rock has been identified as the most challenging material. However,
this thesis is concerned with autonomous bucket-filling of gravel type material. This
is done to keep the problem’s complexity manageable since this is the first time, an
end-to-end data driven approach to automate bucket-filling has been used.

Another delimitation of the work is the data collected in fixed pile conditions (dry
and approximately constant slope). Although the fixed pile conditions allow control over
the experiment, the solution is limited to the experiment environment. Furthermore, the
size of the data used in this work is limited, and collected from only one operator, which
biases the solution towards this operator.

There is also delimitation in the work towards adaptive video for remote-control of
mobile working machines. The need of an improvement in wireless video transmission by
adapting the video quality is clear from the tele-remote experiments conducted in Paper
D. However, the thesis lacks an experiment capturing the remote operator’s quality of
experience before and after the introduction of the SCReAM protocol.

In contrast to the autonomous driving of a wheel-loader which involves navigating the
machine around obstacles, and stopping in case a person or object is located in the path
of the machine, the autonomous bucket-filling function operates in a limited context,
only when the bucket is inside the pile. Also, this thesis relies on inbuilt safety features
of the low level functions of the wheel-loader. It is assumed that the low level control of
hydraulic pumps, control valves, and actuators is designed to guard against potentially
unsafe use of the machine. Consequently, the methods and models presented in this
thesis are designed with limited requirements on safety (of human and machine).

1.5 Outline

This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part is a brief summary of the thesis while
the second part consists of research contributions: the conference papers and articles,
published or submitted, during the course of the work on this thesis.

The first part is divided into five chapters. The next chapter presents the background
of the area of earth-moving operations and the bucket-filling problem, and then presents
the case for the use of the SCReAM protocol for the live video transmission over wireless
links for tele-remote operations. Chapter three describes the methods used in the thesis
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to automate the bucket-filling process, i.e., the use of imitation learning to predict the
control actions of expert operators. It also presents a reinforcement learning based ap-
proach to improve the performance metric, specified by reward mechanism, and to adapt
to changing operating conditions. Chapter four summarizes the results and discusses the
results in the context of tele-operation and automatic bucket-filling. Finally, chapter five
concludes the introductory part of the thesis, and proposes future work. It also lists the
research contributions appended in the second part of the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Automation of earth-moving
machines

2.1 Earth-moving operation

An earth-moving operation involves one or several tasks including excavating, leveling,
compacting, and transporting, large quantities of earth-material. These tasks are required
in mining, quarry, construction, infrastructure development, groundworks, agriculture
and many other areas. There are several types of earth-moving machines (also called,
earthmovers, heavy equipment, construction equipment etc.), developed for specific tasks.

One way to understand the use of an earth-moving machine is to classify their tasks
into different operation cycles. For instance, two examples of operational cycles of a
wheel-loader are: (1) the short loading cycle, and (2) the load and carry cycle. In a short
loading cycle, a wheel-loader moves in a V-Y curve, loads the material from a pile, and
unloads it onto a truck (or dumper). In a load and carry cycle, a wheel-loader loads
the material and transports it to another location, which could be a few hundred meters
away. Bucket-filling (or scooping) is the main component of the loading task in both the
short-loading and the load and carry cycles. The bucket-filling task is repetitive, and
very common at construction and quarry sites. In this thesis, the main focus is on the
automation of the bucket-filling task given a wheel-loader and a pile of gravel. In real
situations, a pile can be hard (dried after rain) or frozen, but for limiting the scope of
research, a non-compact pile is assumed.

The bucket-filling task is repetitive and therefore presents a good opportunity for au-
tomation. It is the only task which prevents full autonomous operation of LHD machines
in underground mines. Most mining sites, and many earth-moving sites, are situated far
from urban areas. In such cases, use of tele-operation and autonomous operation could
save the time for operators to commute to the sites, leading to higher productivity, and
cost saving. Tele-remote operation with autonomous functions also makes the work of
operators more comfortable as they can do their work in an office rather than in a harsh

11
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Name Size range (mm)

Very coarse soil
Large boulder >630

Boulder 200–630
Cobble 63–200

Coarse soil

Gravel
Coarse gravel 20–63

Medium gravel 6.3–20
Fine gravel 2.0–6.3

Sand
Coarse sand 0.63–2.0

Medium sand 0.2–0.63
Fine sand 0.063–0.2

Fine soil
Silt

Coarse silt 0.02–0.063
Medium silt 0.0063–0.02

Fine silt 0.002–0.0063
Clay <0.002

Table 2.1: Classification of soil based on grain size according to ISO 14688-1:2002 [13].

environment. Automation can compensate for the shortage of skilled heavy equipment
operators [11], and at the same time modernize the working environment in industries
like mining, making them more appealing to young workers [12].

The difficulty of bucket-filling depends on the type of material to be loaded. As shown
in Table 2.1, the ISO14688 standard [13] classifies soil types into thirteen categories, based
on the material’s grain size. Different soil types present different challenges. Wetness of
the pile is another important parameter. Boulders, common in blasted rock while mining,
produce unpredictable forces on the buckets which makes bucket-filling difficult. On the
other hand, clay can be very compact and difficult to fill. For the work of this thesis,
gravel (a mixture of fine, medium, and coarse gravel), and cobble piles were used to test
the proposed automatic bucket-fill algorithm, and the mechanism to adapt an imitation
learning based bucket-filling model for changing operating conditions. The main reason
for using gravel and cobble pile was their availability at the test sites, and that they
present medium difficulty for the bucket-filling task.

2.2 Wheel-loader

An earth-moving machine consists of two parts; the vehicle, and the robotic manipulator.
Articulated wheel-loaders (Fig. 2.1) have two distinct units, a the front unit and a rear
unit, connected by a pin-joint. The front unit has the robotic manipulator, while the
rear unit has the drivetrain components, the engine, and the driver’s cabin.

The experiments presented in this thesis were conducted on Volvo wheel-loaders,
namely L110G, L120G and L180H. All of these wheel-loaders have parallel-link linkage
(Volvo’s Torque Parallel, TP linkage). With parallel-link linkage (Fig. 2.2, left), the
bucket’s position relative to the machine’s horizontal during lifting remains constant.
This provides extra stability for loading and unloading operations at the cost of breakout
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Figure 2.1: An articulated wheel-loader. The front unit (shown in grey) contains the robotic
manipulator and the bucket. The rear unit (shown in black) is the vehicle, which contains the
engine, drive-train components and the driver’s cabin.

Figure 2.2: A wheel-loader with parallel-link linkage (left) and Z-bar linkage (right).

force. The alternative to the parallel-link is the Z-bar linkage (Fig. 2.2, right), which is
known for providing high breakout force during digging.

Fig. 2.3 shows the components of the robotic manipulator of the L180H machine,
which has the parallel-link. The sensors measuring the tilt and tilt angles, located at
joints D and O in Fig. 2.3 are relative encoders with a resolution of 0.12◦. The definition
of the lift angle (θlift) entails that the lift angle is zero when the boom is parallel to
the machine’s horizontal. The angular velocity of the lift (θ̇lift) and tilt (θ̇tilt) angles, in
radians per second, are calculated as time derivatives of the lift and tilt angles. In this
thesis, θ̇lift and θ̇tilt are referred as just lift and tilt velocity, assuming that the angular
aspect is implicit.

The signals corresponding to lift/tilt angles and lift/tilt angular velocities as well as
the engine and drive-axle speed are available on the machine’s CAN network. In order
to read and write on the CAN network, Speedgoat real-time PC is used which supports
Simulink Real-TimeTM , the tool used to develop the software.

A standard Volvo wheel-loader purchased with an onboard load-weighing system con-
tains pressure transducers on each side of the lift cylinders. With the use of a load-
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Figure 2.3: Volvo L180H parallel-link motion primitives; (1) the boom and (2) the tilt lever.
Sensors are located on joints E and F to measure the lift angle (θlift), i.e., the angle from the
machine horizontal to the boom (EFA-link) and the tilt angle (θtilt), i.e., the angle from the
boom (EFA-link) to the tilt-lever (GDF-link).

weighing system, it is possible to measure the weight of the filled bucket within ±1%
accuracy. The load-weighing system uses the lift cylinder pressures and three IMU’s:
one mounted on the main body, and two on the boom. Although not the standard
case, the machine can also be shipped with pressure transducers on each side of the tilt
cylinder.

The main experimental machine, a Volvo L180H, had four pressure transducers, two
at each end of the lift and tilt cylinders. This made it possible to measure the pressure
on the high and the low sides of the lift and tilt cylinders. Hence, the lift and tilt
forces applied by the hydraulics on the pistons could be easily computed. The pressure
transducers have a range of 0 to 400 bar, and a typical accuracy of ±0.25%.

2.3 The bucket-filling process

Expert operators use vision, sound, vestibular feedback (as depicted in Fig. 2.4), and
their experience to actuate the lift joystick, tilt joystick and throttle pedal, in an efficient
way. They also make sure that wheel-spin does not occur during bucket-filling as it causes
excessive wear to the tires, increasing the maintenance cost of the machine.

The requirement from an automatic bucket-filling algorithm is to obtain a target
bucket-weight in minimum time, with minimum fuel consumption, and without wheel-
spin. However, in this thesis these requirements have been relaxed from controlling
the bucket-weight to maximizing the bucket-weight, and the detection and avoidance of
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Transition Condition
Approach to Lift phase Lift pressure > 80 bar

Lift to Bucket filling phase Lift pressure > 120 bar
Bucket filling to Exit the pile phase Tilt angle > 105◦

End of bucket-filling Lift angle > 0◦

Table 2.2: Transition between different phases in the bucket-filling process.

wheel-spin has been considered out of the scope. This means that the simplified goal
of the automatic bucket-filling algorithm is to increase productivity, i.e., maximizing
bucket-weights while minimizing the bucket-filling time.

Based on data collected from two experienced wheel-loader operators, it appeared
that bucket-filling can be divided into four phases:

1. Approach: Initially, the bottom of the bucket is aligned with the horizontal plane
defined by the contact points of the wheels with the ground. The wheel-loader
approaches the pile from a distance of 2 to 5 meters with a constant velocity of
around 3 km/h.

2. Lift: When the bucket comes in contact with the pile, the operators send a lift
joystick command (50 to 60%) to prevent the front tires from spinning by increasing
the pressure on them (more explanations in sec. 2.3.1). Due to the inherit delay
present in the hydraulic system, it takes between 300 to 500 ms before the lifting
starts, and by that time the bucket is already in the pile. If the bucket penetrates
too far into the pile there is a chance of lift stall, but if the lifting starts too soon,
there is a risk that not enough material comes into the bucket.

3. Bucket filling: This is the main part of the bucket-filling process where the operator
manipulates the lift action, the tilt action, and the throttle simultaneously. The
operators develop different ways to fill the bucket to avoid translation and bucket
lift stalls. A translation stall is when the machine’s forward speed approaches zero,
while a bucket lift stall is when the bucket’s lifting motion is almost negligible.
When the lift stall occurs, the most common strategy to deal with it is to use tilt
action, which breaks the material into the bucket.

4. Exit the pile: At the end of bucket-filling, the operators use only the tilt action to
get the displaced material into the bucket. The last phase ends when the boom
is parallel to the machine’s horizontal, i.e., as the lift angle becomes greater than
zero.

The challenging task is to automate the control commands when the operator ma-
nipulates the lift, tilt and throttle simultaneously as the bucket moves through the pile.
However, defining exactly when phase two (lifting) and phase three (bucket-filling) starts
is not trivial. The defined transition conditions between the different phases, as summa-
rized in Table 2.2, are thus determined by practical considerations.
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Figure 2.4: A wheel-loader during bucket-filling. The wheel-loader operator uses vision, sound
and the vestibular feedback via vibrations to perform the bucket-filling task.

2.3.1 Wheel-spin

Wheel-spin results in wear and tear of tires and must be prevented [14]. Tires contribute
to around 20 to 25% of the total maintenance cost of earth-moving machines in mines
[15], and hence avoidance of wheel spin is important.

Wheel-spin detection and mitigation is of great interest to companies. Although
relevant to the bucket-filling problem, wheel-spin detection and mitigation is out of scope
of this thesis. This section, however, provides a brief introduction to this matter. Fig
2.4 shows the forces acting on one of the front tires related to wheel spin conditions. In
ideal conditions, when the machine moves forward, the tires roll on the surface and FA
(the propulsion forced applied on the ground by the wheel) is equal to FT (traction or
friction force). The traction force has a maximum bound which is equal to the maximum
available static friction force between the ground and the tire. The maximum value of the
static friction force is FT−Max = µSFN . Assuming no wheel spin, FN (normal reaction)
is equal to FD (total downward force). Wheel spin becomes more probable if (1) µS is
low (wet and damp conditions on surface), and (2) FN is decreasing and, FA is high and
increasing.

In order to combat wheel spin via surface conditions, operators attempt to make the
surface level before bucket filling. While entering the pile, the drivers use high value of
lift action, making the lift force value, FLift, large. A high value of FLift increases FD
and thus increases FN . This way, the operator can throttle more, increasing FA, which
is necessary to enter into the pile while reducing the chances of wheel spin.

The term wheel-slip is used in railway engineering when the wheels of a stationary
locomotive turn due to the application of a large initial force, without moving the train
forward. In some of the appended papers, the term wheel-slip is used as a misnomer for
wheel-spin.
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2.3.2 Expert operator strategies

In order to avoid translation and lift stalls during a bucket-fill, expert operators make
intermittent use of the tilt action when moving the machine forward and the bucket
upwards. Typically, two to four tilts are required to complete the bucket-filling process,
though a higher number of distinct tilts is better. If done properly, the operator can this
way almost completely avoid translation stalls of the machine, and perform fuel efficient
digging with higher productivity.

In some materials, operators use an alternate strategy with continuous lifting and
tilting, making a smooth trajectory with the bucket. This strategy is more difficult
because engaging the tilt action above a threshold gives all hydraulic power to tilt, as the
tilt action has hydraulic priority, resulting in a lift stall. However, when expert operators
use this technique, typically in easy materials such as soil, it’s fast and efficient.

2.4 Video transmission for tele-remote operation

Efficient tele-remote operation of mobile earth moving machines is desirable for many
industries such as mining and construction. The mining industry seeks to exploit re-
cent advances in wireless technology such as wireless local area network (WLAN), ultra-
wideband (UWB) and also cellular networks [16]. For example, Boliden Minerals AB (a
Swedish mine company) has deployed IEEE 802.11 wireless networks in several of their
mines for communications and real-time localization of both workers and machinery [17].

Tele-operation requires good quality audio-video links along with control data, mon-
itoring data and feedback data. Since even the most advanced wireless network can get
overloaded, it is important to use the network’s bandwidth efficiently by choosing the
most suitable protocol suite for tele-remote operations. In tele-remote operations, since
several cameras are needed to give sufficient visual feedback, the video streams account
for almost all the network bandwidth used. Although wireless transmission is plagued
by path losses, multipath propagation, and interference causing throughput and delay
variation, wireless networks are still essential for tele-remote operations.

The risk of degraded wireless communication quality motivates the use of congestion
responsive transmission of the data streams. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) pro-
vides congestion control by reducing the sending rate as response to congestion, indicated
mainly by packet loss. TCP is, however, not suitable for real-time video since it may
introduce additional delay awaiting lost packets to be re-transmitted, i.e., the head of line
blocking problem. The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) protocol is good for real-time
data transmission but it does not offer any congestion control mechanism, and thus floods
the network even if the network is already overloaded. To address this, we examine the
possible use of the SCReAM (Self-Clocked Rate Adaptation for Multimedia) [18], which
is a congestion control algorithm operating at application layer, devised mainly for video
applications. Similar congestion control mechanism for real-time video include Google
congestion control (GCC) [19] and Network-assisted dynamic adaptation (NADA) [20].

SCReAM is originally devised for the end-to-end congestion control of real-time media
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Figure 2.5: SCReAM protocol at the sender side.

such as audio and video for WebRTC (Web Real-Time Communication), which is widely
used in the gaming community [21]. SCReAM is useful for tele-remote operation because
it supports prioritization between different media sources (such as different cameras),
which GCC and NADA do not. Prioritization is desired for tele-remote application
because depending on the direction of movement or task, some video streams are more
important than others.

When there is no congestion, all cameras get their required share of bandwidth while
when congestion is detected; the streams with lower priority are throttled in proportion
to their priority index compared to streams with higher priority indexes. SCReAM does
this by implementing a queuing mechanism.

A high level implementation of SCReAM’s sender side is shown in Fig. 2.5. SCReAM
works on RTP streams and uses the information from transmission scheduler component
and received RTCP packets to employ a network congestion control mechanism. The
other important component in SCReAM is the media rate control which updates the
target bit-rate of the video encoders based on the queue lengths of the RTP packet
queues.

In this thesis, results with the use of SCReAM for remote control are presented in
Paper E. Simulations show the prioritization behavior of SCReAM protocol with sim-
ulated video streams. Experiments are performed with a small-scale mobile platform,
remote-controlled over LTE. The setup mimics the remote control of a wheel-loader over
LTE network. The results show that the implicit behavior of SCReAM achieves to avoid
poor video quality of the highest prioritized video stream by adapting the sending rate
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of video-encoders. Both the simulation and experimental results show that the highest
prioritized stream does not suffer significantly, and hence do not degrade in performance
when SCReAM is used. The use of SCReAM for differentiated prioritization among
several video streams can be used for any remote control application.

2.5 Related work

Automation and remote-control of earth-moving equipment has been an active research
area for more than three decades. Paper B presents a comprehensive survey of research
conducted in this area. Here we limit discussion to works, closely related to this thesis.

The tele-remote operation of working machines enables operators to work from safe
environments, and is a building block for semi-autonomous operations [11]. However,
the tele-remote operation of load-haul-dump machines in an underground mine leads to
lower productivity [15]. Fernando et al. [22] present results of the tele-remote operation
of an excavator over a wireless IP network. They use a head mount display (HMD)
with end-to-end latency of 180 milliseconds and report 164% increase in cycle time of
operation compared to manual operation.

Many different approaches to automate the bucket-filling for front-end and backhoe
loaders have been pursued. The early work by Mikhirev [4] has inspired researchers to
look for the optimal trajectory of the bucket [14] [23], through the pile and to modify
the existing trajectory to accommodate for the forces from the pile [24] [25]. However,
Hemani [5] pointed out that the aim of the control system is to fill the bucket, not to
follow a predefined path, and hence trajectory control should not have priority.

Autonomous loading of a rock pile is relatively more challenging problem than soil
or gravel piles, because blasted rock presents the most unpredictable and unstructured
form of a loading environment. Lever et al. [26] demonstrates an automated digging
control system based on fuzzy-logic for loading rock using a Caterpillar 980G wheel-
loader. They use eight bucket primitive actions (move up, move forward and rotate up
etc.) exhibiting a range of excavation behaviors to perform a given excavation task, and
claim performance comparable to that of a human operator. In Dobson et al. [27] [28], an
admittance control for an LHD machine has been shown to outperform a human operator
for loading blasted rock. An LHD machine, with its flattened geometry, makes it possible
to perform the bucket-filling using the tilt action only, which makes it further possible
to use a single-input-single-output PID controller.

The experimental approach to automating bucket-filling is motivated by Hemani [29],
who argued for the need of more experimental research with full-scale machines. However,
experimental work with heavy equipment, such as the Volvo L180H wheel-loader, is
expensive and cumbersome from an engineering and practical point of view. An alternate
approach to physical experiments is the simulation approach, which has the advantage of
being a highly controllable environment, making results easily repeatable. Lindmark and
Servin [30] present a simulation-based method to develop a robotic rock loading system
using an LHD machine in an underground environment. They formulate general loading
strategies using the shape of the pile, kinematics of the machine, and design variables for
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the control system. The simulations use a detailed 3D multi-body dynamic model of the
machine and rock pile.

The machine learning approach taken in this thesis targets a general bucket-filling
solution, which is fundamentally different from previous approaches. First, data-driven
imitation learning models are proposed to establish a baseline bucket-filling model. Later,
reinforcement learning is applied to adapt and improve the imitation learning model for
changes in operating conditions.



Chapter 3

Machine learning applied to the
bucket-filling problem

This chapter presents several research methods used in the thesis to solve the bucket-
filling problem. It introduces the different machine learning algorithms used in the thesis,
and presents the proposed imitation learning and reinforcement learning methods. The
first section describes the hardware, software, and data that was used.

3.1 System setup

The main experimental wheel-loader (shown in Fig. 3.1a), a Volvo L180H, was instru-
mented to be monitored and controlled externally. It was equipped with cameras, micro-
phone, and networking equipment (WiFi access point, switches) for sending live feedback
to a remote control platform (Fig. 3.1b) for tele-remote operation. The machine has five
ECUs (electronic control units) which are connected over two CAN networks.

3.1.1 Hardware and software

As suggested in Marshall et al. [9], lift and tilt cylinder forces can be used to perform
autonomous digging. To measure forces on the lift and tilt pistons, the machine was
equipped with pressure transducers at each end of the lift cylinders and the tilt cylinder.
These pressure sensors are on a CAN network connected to the load-weighing system,
external to the ECU network. Other variables describing the internal state of the machine
such as the lift and tilt angle, and angular velocities, and the drive axle speed, are
available on the ECU network.

A real-time PC, Speedgoat, connects with the ECUs and the pressure sensors using
CAN communication protocols. The software is uploaded to the real-time PC with a host
PC as shown in the hardware, software and data-flow setup in Fig. 3.2. The real-time
PC has Intel Celeron 1.5 GHz processor with 4 GB RAM.

21
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(a) Volvo L180H wheel-loader (b) Remote control station

Figure 3.1: The main components of the system: (a) the experimental wheel-loader, and (b) the
remote-control station.

The software in the main ECU, i.e. the engine-ECU, is modified to open a communi-
cation channel between the CAN bus and an external device. The modified engine-ECU
software has two modes: (1) manual, and (2) external. In the manual mode, the ma-
chine can be operated normally and all incoming external signals are disregarded. In the
external mode, the machine can be controlled from the real-time PC sending commands
for gear, steering, throttle, brake, lift and tilt actuations. Additionally, a hand-held
emergency stop remote is set up to turn off the machine, if needed. The emergency stop
remote has additional buttons which are configured to start and stop the bucket-filling
algorithm.

Training of neural network models were done in Matlab and Tensorflow [31] environ-
ment. Remote control and autonomous software was written in Simulink Real-TimeTM ,
which was then build and downloaded to the Speedgoat computer. The base Simulink
model runs at 1 kHz and has an average task execution time of 58 µs with a worst case
execution time of 234 µs. It is to be noted that the neural network model is rather a
small part of the base model which has several other tasks including reading and writing
on different CAN ports. The training of the neural-network model is computationally
expensive and done off-line as compared to running the neural-network model which has
a much lower execution time. The neural network model to predict lift and tilt joysticks
were run at 50 Hz, which was high enough as the hydraulic system has a cutoff frequency
of ∼10 Hz due to its large inertia.

The standard CAN communication used to send control commands to engine-ECU
may introduce stochastic delay of tens of milliseconds, which is tolerable given that the
hydraulic systems has variable delays upto 400 ms. However, the delay introduced by
the CAN communication can be eliminated by transporting the software to engine-ECU.
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Figure 3.2: The schematic view of the system setup combining hardware, software and data-
flows.

Dataset # Used in Machine Material Gear No. of scoopings
1 Paper C L110G 0–150 mm 1–4 21
2 Paper D L120G 8–32 mm 1 16
3 Paper F L180H 0–64 mm 1–4 150
4 Paper G L180H 0–64 mm 1 96

Table 3.1: Description of the datasets used during the thesis work.

3.1.2 Data

The proposed methods to automate bucket-filling are built upon data from manual op-
eration. Four datasets were used during the work conducted in this thesis. Table 3.1
provides a summary of these datasets. Three datasets (first, third, and fourth) were
recorded during thesis work with different operators and machines whereas one dataset
(second) was a historical dataset provided by Volvo CE.

The datasets one and two were relatively small, and were used to investigate feasibility
of a machine learning based solution to the bucket-filling problem. The dataset three was
the largest, but it was recorded with FAPS (fully automatic power shift) enabled, i.e.,
the gear switching was automatic, which is not ideal for the bucket-filling. Therefore,
dataset four was needed to fix this problem.

The dataset four is recorded with the most productive and fuel-efficient operator
at the test facility, and is the basis of the imitation learning based automatic bucket-
filling algorithm presented in Paper G. In the experiment for dataset four, the operator
was instructed to maintain a constant engine speed of 1300 RPM to extract maximum
power from the machine, based on the machine characteristics [32]. The dataset four was
recorded at 50 Hz, while the dataset three was recorded at 20 Hz. The material used
in experiments for datasets three and four was medium coarse gravel with fine particles.
This material was kept under a roof and consequently maintained in a dry condition
throughout the experiments. During the data collection, the operator filled the bucket,
lifted the boom to weigh the bucket and dumped the material at the same place. In
this way, the slope of the pile was maintained between 30–35◦, providing control over the
experiment.
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Feature # Signal Unit Filtering Scaling factor
1 Lift force MN - 1
2 Lift angle mrad - 1/875
3 Lift angular velocity mrad/s MA 1/175
4 Tilt force MN - 1
5 Tilt angle mrad - 1/1750
6 Tilt angular velocity mrad/s MA 1/350
7 Drive-axle velocity rps MA 1

Table 3.2: Description of the signals used as features for training the bucket-filling algorithm.
The velocity signals have been filtered with a moving average (MA) filter of three signal points.

Table 3.2 shows signals which were used as input features for the bucket-filling model.
The velocity signals (angular velocities and drive-axle speed) were smoothened with a
moving average filter with three signal points, and different scaling factors were applied
to the features to get them in a similar range.

An example of one bucket-filling data used for training is shown in Fig. 3.3. There are
a few observations which can be pointed out in this bucket-fill by the operator. Firstly,
the operator tries to maintain a good lift pressure in the middle part of the bucket-fill. As
mentioned in [9], this is important to obtain a higher bucket weight. Secondly, the usage
of tilt joystick in this example is a recommended way of performing bucket-fill, seen by
that the operator is using the tilt action whenever there is a lift stall. Lastly, the correct
usage of tilt joystick has enabled the machine to avoid translation stall. The challange
for the machine learning based bucket-filling model is to generate actions which produce
similar results with the lift force and the machine speed.

3.2 Machine learning

Machine learning is a field in computer science research where algorithms are used to
derive models from data that address a particular problem, without excessive need of
domain knowledge in the field of the problem. Machine learning is used to solve: (1)
inference, (2) prediction, and (3) decision making problems. In an inference problem,
the goal is to answer specific questions about data such as the presence of clusters or
the nature of relationship between variables present in data. In a prediction problem,
the aim is to predict a real or a categorical output for new inputs based on learnings
from training data. In prediction problems, the cases where real values are predicted
are called regression problems in contrast to classification problems, where categorical
results are predicted. Decision making problems overlap with prediction problems, but
they are different as the predicted values are used immediatly by an agent to act in its
environment.

There are three branches of machine learning: (1) supervised learning, (2) unsuper-
vised learning, and (3) reinforcement learning, which address machine learning problems
in different ways. In supervised learning, data is labeled, i.e., it contains inputs (features)
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Figure 3.3: Training data from the expert operator.
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Figure 3.4: High level overview of supervised and reinforcement machine-learning.

as well as outputs (correct answers). In unsupervised learning, the data is unlabeled, i.e.,
it contains inputs but no outputs. A combination of supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing where a part of the data is labeled with correct answers is called semi-supervised
learning. Additionally, imitation learning (or apprenticeship learning) is training models
from data generated by human demonstrations, although the training of models is similar
to supervised learning. The third branch of machine learning, i.e. reinforcement learning
(RL), generates its own data by interacting with its environment in a closed loop. Learn-
ing in RL is based on rewards received by the algorithm during its interaction with the
environment, and the main goal is to learn an agent (a control policy) that maximizes
long-term rewards. A high level overview of the supervised and reinforcement learning
are shown in Fig. 3.4.

In this thesis, imitation based bucket-filling models are developed using realistic num-
ber of demonstrations (100 bucket-filling examples) from an expert operator. Further-
more, reinforcement learning is applied on an imitation model to adapt to changes in
operating conditions by maximizing a goal provided by a reward mechanism.

A range of machine learning models both parametric and non-parametric are used in
this thesis at various stages. A parametric model has fewer parameters as opposed to a
non-parametric model, where the model has disproportionatly high number of parameters
compared to number of features. While some of the models used in this thesis are
discussed in this section, some others such as regression trees and ensemble methods are
presented in Paper F.

3.2.1 Multi-variable linear and logistic regression

Multi-variable (MV) regression model are simple statistical models widely used to model
relationships between input and output variables in data. Being parametric models, both
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MV linear and logistic regression models are easy to implement and interpret. To make
predictions from regression models, the data is required in form of an input matrix X and
an output matrix y. Lets say that the input matrix X =

[
x1 . . xn

]
has n features

(each feature a column vector of observations) and the output matrix y =
[
y1 . . ym

]
has m outputs for corresponding observations.

The linear regression model for y using features X is then given by Eq. 3.1, where x0
is a column vector of ones and θ =

[
θ0 . . θn

]
are the model parameters.

y =
[
θ0 . . θn

] [
x0 x1 . . xn

]T
(3.1)

Logistic regression is used for classification problems. The output of logistic regression
is in (0, 1) range, and interpreted as a probability of presence of a class. For the logistic
regression, the output matrix y is a binary matrix with each row indicating the presence
or absence of a class. The logistic regression model for y using X is shown in Eq. 3.2.
The logistic regression model is similar to linear regression model except at the end when
a standard logistic sigmoid function (Eq. 3.3) is applied to obtain final predictions. It is
the logistic function which forces the output to be in (0, 1) range.

y = σ(
[
θ0 . . θn

] [
x0 x1 . . xn

]T
) (3.2)

σ(z) =
1

1 + e−z
(3.3)

The MV linear regression has a closed form solution, while MV logistic regression
is solved using iterative methods. Although regression models are easy to interpret,
their prediction capabilities are limited, evenmore if the outputs depend upon non-linear
interactions between inputs.

3.2.2 Artificial neural network

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are computational systems capable of representing
highly non-linear functions given a large amount of data. They were proposed in 1940’s
[33] to describe the activity of neural event in biophysical context.

The computations in an ANN occur in layers, in a hierarchical way from inputs to
outputs. A three layer feed-forward neural network is shown in Fig. 3.5, in which each
layer consists of artificial neurons, performing computations on its inputs. The most
common neuron unit used in ANNs is shown in Fig 3.6. For this artificial neuron, the
output y is a weighted sum of all inputs plus a bias term, passed through a non-linear
activation function. In this way, each layer applies a non-linear transformation on its
input. Layer-wise non-linear transformation of the input to the output is the main
reason for powerful function approximation capabilities of ANNs.

The parameters of ANNs, θ = [w, b], were difficult to learn before the invention of
the backpropgation algorithm [34], which is still the most popular way to learn ANN
parameters. In the last two decades, interest of researchers in neural network has been
increasing because of (1) increasing availability of large datasets, and (2) faster hardware.
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Figure 3.5: A three layer feed-forward artificial neural network.
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The use of ANNs in machine learning research has skyrocketed since Krizhevsky et al.
[35] reported a major improvement on ImageNet database using a convolutional neural
network with many hidden layers. Currently, ANNs with many hidden layers are referred
as deep networks, and training such networks is called deep learning.

3.2.3 Time-delayed neural networks

Time-delayed neural-networks (TDNN) were introduced in [36] for phoneme recognition
in speech. TDNNs are useful when the information about input-output relationship is
hidden and spread across time and input signals, i.e., the data has a dynamic aspect to
it. A TDNN has the same hierarchical structure of an ANN with an input layer, one or
more hidden layers and an output layer. A three layer TDNN is shown in Fig. 3.7. The
main difference between an ANN and a TDNN is that in a TDNN, each neuron has a
connection to each neuron in its previous layer and also to their past activations. From
an implementation point of view, past values of inputs and hidden unit activations are
stored in memory to be used for further computations.

The TDNN architecture uses history of features with finite differences in time, which
enable them to represent differential equations/dynamic systems. Using a moving window
of past features, TDNNs are able to discover temporal relationships between features and
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Figure 3.7: A three layer time-delayed neural network. The network shows that the time-delay
is applied at the input and the hidden layer.

outputs, independent of position in time [36].

The imitation based bucket-filling model used in papers F and G employ a TDNN
architecture to predict lift and tilt control actions of the operator. The TDNNs used
in this thesis have a small number of neurons (10 or 12) in the middle layer, and two
neurons in the output layer, one each for lift and tilt predictions. The dynamics present
in the bucket-filling process in captured by the processing of time-delayed features. The
delay step (DS), i.e., the time between the historical samples of the input data, and the
total delay length (TDL), which is the total time from the oldest historical sample to the
current are important hyperparameters of a TDNN.

3.2.4 Regression by classification

A broad range of algorithms available for classification problems has led researchers to
transform regression problems into classification problem by discretizing the continu-
ous outputs. Weiss et al. [37] has introduced this idea while the term “regression by
classification” is coined in [38].

The regression by classification approach as used in this thesis is shown in Fig. 3.8.
First, the continuous outputs y from the training data are discretized, and the range of
outputs (0, 1) is split into six classes of equal width. This is one of the simplest possible
ways to discretize the outputs. Secondly, a classification model is trained on the input
data X and the discretized outputs. The output of the classification are soft predictions,
one corresponding to each class, in the range (0,1). A regression model can then be
trained based on the soft outputs and optionally the input features X to predict the
continuous targets y.

The final automatic bucket-filling model proposed by this thesis is a combination of a
TDNN with time delays applied only to the input layer and the regression by classification
approach. The regression by classification approach is used because the continuous output
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Figure 3.8: Regression by classification approach. The dashed line implies that the original
input features X is an optional input for the regression model at the end.

signals for lift/tilt joystick appear to cluster at different levels. In paper D, a logistic
regression model is used to predict high and low values of lift and tilt bucket velocities,
and a linear regression model is used to combine logistic regression predictions and the
input features to predict continuous bucket velocities. In paper G, the same idea is
employed in a single TDNN instead of separate classification and regression models. In
this setup, the middle layer of the neural network acts as a classifier and the last layer
as a regression model.

3.3 Imitation learning process for automating bucket-

filling

The process followed in this thesis for developing the automatic bucket-filling using imi-
tation learning is summarized in terms of a flowchart in Fig. 3.9. The initial steps of the
process are data acquisition setup and data gathering. If the acquired data is satisfactory,
the next setup is to identify useful features, i.e., feature engineering.

Feature engineering involves many considerations and results in training and test
datasets to build machine learning models. The start and stop conditions of phase three
in the bucket-filling process were difficult to define and it required a few iterations to
obtain a working solution. First, all available signals were explored as possible features
and later, signals were combined to yield additional features (such as the force applied
to the lift/tilt pistons from the pressure transducers data). With large amount of data,
it is common to divide the data into a training set, for learning the parameters, and a
test set, used for final evaluation. In case of limited data, cross-validation procedure is
useful to evaluate test error without having a separate test set.

As it was found that lift and tilt joystick signals does not have direct linear rela-
tionships with input features, different non-linear models were trained and evaluated.
Regression trees, neural networks and variants of TDNN models, were trained to predict
joystick actions. The test performance of the trained models were evaluated using cross-
validation procedure. Since TDNN models have the capacity of capturing the dynamics
present in the problem, they perform better in minimizing the test error compared to
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Figure 3.9: The method used to develop the imitation based bucket-filling model from expert
operator data.
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Figure 3.10: Hydraulic forces, angular velocity and control commands produced by the TDNN
model for two example cases for bucket-filling in medium coarse gravel. Bucket 1 (left) got 6.8
ton in 7.5 seconds while bucket 2 (right) got 7.9 tons in 7.12 seconds. The plot highlights the
difference in model responses arising due the variation in pile shape from one bucket to another.
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regression trees and some other machine learning algorithms. The TDNN model class
was thus selected for deployment and evaluation on the machine. When the deployed
models failed to fill the bucket, for example, if it got stuck in the pile or lifting was too
early resulting in an almost empty bucket, the start-stop conditions of the bucket-filling
step were revisited and modified until a working solution was achieved. Next, hyper-
parameters of TDNN model, i.e., the delay step and total delay length were tuned to
obtain the optimized bucket-filling model. The final imitation model with fixed hyperpa-
rameters was then used to explore different throttle settings for phase three to obtain a
trade-off between bucket weight and bucket-filling time, satisfactory close to the expert
operator.

Fig. 3.10 shows two examples of bucket-fills with the final imitation model which was
benchmarked against the expert operator in an uncontrolled trial. The difference in the
model’s response from one bucket-fill to another is due to the variation in pile properties.
Bucket 1 in Fig. 3.10 is a less successful bucket-fill by the imitation based TDNN model,
while bucket 2 is a more successful bucket-fill. It can be noticed that the lift force and
the tilt joystick in bucket 2 appears to be modulating, similar to what is depicted in an
expert operator’s example in Fig. 3.3.

3.4 Reinforcement learning for adaptive automatic

bucket-filling

Reinforcement learning (RL) is the branch of machine learning where learning occurs
by interacting with the environment. This field is inspired by the nature of learning in
biological entities using rewards, exploration of environment and exploitation of experi-
ences. In this section, some basic concepts of reinforcement learning including the main
considerations in applying RL are discussed. The proposed method to use reinforce-
ment learning for making an imitation based automatic bucket-filling solution adaptive
to changing conditions is also presented.

The imitation model trained on expert operator’s data in a controlled environment
may not be sufficient with changes in operating conditions. The changes in variables
such as pile shape, wetness, slope and type of material may result in an unsatisfactory
performance by the imitation model. Also, use of a different bucket on the same machine
may results in performance degradation of the imitation model. Therefore, there is a
need for the imitation model to adapt and improve in changing conditions as found in
construction and mining environments.

3.4.1 Elements of reinforcement learning

In reinforcement learning, an agent acts on its environment to achieve a goal. The field
of RL uses a terminology different from the other machine learning branches. The basic
RL terminology is briefly explained here.
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State: A state s, is a set of observations from the environment. It is similar to the
input features in the imitation learning model. In the context of bucket-filling, the state
is the set of features from Table 3.2 and their time-delayed values.

Action: An action a, is applied by the RL agent to the environment. For bucket-
filling, these are the lift and tilt joystick predictions.

Exploration noise: To find optimal solution by interactions, exploration of environ-
ment is necessary. While learning, a random noise called exploration noise can be added
to the action a before applying to the environment.

Policy: A policy π, depicted in Fig. 3.11, is the function that maps states s, to ac-
tions a. In this work, the structure of the policy is the regression by classification TDNN
model.

Reward signal: A reward rt(s, a) is a scalar value received by the RL-agent from
the environment at every time-step after taking an action a in a state s.

Return: The return Rγ
t is the cumulative discounted rewards from time t to the end

of a bucket-filling episode at t = T , Rγ
t =

∑T
i=t γ

i−tr(si, ai), where the discount factor
0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 balances between immediate reward rt and future rewards rt+1, rt+2, ...rt+T .

Action-value function: The action-value function Qπ(s, a), also depicted in Fig. 3.11,
is the expected cumulative discounted reward, Qπ(s, a) = E[Rγ

t |s, a;π]. The action-value
function is defined for a given policy π.

The goal of the RL-agent is to find a policy which maximizes the performance ob-
jective J(π), which is the cumulative discounted rewards from an initial state s0, i.e.
J(π) = E[Rγ

t |π].

There are two traditional class of algorithms in reinforcement learning: (1) value
iteration, and (2) policy iteration or policy gradient. The value iteration methods aim
to find the optimal value function and derive the optimal policy from them. However,
these methods are difficult to apply for problems with medium and large state and action
dimensions. The policy iteration methods aim to iteratively improve a policy, without
evaluating a value function. The policy iteration method may introduce a bias in the
solution depending on the initial policy. A combination of value iteration and policy
iteration approaches are actor-critic methods.

In a batch RL algorithm, an update of the policy is made at the end of one or
many episodes as opposed to online algorithms where a policy update is applied at each
time step. Furthermore, there are off-policy and on-policy RL algorithms. In an off-
policy algorithm, the policy under improvement is different from policies used to generate
experiences (a set of state, action, reward). While in an on-policy algorithm, the policy
used to generate experiences is the same policy which is updated.
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Figure 3.11: The main components of a reinforcement learning method are policy (left), which
produces actions from stated and a value function (right), which evaluates the policy by predict-
ing future rewards.

The RL experiments presented in this thesis are conducted in batches of bucket-
fillings. So the algorithm used here falls under batch RL. An on-policy approach is
used as the control policy used to generate experiences is the same under improvement.
An actor-critic architecture is employed which iteratively updates both the action-value
function Qπ(s, a) and the policy π.

3.4.2 Reward signal

In a RL setup, the agent receives a scalar reward rt for every time-step spent in its
environment. Reward mechanisms ensure that the cumulative rewards are higher when
RL-agent’s goals are achieved, and lower otherwise. In the bucket-filling problem, the
simplified goal of the algorithm is to fill the bucket with maximum amount of material
in minimum time. A good reward mechanism for this simplified goal may result in fast
learning enabling the wheel-loader to adapt to changing conditions in a reasonable time.

One of the defined goals of the RL agent is to maximize the bucket-weight. Efforts
to model the final bucket weights with recorded signals resulted in an observation that
the impulse imparted to the lift piston during a bucket-fill is an indicator of the final
bucket-weight. This imply that the reward signal rt for the algorithm could be based on
the lift force.

A negative reward signal are more suitable for episodic settings where the aim of
the agent is to complete the task as fast as possible because spending more time in
its environment produces a lower cumulative reward. The bucket-filling task is like the
episodic setting where a short bucket-filling time is good. To make the reward signal
negative, a constant value can be subtracted from it. A reward signal rt used in the
experiments in Paper H is LF − 1, where LF is the lift force.
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Figure 3.12: The deterministic actor-critic algorithm.

3.4.3 Actor-critic methods

Actor-critic methods have separate implementation of the control policy and the value
function. A depiction of the deterministic actor-critic method is shown in Fig. 3.12. The
actor, i.e. the agent, takes actions, while the critic, i.e. an approximation of the action-
value function, evaluates actor’s actions. The learning takes place with TD (temporal
difference) evaluation algorithm. The TD evaluation for one time-step generates an TD
error (δt) defined by

δt = rt + γQw(st+1, at+1)−Qw(st, at) (3.4)

where at+1 = πθ(st+1). The critic Qw and the actor πθ are parameterized by w and θ
respectively. The TD error can be used in several different ways to update the critic and
the actor. Thus actor-critic method is a class of algorithms which take specific form for
specific update rules for the actor and the critic.

For a long time, reinforcement learning has been popular only for low dimensions
problems with discrete state and action spaces. A recent success in this context has been
the Deep Q learning [39] which combines neural networks with reinforcement learning to
play Atari games at par with human performance. Deep Q-learning solves the problem
with high dimension observation space but it acts only in low dimensional discrete action
space [40]. Deterministic policy gradient (DPG) algorithms [8] address the problem with
continuous actions and provide policy gradient solutions for actor-critic methods.
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Figure 3.13: The procedure for reinforcement learning experiments.

In RL experiments for adapting bucket-filling model, the actor is implemented using
the imitation model, and the critic is implemented also using a TDNN with one hidden
layer, but has a single output neuron. The updates of actor and critic networks are based
on the DPG actor-critic algorithm.

3.4.4 Deterministic policy gradient

In problems with continuous actions, policy gradient algorithms are widely used in re-
inforcement learning [8]. The standard actor-critic approach is to learn a stochastic
policy [41], i.e., a policy which is represented by a parameterized probability distribution
πθ(a|s) = Pr(a|s; θ). Alternatively, a deterministic policy a = µθ(s) directly maps states
to actions and is preferred for problems in continuous space.

The batch reinforcement learning procedure followed in the bucket-filling experiments
is shown in Fig. 3.13. To start with, the actor was initialized with a trained imitation
model, while the critic was randomly initialized. This necessitates zero iteration where
only the critic is updated, before starting with regular DPG iterations. For the first critic
update a batch of m bucket-filling examples were run and data was (1) downloaded, (2)
arranged in an experience table, i.e., a matrix of [st, at, rt, st+1] and (3) reshuffled to
reduce the correlations between consecutive rows. TD loss over all k time-steps in the
experience table

δL =
1

k

∑
i

(ri + γQw(si+1, ai+1)−Qw(si, ai))
2 (3.5)

is minimized to update the parameters of critic network using

4w = αwδL∇wQ
w(st, at), (3.6)

where αw is critic’s learning rate, and ∇wQ
w(st, at) are the gradients of critic network.
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Silver et. al. [8] presents a deterministic policy gradient version of the actor-critic
model. The actor update (4θ) for the deterministic policy gradient actor-critic algorithm
as presented in [8] is

4θ = αθ∇θµθ(st)∇aQ
w(st, at)|a=µθ(s) (3.7)

where αθ is actor’s learning rates, ∇θµθ(st) is the gradient of the policy network, and
∇aQ

w(st, at) is the gradient of the critic network w.r.t. actions. After the zero iteration
(Fig. 3.13), actor was updated using the deterministic policy gradient update rule Eq.
3.7, followed by a cyclic process between collecting n bucket-filling data, the critic up-
date, and the actor update. Eight iterations of DPG algorithm were run and significant
improvement in terms of bucket-weights over the imitation model were obtained.



Chapter 4

Results and discussion

4.1 Tele-remote operation

Tele-remote operation of mobile earth-moving equipment is needed along the development
of fully autonomous machines. Some underground mines have deployed tele-operated
load-haul-dump machine where loading is done on tele-remote while hauling and dumping
is autonomous. However, many industries including quarry and forestry will benefit if
more general solutions for tele-operated heavy equipment are available.

In this thesis, a tele-remote setup for a wheel-loader has been developed. Similar to
previous research, it is found that tele-operation without autonomous functions results in
reduced productivity. Tele-operation results in reduced perception of a machine’s motion
in its environment due to a compressed field-of-view and the loss of human sensory
information such as depth information, motion, and balance.

The use of IEEE802.11n was investigated and it was found that the variable through-
put over a wireless link results in video glitches, making it difficult to operate the machine
remotely. Experiments show that improving video feedback is a promising way to im-
prove the tele-remote operation of heavy equipment. The mobile wireless standards, LTE
and 5G, are promising alternatives to WiFi, but nevertheless, a congestion-free wireless
medium can never be guaranteed because of the nature of the wireless medium. A smart
mechanism to handle congestion for real-time media is therefore required.

The SCReAM protocol provides an end-to-end congestion control for real-time media
by adjusting the sending rate of video encoders. The use of the SCReAM protocol in the
context of video transmission for tele-remote operation is proposed, and demonstrated
using a small scale experiment. For heavy equipment, multiple cameras are required
to capture the environment, but not all video streams are important simultaneously.
The important streams should not be compromised in video quality even when there
is congestion over the medium. SCReAM provides the mechanism to prioritize differ-
ent video streams, and the priorities can be dynamically changed at runtime. Using a
mobile platform, remote controlled over LTE, the prioritization capability of SCReAM

39
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was demonstrated. Experiments show that the video stream with highest priority is
minimally affected by congestion in the network.

4.2 Autonomous bucket-filling

Autonomous bucket-filling is a challenging problem for which there are no commercially
available solutions for all the different applications. This thesis presents a new end-to-end
data driven approach to develop general bucket-filling solutions for wheel-loaders.

Several machine learning methods from linear regression, a combination of linear and
logistic regression, regression trees, and neural networks are applied to model the motion
of pistons and joysticks actions of the operator using easily available signals from the
machine. Two important components constituting the imitation learning based bucket-
filling model are: (1) time-delayed neural network, and (2) regression by classification.
The time-delayed neural network captures the dynamics of the bucket-filling process, and
enables the neural network to predict lift and tilt joystick actions. The classification layer
in the proposed solution aids decision making for changing intensity levels of lift and tilt
actions during bucket-filling.

For classification the joystick signals are divided into six classes. For simplicity, the
classes are made of ranges of equal width. Two classes with high and very high level of
joystick actuations are rare. Thus there is skewness in the classification data which can
be solved in multiple ways. Either (1) the classification levels can be reduced from six
to four, which will reduce the complexity of the model and simplify its training, or (2)
a better discretization algorithm can be applied to obtain classes with similar number of
examples in them.

The proposed imitation learning based solution is comparable to the human operator
in terms of bucket weights, but with 26% higher bucket-filling time, based on an average
of 20 test trials. The main explanation for longer bucket-filling time is late transitioning in
to the second phase. The operators see the pile and actuate the lift joystick even prior to
the contact between the bucket and pile to compensate for the delay from the joystick to
the bucket movements. Contrarily, the algorithm is essentially blind and implements the
transitioning between phases with fixed predetermined criteria. The algorithm detects
the bucket-pile contact with increase in the pressure in hydraulics and then actuates the
lift action. This makes the algorithm loose more than half a second in comparison to the
operator. A second explanation for longer bucket-filling time is that the algorithm uses
a constant throttle while the operators, as observed in uncontrolled trials, increase the
throttle at the end of bucket filling. The increase in power into the hydraulics produces
higher flows which accelerates the pistons and the end of bucket-filling.

Training data with 100 bucket examples from an expert operator is found to be
sufficient to train an imitation model to perform bucket-filling with performance similar
to an expert operator. The training data comes from one operator, which introduces
a bias corresponding of this operator’s style of bucket-filling. As different operators do
have different styles of bucket-filling, it can be argued that using data from only one
operator helps to avoid a high-variance problem. This approach has resulted in creating
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a bucket-filling model from a fairly small number of training examples.

The imitation learning bucket-filling model aims to mimic an expert operator’s ac-
tions as the training of the imitation model is done by minimizing the error between
the operator’s action and the model’s prediction. However, the defined goal of efficient
bucket-filling is get a required amount of material in minimum time, and not to mimic
the operator. It is found that minimizing the training error is not a good strategy for the
bucket-filling problem as the training and test error is not a direct indicator of the main
aim of the experiment. It is concluded that hyper-parameter tuning should be performed
on the goals specified by the field experts, incorporating the domain knowledge into the
solution.

The developed solution is not designed for a specific machine or pile environment
as the core TDNN model does not need any a-priori information about the machine or
the pile. It was validated in field experiments that the model trained on one type of
material medium coarse gravel (fine particles upto 64 mm size), also works on different
but similar materials such as aggregate cobble pile (fine particles upto 200 mm size).
This shows that the principles of bucket filling are not very different between medium
coarse gravel and a cobble-gravel pile. However, the same cannot be said about a rock
pile, as it involves a different strategy. In contrast to gravel, where it is sufficient to lift
and curl-in the bucket, rock excavation requires the operators to sometimes curl-out, i.e.,
to follow the shape of the boulders in order to either avoid them, or scoop them into the
bucket. This thesis does not solve the problem of autonomous bucket-filling of blasted
rock, but it argues that a solution may be feasible with the proposed method by using a
time-delayed neural network model.

The transition between the different phases of the bucket filling process is machine
specific, and outside the scope of the neural-network model. However, these transition
conditions between the different phases could be learned by separate models.

Although the imitation learning method presented in the thesis provided satisfactory
results for automating bucket-filling, there are limitations to the solution. For example,
the presented solution does not address: (1) changes in the machine condition (such as
a different bucket), (2) changes in pile shape and material (such as from coarse gravel to
cobbles), and (3) the case of a compact pile or a frozen pile.

To address changes in operating conditions, the use of reinforcement learning is pro-
posed. The experiments with reinforcement learning aim to program an autonomous
bucket-filling model to maximize cumulative rewards for a defined goal, and hence adapt-
ing and learning in a changing environment.

Prior to the current era of deep reinforcement learning [39] [42], RL was mostly
used in low dimensional grid-world problems. The introduction of a deterministic policy
gradient allows the application of reinforcement learning for continuous control problems.
However, most of the successes with continuous control using reinforcement learning are
still in simulated computer game environments.

In this thesis model-free reinforcement learning using the deterministic actor-critic
algorithm is employed to enable reward based learning for a RL-agent in a gravel-cobble
pile. The actor network is initialized with the imitation learning model trained with
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medium coarse gravel data. However, the critic network starts from blank, and aims to
develop an understanding of the environment by learning expected future rewards given
a state and action. In this scenario, it is essential to train the critic network for a number
of bucket-filling episodes before starting to update the actor network. The experimental
results show an improvement in bucket weights with a carefully crafted reward signal
based on the force applied to the lift piston. This reward signal is smooth, and based on
the observation that the cumulative sum of lift forces, i.e., the impulse imparted to the
lift piston, is a good indicator of the final bucket weight.

The experiment is a proof of concept on the use of reinforcement learning for con-
tinuous control using neural networks in a real-world application. The intended learning
behavior is achieved in a small number (∼40) of bucket-filling examples. The main expla-
nation of fast learning is that the lift force and its time-delayed values are a part of the
state of the system. Consequently, they are included in the inputs to the critic network
making the learning of the critic network easier compared to any other reward signal.
It can be concluded that in real-world applications where fast-learning is a requirement,
a reward signal which evaluates to an easy to learn value-function should be used. In
the bucket-filling problem, a reward signal should ideally incorporate low rewards for
wheel-spin, lift and translation stalls, and high rewards for achieving a target weight in
a short amount of time. It is possible to give any goal-oriented reward signal, however,
learning the resulting value-function may take an unpredictably long time.

There are a few challenges with applying reinforcement learning in practice. Firstly,
it is not easy to train the RL models with millions of time-steps in real-world experi-
ments (which is the case when RL is applied to computer games). Secondly, the credit-
assignment problem (the distribution of rewards rt throughout an episode) is difficult for
a complex goal. A carefully crafted reward signal could enable fast learning, as was found
in the experiments. Lastly, it can be difficult to know good values of hyper-parameters
such as the learning rate of actor and critic networks, the discount factor, and the number
of bucket-examples for each batch update.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

The thesis presents results from experimental research in the field of automation
and tele-operation of mobile earth-moving machines. The major contribution of the
thesis is a method to develop an imitation learning based autonomous bucket-filling
algorithm for a wheel-loader. A reinforcement learning approach to adapt the bucket-
filling algorithm, for a different environment than originally trained for, is proposed and
validated in practice. It is shown that an imitation learning based bucket-filling solution
equipped with a reinforcement learning agent is well suited for continually changing
operating conditions in the construction industry. The results presented in this thesis
are a demonstration of the use of machine learning and artificial intelligence methods in
construction equipment. The use of this thesis by wheel-loader OEMs can result in a
general autonomous bucket-filling function that can be used in manual, tele-remote or
autonomous operation.

A minor contribution of the thesis is to highlight the challenges of tele-operation and
address the problem of video degradation using multiple video-streams with the SCReAM
protocol. The research contributions of the thesis in term of the research questions driv-
ing this work are summarized below.

Q1 What are the important research gaps in the field of automation of earth mov-
ing machines?
This thesis identifies the need for a general solution to autonomous excavation applicable
to different machines and earth environments. The quality of tele-operation of mobile
machines including the video transmission over wireless links is also an important re-
search gap.

Q2 What are the major difficulties in tele-operation of mobile earth moving machines
and how to overcome them?
State-of-art tele-remote setups offer limited perception of the mobile machine in its en-
vironment as compared to the far superior human sensory system. A major difficulty for
the tele-operator is experiencing glitches in the video stream due to congestion in the
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wireless link. To address this problem, the use of the SCReAM algorithm for real-time
video in the context of tele-operation of mobile equipment is proposed.

Q3 Which combination of techniques are suitable to automate the bucket-filling task
of a wheel-loader?
This thesis shows that a data-driven approach to automate the bucket-filling task of a
wheel-loader is feasible. A rule-based, hand-crafted solution does not scale. Training
non-parametric models (such as neural networks) from data is a solution, which can be
more easily ported from one machine-pile environment to another.

Q4 How to develop an efficient data-driven automatic bucket-filling algorithm?
This thesis presents an imitation learning based method to develop automatic bucket-
filling algorithms from expert operator data using neural networks. A time delayed
neural-network captures the dynamics of the bucket-filling process. A regression by clas-
sification approach enables the neural-network to imitate the decision making of the
operator as they switch between different levels of lift and tilt actuations. The hyper-
parameters of the time-delayed neural network are tuned for maximizing the bucket-
weight, and minimizing the bucket-filling time, providing an efficient bucket-filling solu-
tion comparable to that of human operators. The demonstrated imitation learning model
is built from 100 bucket-filling examples of an expert operator.

Q5 How to adapt and improve the performance of the automatic bucket-filling func-
tion when operating conditions change?
This thesis demonstrates the use of reinforcement learning methods to adapt and improve
the imitation learning based bucket-filling model for changes in operating conditions. A
model-free deterministic actor-critic algorithm is shown to improve the performance of a
bucket-filling algorithm in terms of bucket weights. The intended learning behavior is ob-
tained within 40 bucket-filling examples with a carefully crafted reward signal. However,
for more complex goals learning may take longer time.

5.1 Contributions

Paper A: Remote controlled short-cycle loading of bulk material in mining applications.
Authors: Ulf Bodin, Ulf Andersson, Siddharth Dadhich, Erik Uhlin, Ulf Marklund and
Derny Häggström.
Published in: 4th IFAC Workshop on Mining, Mineral and Metal Processing, Oulu,
Finland, 25–27 August 2015.
Summary: This paper introduces and discusses different aspects of remote operations
in a mining environment. It highlights challenges in remote operations of wheel-loaders
for short loading cycle using high-capacity wireless IP networks. Wireless connectivity
varies with channel impairments caused by obstacles, multi-path fading and other radio
issues. The paper presents a generic communication solution for an operator assistance
concept capable of adapting to varying communication properties.
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Contribution: The author contributed in introducing short-loading-cycle and summa-
rizing previous methods used to develop autonomous bucket-filling.

Paper B: Key Challenges in Automation of Earth-moving Machines.
Authors: Siddharth Dadhich, Ulf Bodin and Ulf Andersson.
Published in: Automation in Construction, vol. 68, August 2016, Pages 212–222.
Summary: This paper surveys main research areas in the field of automation of earth-
moving machines. It presents key challenges in the development of tele-remote systems
and fully autonomous earth-moving equipment. The paper also identifies important
knowledge gaps to give direction to future research in this field.
Contribution: The author conducted the literature survey and identified the knowledge
gaps in the area of automation of earth-moving machines.

Paper C: Machine Learning approach to Automatic Bucket Loading.
Authors: Siddharth Dadhich, Ulf Bodin, Fredrik Sandin and Ulf Andersson.
Published in: 24th Mediterranean Conference on Control and Automation - Athens,
Greece, 21-24 June 2016.
Summary: This paper introduces a machine learning approach to the automatic bucket
filling problem. The need of a general bucket-filling solution applicable for different types
of material and pile geometries is motivated. The paper concludes that a linear regression
model helps to understand driver’s behavior during scooping, but that it is not sufficient
to develop an automatic bucket filling function.
Contribution: The author prepared and conducted the experiments, and analyzed ex-
pert operator data using linear models.

Paper D: From Tele-remote Operation to Semi-automated Wheel-loader.
Authors: Siddharth Dadhich, Ulf Bodin, Fredrik Sandin and Ulf Andersson.
Published in: International Journal of Electrical and Electronic Engineering and Telecom-
munications, Vol. 7, No. 4, pp. 178-182, October 2018.
Summary: This paper presents experimental results with tele-remote operation of a
wheel-loader. Results from short loading cycle experiments with three operators show
productivity loss of 42% with tele-remote operation, which motivates the case for more
automation. A regression by classification model to automate the bucket-filling step is
proposed in this paper.
Contribution: The author contributed in the development of the tele-remote setup,
and conducted the experiments. The author was responsible for proposing the cascade
architecture (regression by classification) of a machine learning model for predicting ac-
tuator velocities.

Paper E: Adaptive video with SCReAM over LTE for remote-operated working ma-
chines.
Authors: Ingemar Johansson, Siddharth Dadhich, Ulf Bodin and Tomas Jönsson.
Published in: Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing, August 2018.
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Summary: This paper introduces the use of Self-Clocked Rate Adaptation for Mul-
timedia (SCReAM) in live video transmission for remote operations of mobile working
machines. SCReAM can control the compression of multiple video streams using dif-
ferentiating priorities and thereby provide sufficient congestion control to achieve both
low latency and high video throughput. The paper present results from the testing of
prioritized adaptation of four video streams with SCReAM over LTE and discuss how
such adaptation can be useful for the tele-remote operation of working machines.
Contribution: The author assisted in experiments with his knowledge of IP camera
video encoders. The author was responsible for the text.

Paper F: Predicting bucket-filling control actions of a wheel-loader operator using a
neural network ensemble.
Authors: Siddharth Dadhich, Fredrik Sandin and Ulf Bodin.
Published in: International Joint Conference on Neural Networks, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, 8-13 July 2018.
Summary: This paper introduces imitation learning approach for addressing the au-
tomatic bucket-filling problem. Expert operator actuations of lift joystick, tilt joystick
and throttle pedal are predicted using information from sensors on the machine, and the
prediction errors are quantified. Different machine learning models are applied and it
was found that an ensemble of neural networks results in most accurate predictions.
Contribution: The author was responsible for the instrumentation and data collection.
The author proposed, trained and validated different machine learning models for pre-
dicting lift, tilt and throttle commands of an expert operator while bucket-filling.

Paper G: Field test of neural-network based automatic bucket-filling algorithm for
wheel-loaders.
Authors: Siddharth Dadhich, Fredrik Sandin, Ulf Bodin, Ulf Andersson and Torbjörn
Martinsson.
Published in: Automation in construction, vol. 97, January 2019, Pages 1–12.
Summary: In this paper, field experiments with a small time-delayed neural network
(TDNN) implemented in the bucket control-loop of a Volvo L180H front-end loader filling
medium coarse gravel are presented. The total delay time parameter of the TDNN is
found to be an important hyperparameter due to the variable delay present in the hy-
draulics of the wheel-loader. The TDNN network successfully performs the bucket-filling
operation after an initial period (100 examples) of imitation learning from an expert
operator. The demonstrated solution show only 26% longer bucket-filling time, an im-
provement over manual tele-operation performance.
Contribution: The author was responsible for data collection, the model architecture,
training and implementation of the algorithm in the machine. The author performed
the field-experiments, hyper-parameter studies and final evaluation of the bucket-filling
algorithm.
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Paper H: Adaption of imitation based bucket-filling model in an hour using reinforce-
ment learning.
Authors: Siddharth Dadhich, Fredrik Sandin, Ulf Bodin, Ulf Andersson and Torbjörn
Martinsson.
Submitted to: Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence
Summary: This paper examines the use of a deterministic actor-critic reinforcement
learning algorithm for automatic adaptation of the imitation based model to a new pile
environment. The algorithm is used to automatically adapt a bucket-filling model for
medium coarse gravel to a cobble-gravel pile environment. The experiments are per-
formed with a Volvo L180H wheel-loader in a real-world setting. It was found that the
bucket-weights in the novel pile environment improve by 9% in an hour after less than 40
bucket-filling trials. Fast learning is obtained with one particular reward signal designed
by considering domain knowledge.
Contribution: The author was responsible for the experiment setup, implementation
and training of actor-critic networks using a DPG algorithm. The author proposed the
use of lift force as a reward signal to enable fast learning.

5.2 Future work

The wireless transmission of video in the context of tele-operation of mobile earth-moving
machines is crucial. The use of a 5G network should be explored as an alternative to
present-day radio solutions. A possible direction of future work is to look into dynamic
prioritization of different video streams for SCReAM. For example, prioritization can be
based on eye-tracking of the remote-operation. With good prioritization among streams,
the traffic on the wireless link can be greatly reduced. Operator experience is also of
utmost importance for tele-operation. Different visualization setups including virtual
reality headsets and dome displays would be interesting to investigate.

This thesis has opened a new path of research for automated excavation via machine
learning. The work presented here can be improved in many directions. Currently,
the transition between the different phases in the bucket-filling algorithm is hard-coded.
This provides an opportunity to develop automatic transitioning between the different
bucket-filling phases with possible aid from vision and lidar systems. Another possibility
is to investigate incorporating phase two into the neural-network model. It would also
be interesting to know if less flexible models could perform in a way similar to neural
networks if given the same amount and structure of data.

A next step would be to analyze the generalization capability of the proposed solution
for different materials. The boundary cases of blasted rock and clay need special atten-
tion. As noted earlier, to limit the variance the experiments described in this thesis use
piles of approximately the same shape. Future work should develop a method to address
larger variations in pile shapes; for example, an ensemble of models could be used to
address variations in pile shape and material.

Reinforcement learning is an exciting method to improve an imitation learning based
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bucket-filling model. It was shown that reinforcement learning can improve the perfor-
mance of an imitation model trained on a different pile, but that only a carefully crafted
reward signal would enable fast learning. Future work should investigate reward signals
for more complex goals with targeted bucket-weight, and punishment for wheel-spin. The
monitoring of learning in a critic network is important to achieve the intended behavior.
Future work should also address when the learning of a critic network is sufficient to start
updating the actor network.
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Remote controlled short-cycle loading of bulk

material in mining applications

Ulf Bodin, Ulf Andersson, Siddharth Dadhich, Erik Uhlin, Ulf Marklund and Derny
Häggström

Abstract

High-capacity wireless IP networks with limited delays are nowadays being deployed in
both underground and open-pit mines. This allows for advanced remote control of min-
ing machinery with improved feedback to operators and extensive monitoring of machine
status, wear and fatigue. Wireless connectivity varies however depending on channel
impairments caused by obstacles, multi-path fading and other radio issues. Therefore re-
mote control and monitoring should be capable of adapting their sending rates to handle
variations in communications quality. This paper presents key challenges in advanced re-
mote control and monitoring of working machines via high-capacity wireless IP networks
in mining environments. We reason about these challenges in context of underground
short-cycle load, haul and dump operation with large-volume built wheel-loaders and
present a generic communication solution for an operator assistance concept capable of
adapting to varying communication properties.

1 Introduction

The mining industry has since the early 2000’s tried to exploit recent advances in ultra-
high-frequency (UHF) technology, especially cellular phones, wireless local area network
(WLAN), UWB and radio frequency identification (RFID) [1]. This trend is driven by
needs for improved safety and efficiency. For example, in the United States with a total
of 14,885 mines in operation, the Mine Improvement and New Emergency Response
Act of 2006 (MINER Act) stipulates that by July 2009 underground mine operators
must install wireless two-way communications and tracking systems that will link surface
rescuers with underground workers [2].

In Sweden, Boliden Group has in their underground and open-pit mines deployed
IEEE 802.11ac wireless networks for communications as well as real-time localization of
both workers and machinery [3]. In addition to better safety these networks facilitate
effective voice communications as well as remote controlled and monitored machinery.
This paper presents key challenges in advanced remote control and monitoring of such
machinery, and presents a generic communications solution for industrial working ma-
chines. We reason about these challenges and communications solution in context of
underground short-cycle load, haul and dump operation with large-volume built wheel-
loaders in Boliden underground mines.
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Remote controlled mobile machinery such as Load Haul and Dump machines (LHDs)
has been used in industrial applications for more than ten years [4]. Such machines have
early on been remote controlled and partly autonomous because of the harsh working
environment in mines and to enable excavation at times when personnel cannot be present
in the machine, e.g. directly after blasting and during ventilation. The productivity of
remotely operated LHDs is however not in parity with on-board operation. One specific
weakness is lower average payload of remote excavated buckets [5].

The variation in the fragmentation of blasted material to be excavated in underground
hard rock mines is significant higher compared to material is of granular type. The
challenges for efficient remote controlled or autonomous excavation are therefore higher
in underground hard rock mines [6] [7].

Autonomous loading of bulk material is considered to demand further work and re-
search [8]. We consider operator assistance functions for remote control with skilled
operators as a more viable approach than fully autonomous loading in the short to mid-
term, as well as an important step to collect experience to refine fully autonomous loading
for improved productivity.

Shortcomings of remote operated LHDs are relevant also for high-volume produced
wheel-loaders such as construction machines, which in many cases are to perform similar
work as for ore excavation in mines. In some cases, such wheel-loaders are even used for
underground ore excavation when specialized machines are avoided for reasons such as
extensive need for mobility and flexible maneuvering.

Efficient remote operation depends on reliable and predictable wireless communica-
tions. Remote monitoring is further essential to assure that machine issues are properly
tracked although personnel are not on-board machines. It is then important to stress
that remote control and monitoring systems can adapt their sending rates and handle
temporary communications capacity reductions or even complete loss of connectivity as
well as delay variations.

Adequate remote operator stations with support for testing during development and
operator training are essential for efficiency reasons and to avoid machine damage due
to misuse. Such station need to support evaluations and training related to adaptive
operator assistance, which needs to be designed for intuitive usage to avoid operator
mistakes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 present and reason about chal-
lenges related to underground short-cycle loading. Section 3 discusses means of adapting
remote operation in context of the different sequences conducted in such loading opera-
tion. Section 4 presents a generic communications solution supporting adaptive remote
operation, while Section 5 describes our system implementation and testing. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2 Key challenges

An overall challenge in operating remote controlled working machines is how to perform
the work safely and fuel efficiently with high productivity without causing unnecessary
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wear and fatigue on the machine. This is because the remote operator typically lacks
motion feedback and is limited to rely mainly on video to operate of the machine, which
leads to an information gap compared to the on-board operator in the cabin of the ma-
chine. Hence, the remote operator has to base the control of the machine on information
with less content and inferior quality.

System design, encompassing wheel-loader, operator and application, has a large im-
pact on energy efficiency and productivity [7]. This is due to the complex nature of the
construction equipment operations and interactions between machine and operator. Tests
show performance differences between operators in the magnitude of several hundred per-
cent. These differences mainly depend on the operator’s ability to plan the operations.
The work-cycle of a skilled operator is typically performed smoothly with a minimum
of (unnecessary) machine movements. Skilled operators also ensure that bucket filling is
performed energy efficient while achieving large bucket loads.

To minimize issues with low fuel efficiency and poor system performance, several
approaches are possible. One is training of operators which has by general experience from
operator training shown to be an effective tool to improve fuel efficiency and productivity.
Another approach is on-board systems that measures and informs the operator of in-cycle
performance and even suggests corrective actions.

The operator impact on system performance is highly relevant when controlling op-
erations remotely. Challenges on system performance in terms of for instance delays
in control and feedback will need to be overcome, especially at locations where wire-
less connectivity is unreliable. The remote operation under such circumstances further
motivates targeted training of operators, involving practicing with remote operated ma-
chines, through simulations, or a combination of both. With remote operations increasing
the complexity of operations, higher demands will also be put on operator performance
feedback and functions for assistance and guidance.

Consequently, an important challenge related to safe and energy efficient operation
while avoiding misuse is how to select the best combination of different feedbacks. Visual,
sound, tactile and possibly motion feedback should be combined to make the best of a
remote operator’s abilities. Also, the best combination of decentralized control loops to
be closed locally at the machine and loops to be closed by the remote operator need to be
determined. For example, local control loops can assist in achieving large bucket loads
at low energy cost. Selecting where to approach the pile of material to be loaded may
on the other hand involve a control loop closed by the remote operator taking decisions
based on video feedback.

Two challenges in operator assisted and autonomous underground loading of frag-
mented rock in comparison with a skilled manual driver are (1) obtaining high average
bucket weight at low average cycle time and (2) avoiding collisions with the walls in
narrow tunnels and nearby working machines (e.g. trucks).

With blasted rock, the size distribution of the material varies a lot, implying that the
optimal control strategy for an automatic loading function might vary from one scooped
bucket to another. Fig. 1 (left part) shows a pile of blasted rock with varying rock sizes,
and a snuffbox with diameter 7.5 cm. According to experience at Boliden the rock size
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Figure 1: Blasted rock and draw point in cut-and-fill mine.

can vary between a few mm to almost 50 cm.

The unloading of the bucket on a truck in case of short-cycle loading is challenging in
several respects. For example, the truck might be at different positions from one bucket
to another, the truck might need to be moved during un-loading, and the height of the
tunnels can impose constraints on bucket maneuvering.

3 Adaptive remote control

For the adaptive assisted operator approach, we consider the specific case of under-
ground short-cycle load, haul and dump operation with bigger-sized and large-volume
built wheel-loaders to be important. This is because it comprises of the challenging task
of bulk material loading in a unit operation, which has been well explored with LHD-
machines [4]. The type of unit operation commonly performed by LHD-machines involves
hauling the loaded media to a remote dumping location. Such longer hauling exercise is
not a part of the short-cycle load operation. Instead, a dumper truck is typically present
in the vicinity of the machine, and the complete load cycle takes place in a small time
frame of 25-30 seconds [9].

When approaching the pile, a good loading spot needs to be located where the machine
navigates to while placing the bucket in the right position. Although different machine
vision approaches to automatically identify the best loading position have been studied
[10] [11], we believe that this step should be performed by the remote operator specifically
in this case of loading of blasted rock in the underground mines. This is because of great
variation in the size distribution of blasted rock and the narrow space for maneuvering,
which complicates the selection of loading spots. One should also keep in mind that the
narrow tunnels limits the options regarding the best loading position. It might even be
so that the loading has to be done with a significant articulation angle of the loader if
the blasted rock is located in a curved part of the tunnel.

Even though short delay and high-resolution video feedback possibly with some depth
perception are highly desirable, the remote operator may, in cases of limited wireless ca-
pacity, need to cope up with lower resolution video and longer delays. Operator assistance
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Figure 2: The short loading cycle. In short-cycle loading, the steps performed by the wheel-
loader in one operation cycle are as follows: 1: Approach the pile, 2: Loading, 3: Retract from
the pile 4: Approach the dumper, 5: Dumping, 6: Retract from the dumper.

functions that can aid the remote operator to select the best possible loading spot could
potentially help in such cases, while also constituting a step towards fully automatic
operation.

Although the loading sequence is clearly challenging due to the variation in size dis-
tribution of the material to be loaded, we envision the full automation of this step while
achieving high average bucket weights. Possible automatic control methods for the load-
ing step include compliance control [12], feed-forward control [13], and artificial intelli-
gence approaches like rule based fuzzy logic [14].

Since a strict position control can only be realized in free air and not while traversing
through a pile, compliance control argue for modifying the trajectory of the bucket on
the fly in compliance with the resisting forces on the bucket. The idea behind the
feed-forward control is to model the complex and stochastic interactions of the bucket
with the pile as a disturbance to the loading process [15]. Iterative learning methods
combined with artificial intelligence based control is one of the candidates to perform
the loading operation autonomously. A common idea behind these artificial intelligence
based methods is to code the intelligence of an expert operator into a computer algorithm
[15].

An autonomous function for loading may depend on remote supervision acting as
an outer control loop for adjusting and selecting from different alternative solutions.
For example, settings for a solution based on an adaptive fuzzy control may require
continuous inputs from the remote operator to perform loading with high bucket weights.
High-resolution video, audio and other feedback data (vibration and tactile) would also
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be desired for such a remote operator task. Hence, limited wireless capacity may impact
on the performance of the remote supervision of automated loading.

As noted in Section 2, blasted rock characteristics might vary from one scooped bucket
to another, which requires different control strategies for the bucket filling. Selecting the
optimal control strategy for a particular rock profile and use it for all loading cycles is
hence likely to give lower bucket weights than adapting this strategy based on available
inputs. We argue for that the adaptation of the control strategy for automatic load-
ing is a key function for remote loading to achieve high average bucket weights. Such
adaptation could be based on the visual and tactile feedback to the remote operator, the
measurements on the machine for the local control, or a combination of these inputs.

The sequences, 3, 4, 5 and 6 (Fig. 2) which are, retracting from the pile, approaching
the truck, dumping and retracting from the truck can be automated by using the already
advanced research in the field of localization, navigation and path planning [16] [17].
Mines in which the cut-and-fill caving method is used are however often very tight and
narrow at draw points, making these sequences hard to automate. Examples of such
mines are the Boliden Kristineberg and Kankberg mines [18].

Fig. 1 (right part) shows a draw point in the Boliden Kankberg underground mine.
At this draw point for every loading cycle, the truck needs to move forward to leave
space for the wheel-loader to load where after the truck reverses to take position for
dumping. These interactions between the wheel-loader and the truck in the tight and
narrow environment illustrate the maneuvering difficulties in making short-cycle loading
fully autonomous. These difficulties in maneuvering at tight and narrow draw points
motivate the need of assisted remote operation aiming at semi-autonomous solutions
in the longer term. Desired operator assistance functions aiding the remote operator
in maneuvering include collision detect systems and relative localization solutions, for
example needed to position the wheel-loader correctly towards the truck for dumping.

As discussed, wireless capacity and delay can have impact on the remote operation of
wheel-loaders performing short-cycle loading in mines. Degraded communication proper-
ties will result in limited remote controllability, feedback or a combination of both and in
such cases, the machine control should move towards a safer operation. This means that
to avoid the risks of accidents as well as unnecessary wear and fatigue on the machine
some pre-defined functional restrictions can be forced on the machine depending on the
operation mode. Possible restrictions can be on the parameters such as maximum speed
and limited power defined by the maximum RPM of the engine.

Restrictions targeting the safe operation should aim for a good balance between energy
efficiency, productivity and safety without risking the wear and fatigue on the machine.
For example, all the steps in the short loading cycle involving navigation may benefit
from different restrictions put under varying communication properties depending on how
the operator assistance functions are designed. A trustworthy collision detect function
build to avoid collisions with the tunnel walls may motivate higher speed in retracting
sequences, while the sequence 4 (Fig. 2), i.e. approaching the truck needs to be performed
at a much slower speed due to the complexity and the risk of damaging the truck if a
collision occurs.
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By measuring the available wireless capacity and the delay in the uplink and the
downlink to the machine, constraints in the communication that affects the type and
the quality of available feedback to the operator as well as the remote controllability can
be detected. Such information can be used to impose pre-defined functional restrictions
and adapting the control strategy for the loading. Therefore, the communication solution
needs to be capable of measuring the data forwarding quality, adjusting the transmissions
accounting for detected variations, and reporting to the operator assistance functions on
the machine.

4 A generic communication solution

The generic communications solution that we propose for adaptive operator assistance
is based on the SCTP protocol [19], active measurements of communications properties
inspired by IPPM [20], and machine localization obtained from WLAN positioning. The
IEEE 802.11ac wireless networks deployed in Boliden mines supports real-time localiza-
tion of both workers and machinery [3].

Tracking personnel is important for security reasons, e.g. to make sure that everyone
presently in an underground mine are inside a rescue chamber in case of an accident.
For this application the present positioning resolution of around 50 meters is sufficient.
The accuracy can be further improved e.g. using path loss modeling and RFID tags
with known exact positions [21]. Thereby, applications of the system requiring better
positioning accuracy become possible.

With positioning resolutions in the order of a few meters, measurement results for
wireless capacity at different locations can be compiled into statistics for discrete loca-
tions. That is, measurements for positions in the same area of say 10 square meters in a
tunnel can be used to predict the wireless capacity at that particular place. This predicted
capacity could then be used to adapt beforehand in a controlled manner the control and
feedback data rates, and if necessary because of previously experienced wireless capacity
limits, force functional restrictions on a remote operated machine.

The continuous measurements of wireless capacity can capture throughput, delay
and delay variation (a.k.a. jitter). This information can be used to adapt control and
feedback data rates in case not adapted beforehand, e.g. because of not previously seen
degradations in wireless capacity, or in absence of a wireless capacity prediction solution.
In this context, it is important to notice that several big machines operating in the narrow
tunnels might have a disturbing influence of the communications capacity.

In case of degraded wireless uplink capacity from a machine, video feedback need
then move to lower resolution or reduced number of frames per second, or a combination
of both. Should downlink capacity become degraded, the rate of control signals needs
to be reduced. As noted in Section 3, such reductions in feedback and control may need
to be accompanied by functional restrictions forced on the machine to ensure the safe
operation.

Although measurements and predictions can be used to force restrictions on remote
operated machines, they still face increased risks of being damaged from collisions and
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become subject to more wear and tear than manually operated machines. Therefore, we
argue that extensive remote monitoring should be seen as a vital part of the communi-
cations solution.

Wireless communications in mining, industrial and construction environments may
constitute more than one wireless infrastructure. 802.11 networks may for example be
complemented with cellular data systems such as the 3GPP LTE [22], and CDMA at the
450 MHz frequency bands [23], offering coverage also at distant and sparsely populated
locations. This means that the communications solution needs to support switching be-
tween different networks. We further advocate applying TCP-friendly congestion control
and avoidance to all transmissions. This is to avoid saturating the wireless networks
causing throughput degradations and longer delays.

Our communications solution can be seen as a middleware providing generic func-
tions for machine automation. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram for its components and
their interconnection when instantiated in machines. The instantiation at control sites
are basically the same, except that the machine restrictions application does not force
restrictions to the machine. Instead it may inform remote operators of that restrictions
currently are in effect.

The communications solution is based on two SCTP socket associations (i.e. con-
nections between machine computer and computer at control site), one for feedback and
control and another for monitoring data. Both these SCTP associations can be multi-
homed in case several networks are available. The multi-homing feature allows a single
association be associated with more than one IP address. This allows for switching
between networks using the SCTP built-in functions for multi-homing [24].

The lifetime of an SCTP message determines how persistent the transport service
should be in attempting to send the message to the receiver [25]. The lifetimes of feedback
and control messages are preferably set short to avoid retransmissions, which would
delay the message delivery. This is because such messages typically become useless when
delayed.

The lifetimes for monitoring messages should be set to values decided by the moni-
toring application to allow for different preferences on assured delivery. Also, monitoring
messages may need to be throttled in times of reduces wireless capacity to ensure that
feedback and control messages are received at best speed. The setting of the lifetime
for each message and the throttling of message streams are performed by the functional
block located in between the local loop interface and the SCTP sockets (Fig. 3).

Wireless capacity is continuously monitored and results are made available to a ma-
chine restrictions application in control of the machine. The generic communications
solution is made available to applications for monitoring, remote control and machine
restrictions via the loopback interface.

5 System implementation and testing

The experimental system implemented encompasses the communications solution de-
scribed in Section 4 except the measurement function and SCTP tools, which instead
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Figure 3: A generic solution for machine communications.

are implemented and tested separately to verify their functions. The SCTP part of the
system is built with the lksctp tools on Linux, which provides a kernel implementation
of the SCTP protocol [26].

These tests of SCTP indicate that lksctp can be used as intended for the communica-
tions solution provided that two separate associations are used. The separate association
is needed since lksctp implements first-come, first-served scheduling for all streams in the
same association [27]. This can cause long delay to feedback and control messages in
case they are queued behind monitoring messages.

The experimental system is installed and tested in a Volvo L110G wheel-loader. The
means to control the machine are via two electronic breakout units designed and imple-
mented for this purpose [28]. These units allow the controller to send commands to the
Electronic Control Units (ECUs) of the machine as well as receiving observed data com-
municated with the connected ECUs. That is, they can intercept signals on the cabling
to and from ECUs. The machines are thereby made remote controlled from a control rig
from the Swedish Company Oryx Simulations. This rig has the same controls as in the
machine.

Using the experimental system we have measured the total delay from remote stick
movements to when actuations take effect on the machine. The resulting total delay for
lowering the boom was close to 430 ms with hydraulics and mechanics accounting for
close to 300 ms. In this test the communications delay was about 20 ms, which illustrates
that delays can appear in many steps from remote control actions to when the machine
actually reacts.

The video solution used in these tests gave more than 100ms delay. With this delay
in visual feedback and the delay for controls of almost a half second, it became very
difficult to perform tasks such as short-cycle loading efficiently based on remote control.
Reducing delays to become short enough may not be possible. Video delays will remain
although they can be made shorter, and the same goes for the hydraulics and electronics
in the machine. Assuming the visual feedback and machine actuations will remain at
levels still causing difficulties, we believe that operator assistance functions related to
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forced functional restrictions on the machine are essential to ensure the safe operation at
remote.

6 Conclusions

Modern mines will be equipped with high-speed wireless networks. Mining companies like
Boliden have already in their underground and open-pit mines deployed IEEE 802.11ac
wireless networks for communications as well as real-time localization of both workers and
machinery. An important usage of such networks is the remote control and operations of
mining machines. Remote operations of such machines is motivated by the harsh working
environment in mines and needs to enable excavation at times when personnel cannot be
present in the machine, e.g. directly after blasting and during ventilation.

In this paper we have presented key challenges in remote controlling wheel-loaders
used for short-cycle load, haul and dump of blasted and fragmented rock. We have
identified possible approaches for automated loading and defined a concept of forcing
functional restrictions on machines to ensure safe operations in situations of reduced
wireless capacity. We further present a generic communications solution, which is partly
verified with a test implementation. Delay measurements made with this experimen-
tal system illustrates the need for adaptive operator assistance functions such as the
functional restrictions suggested in this paper.
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machines
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Abstract

A wheel loader is an earth-moving machine used in construction sites, gravel pits and
mining to move blasted rock, soil and gravel. In the presence of a nearby dump truck,
the wheel loader is said to be operating in a short loading cycle. This paper concerns
the moving of material (soil, gravel and fragmented rock) by a wheel loader in a short
loading cycle with more emphasis on the loading step. Due to the complexity of bucket-
environment interactions, even three decades of research efforts toward automation of
the bucket loading operation have not yet resulted in any fully autonomous system. This
paper highlights the key challenges in automation and tele-remote operation of earth-
moving machines and provides a survey of different areas of research within the scope
of the earth-moving operation. The survey of publications presented in this paper is
conducted with an aim to highlight the previous and ongoing research work in this field
with an effort to strike a balance between recent and older publications. Another goal
of the survey is to identify the research areas in which knowledge essential to automate
the earth moving process is lagging behind. The paper concludes by identifying the
knowledge gaps to give direction to future research in this field.

1 Introduction

Earth-moving machines comprise a large set of industrial machines used in construction,
mining, forestry, agriculture, cleaning and many other industries. Such machines gener-
ally include a vehicle (i.e., a main body) and a robotic mechanism mounted on the vehicle.
Many types of earth-moving machines are available with different combinations of vehicle
and robotic mechanisms. The robotic mechanism typically consists of a robotic arm (a
combination of links and joints) powered by a hydraulic system and a tool designed for
tasks such as loading or excavation of materials. It is often possible to change the tool
to adapt to different tasks. Wheel loaders and excavators are two common examples of
mobile earth-moving machines.

Wheel loaders are extremely versatile and often used as multi-purpose machines at
production sites [1]. Applications for which wheel loaders are used every-day include the
transportation of soil, ore, snow, wood-chips and construction material. Wheel loaders
have extensive use in the mining industry, where they are used to transport ore in both
open-pit mines and underground mines. In underground mines, special types of wheel
loaders are used: LHD (Load-Haul-Dump) machines. Fundamentally, LHD machines are
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the same as wheel loaders except that they are adapted for the low ceilings of underground
mines.

Automation of wheel loaders and excavators has been an active area of research over
the past three decades [2]. As claimed by [3], despite much research in this field, a fully
automated system for a mobile earth-moving machine has never been demonstrated. In
[2], the authors conclude that the subject demands more research, together with industrial
support, to speed up the process towards successful autonomous loading of bulk material.

In this paper, the focus is on automation and remote control of earth-moving machines
such as wheel loaders and LHD machines. The main contributions of the paper are the
review and assessment of different approaches for automating the steps involved in short
cycle loading and the survey of publications on automation of earth-moving machines.
We also provide an in-depth review of different automatic bucket loading strategies and
discussion on possible approaches (section 4.2). In the paper, we highlight important
knowledge gaps in the areas of automatic loading of fragmented bulk material, wireless
communications, and operator experience and performance in tele-remote operation.

We find that automating the complete short loading cycle is not viable in the short
to mid-term. Given the identified challenges in full automation of the earth-moving
process, we consider semi-automation through assisted tele-remote operation to be an
important step to collect experience for further research and development. Reliable
wireless communication becomes essential when machines are tele-remotely operated.
This paper also gives a brief overview of communication-related challenges and possible
solutions.

The difficulty in automating the entire process can be attributed to the fact that it
is impossible to accurately model the earth-moving process, especially the interaction
between the tool and the environment. The properties of media to be excavated or
moved are central to the problem. Examples of different media are snow, soil, gravel,
wood chips, fragmented rock, mud, etc. Autonomous excavation of soil is a well-studied
problem, and yet fully automated excavators are rare [4].

Because full automation of the earth-moving process is difficult, researchers com-
monly aim for small steps in moving towards automation. In [5], a five-step approach is
suggested, from fully manual operation at step one to fully autonomous operation at step
five. In [1], another nomenclature for these steps is proposed. Our review and assess-
ment of different automation approaches relate to these steps from manual towards fully
autonomous operation, as well as the procedural steps in the short cycle loading process.
We define a versatile set of requirements on the semi-automated and fully autonomous
short loading cycle, among which some relate to the complete process, while others apply
to one or more of these procedural steps.

The survey of publications on the automation of earth-moving machines presented
here is categorized into different areas: modeling for control, automatic loading, pile
characterization, localization and navigation, and path planning. Our most important
contributions are the survey of automatic bucket loading strategies and the assessment of
the viability of different approaches. We provide arguments in support of reinforcement
learning methods as a possible solution for the automatic bucket-loading problem.
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The reminder of the paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 assesses the prob-
lem of automating earth-moving machines. It presents the automation steps and the
procedural steps involved in the short loading cycle. This section also defines operator
assistance functions and presents a previously reported case study on tele-remote oper-
ation and assisted loading. In section 3, the fundamental requirements for autonomous
and tele-remote earth-moving operation are discussed from the standpoint of safety and
efficiency. Section 4 address the machine side of the problem, discussing the different as-
pects of autonomous operation that can be realized via operator assistance functions. In
section 5, communication requirements in tele-remote operation are discussed. Section 6
addresses the operator station for a remotely operated earth-moving machine. Section 7
presents various research areas and publications that could not be categorized in section
4, 5 or 6. Section 8 presents identified knowledge gaps and section 9 summarizes and
concludes the paper.

2 Problem assessment and breakdown

The challenges in automating earth-moving machines are multifaceted, motivating us to
separately address the different parts of the problem. For breakdown and assessment
of this problem, we need to envision the possible steps from fully manual to completely
autonomous operation and understand the procedural steps that are performed in the
short cycle loading process. Because the intermediate steps towards full automation
most likely involve tele-remote operation, we also need to understand possible ways to
assist a remote operator. After providing these tools to better understand and assess the
problem, we present a case study on tele-remote and assisted loading from an iron-ore
mine in Kiruna, Sweden. This case study illustrates how an intermediate step towards
fully autonomous loading can be implemented and how operator assistance functions can
improve the performance in terms of average bucket weights.

2.1 Steps toward full automation

A five step approach from manual operation at step one to fully autonomous operation
at step five is discussed in [1] and [5]. These five steps to full automation tailored for
short cycle loading operation are listed below, stressing the point that remote control
issues are important when moving from in-sight tele-operation to remote-operation of
mobile earth-moving machines. This is because the remote operation introduces more
uncertainties in the form of delay and loss of the data communicated over the network.
The steps towards fully autonomous operation are:

• Manual operation: The operator is sitting in the machine manually performing all
the tasks.

• In-sight tele-operation: The operator is outside, in the vicinity of the machine,
performing all the tasks by a hand held remote.
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• Tele-remote operation: The operator is in a control room far away from the loading
site but still performing all the tasks with the help of a remote and audio-video
feedback from the machine (Fig. 1).

• Assisted tele-remote operation: The machine performs many tasks by itself via the
use of operator assistance functions (Sec 2.3). The operator intervenes in the tasks
where human supervision is of importance.

• Fully autonomous: The machine performs all tasks by itself. The operator is only
present to give high-level commands, take care of emergencies and handle failures.

2.2 Short loading cycle

Most commonly, the mobile earth-moving machines perform the following three tasks
during one cycle of operation. Because this cycle is repeated thousands of time in many
applications, it is important to ensure that efficiency is respected in each step.

1. Loading

2. Navigating

3. Dumping

The mobile earth-moving machines transport material (soil, fragmented rock, gravel,
etc.) from one place to another, where the distance between the source of the material
to its destination can be from a few meters to a few hundred meters. This differentiation
creates two classes of operating cycles, the load and carry cycle and the short loading
cycle. In the load and carry cycle, there is a significant distance between the loading
point and the dumping point, and thus a larger amount of time is spend in navigating.
In a short load cycle, the dumping site is in close proximity to the loading machine, which
may be in the form of a dump truck or conveyor belt. The focus of this work is on the
short loading cycle which, puts stricter constraints on the cycle time of operation of the
earth-moving machine.

Most commonly, the mobile excavating machine performs a V-Y curve (as shown in
Fig. 2) between the loading site and the dumping site, but in the case of a side dumping
bucket, the motion of the machine is close to a straight line. The loading of some granular
material on a nearby dumper in a short load cycle takes place in a small time frame of 25-
30 seconds [6], and the challenge for the assisted remote-control operation is to perform
at-least equal to an expert driver in manual operation.

Intensive research efforts are needed to close the gap from remote-control operation
to assisted remote-control operation. In relation with Fig. 2, different procedural steps
for implementing assisted remote-control for a short loading cycle operation have been
identified in Table 1. The control algorithm for loading the material is the most important
and the most discussed step, but it still remains an open area of research [3]. A general
control strategy for loading does not work because the properties of the material (density,
hardness, moisture and composition) being loaded varies significantly.
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Figure 1: Components of tele-remote operation of earth-moving machine.
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Figure 2: Short Loading Cycle. The steps performed by a wheel loader in one operation cycle
are as follows: 1: Approach to the pile, 2: Loading, 3: Retract from the pile 4: Approach the
dumper, 5: Dumping, 6: Retract from the dumper.

2.3 Operator assistance functions

Operator assistance functions are tools for striving toward full autonomy of the earth-
moving process. In pure tele-remote operation, operator assistance functions can, for
example, warn the operator before collision or alert them about inefficient and unsafe
use. In assisted tele-remote operation, these functions can mostly take over the operator.
Examples of operator assistance functions are:

• Path planning

• Collision detection, avoidance and navigation

• Preparing the boom and bucket for loading and dumping

• Loading algorithm

• Dumping algorithm
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Steps Strategy
Approach to the pile 1. Locate the best loading spot.

2. Navigate to the loading spot safely and
efficiently.
3. Place the bucket in the right position for
loading.

Loading 1. Using the sensor input, run the control
algorithm for loading the pile for the
specific conditions.
2. Adjust the load in the bucket to prevent
spillage.

Retract from the pile 1. Locate the pose of the dumper.
2. Identify a good target location for
reversing.
3. Reverse in a safe way avoiding any
obstacles.

Approach the dumper 1. Navigate to the dumper safely and
efficiently.
2. Prepare the boom and bucket for
dumping.

Dumping 1. Ensure that alignment is as desired.
2. Activate the boom and bucket for
dumping.

Retract from the dumper 1. Locate a reversal point.
2. Reverse in a safe way, avoiding any
obstacles.
3. Lower the boom and bucket for the next
cycle.

Table 1: Steps in assisted remote-control operation for a short loading cycle.

A combination of manual operation with operator assistance functions for path planning
and navigation is described by [7] as semi-automation. In [8] and [9], a semi-autonomous
operation is developed by implementing collision detection and avoidance, and navigation
functions to assist the operator. Assisted tele-remote operation is a combination of
remote operation and operator assistance functions. It can be seen as an extension of
semi-automation that finds the right balance between remote control and automation.

2.4 Case study on tele-operation and assisted loading

During a 10-year period from 1999 to 2009 in the underground mine at Kiruna, Sweden,
the iron ore was partly transported by semi-automatic tele-remote controlled LHDs [10].
It was discovered quite early that the average bucket weights of remotely operated LHDs
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Average bucket weight (ton)
Manual LHDs 26.7

Semi-automatic LHDs 23.3

Table 2: Comparison of manual operation and tele-remote operation in terms of loaded bucket
weight averaged over one year (Data from LKAB Mine, Kiruna) [10].

were lower when compared to manual LHDs. To address the problem, an operating
assistance function was introduced to the tele-remote LHDs that automatically controlled
the robotic mechanism (the boom and the bucket) during the scooping. Tests with two
machines indicated that the average bucket weight increased by nearly 5% when using
the assistance function (semi-automated LHDs) compared to pure tele-remote controlled
scooping [10]. The remote operators were able to use the operator assistance function at
their own decision so there is no knowledge of how frequently the function was invoked.
Table 2 summarizes one full year of production with five semi-automatic LHDs and eight
manually operated LHDs.

As is clear from Table 2, the productivity of the semi-automatic LHDs was still far less
than that of the manual LHDs when considering the average bucket weights. It should
be noted, however, that the material transported was blasted rock, and in the case of a
failed blasting, the blast contained a large number of boulders, which would mean that
the volume of the load in the bucket contained more air than when the blasting produced
well-fragmented rock. The figures in Table 2 should therefore be interpreted as indicators
rather than absolute facts.

In underground mining, there are both pros and cons with semi-/automated machines.
An advantage with semi-automated LHDs is that they can operate directly after a blast
whereas manual LHDs need to wait several hours before gases and dust produced from
the blast are ventilated. However, a drawback with semi-/automated LHDs is the need
of isolating the area in which they operate, due to safety regulations, which heavily
constraints other activities in those areas. The pros and cons pose an optimization
requirement for the most efficient use of semi-/automated machines alongside manual
machines.

3 Requirements of operation

Earth-moving operation requires heavy construction machinery, which necessitates the
safe and efficient use of such machinery. Because any construction operation cycle, in-
cluding the short loading cycle, is repeated thousands of times, it is important to define
stringent requirements for the operation. Two aspects in which these requirements can
be classified are safe operation and performance.
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3.1 Safe operation

Safety is a priority for companies in developed countries [4], but reducing the maintenance
cost of operation is of interest to all companies around the globe who are using mobile
earth-moving machines. Human safety comes before any other priority. Normally, this is
performed by separating the zones of remote-operated (or automated) machines by the
zones where humans could be freely working. Safety to the machine is also very important
because, apart from the direct cost of repairing a broken machine, the maintenance cost
also includes the cost of production loss during the down-time of the machine. Given
the importance of safe operation, below is a discussion of major safety threats during
operation and their mitigation.

Wheel slip

Wheel slip is an undesirable phenomenon that results in the loss of traction. It occurs
when the torque applied to the wheels greatly exceeds the friction available from the
surface. Reasonably, this can occur when the torque applied to the wheel is too high
or when there is not enough friction on the surface (e.g., icy and wet surfaces). For
the wheel loader operation, this can occur during the loading phase when the resistance
force on the tool is very high, leading the operator to apply more and more throttle. This
practice is common with novice drivers, and wheel slip becomes a larger risk with such
drivers [11].

According to [10], wheel slip can greatly damage the tires, and it contributes to 20-
25% of the machine’s total maintenance cost. Therefore, wheel slip is highly undesirable
and should never occur [12]. To avoid wheel slip conditions, traction control algorithms
can be incorporated during the loading step in the operation cycle.

Collision detection and avoidance

Wear and tear to the machine due to collisions with the side walls in underground mines
are very common in tele-remote operation during hauling (also called tramming), even
at low speeds [8]. This results in increased maintenance costs, and hence, collisions are
considered a large disadvantage of tele-remote operation [9]. In the short loading cycle,
driving backwards is one of the more critical steps where the chances of collision are
even higher. Slamming the tool into an obstacle while driving backwards is not very
uncommon during remote-operation [8]. There can also be collisions with boulders fallen
off from loaded trucks working in the same area, and therefore it is important to have
the collision detection and avoidance mechanism as an integral part of the remote control
system of these machines.

In certain underground mines, there are ditches along the tunnels that are part of
the water drainage system in the mine. The drivers regularly driving in these tunnels
are trained to drive close to the wall opposite to the ditch [8]. Because all mobile earth-
moving machines working in an underground mine will traverse the tunnels once in a
while, an algorithm to avoid driving into the ditches must also be part of the remote-
control system.
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Much research on the topic of collision avoidance already exists in the field of mobile
robotics, and it must be exploited when developing control systems for automated or tele-
remote-operated mobile earth-moving machines. Most of the collision avoidance systems
use laser range finders, as in [5], [8], [9] and [10]. Some researchers have also experimented
with radar-based collision avoidance systems [13]. It is important to mention that both
laser- and radar-based systems can suffer from performance degradation due to dusty
and foggy conditions.

3.2 Performance

Performance is an important aspect for companies to be able to remain in business against
their competitors. The performance of a short loading cycle or a load and carry operation
can be captured in terms of productivity and fuel efficiency. As mentioned in [8], the
remote-controlled machines are often less productive than manually controlled machines.
Therefore, to realize the vision of full automation of these earth-moving machines, it is
necessary to dissect the operation cycle in pieces and study the possibility of improvement
in performance for each piece. The performance of a short load cycle operation and that
of other operations can be captured by measuring the fill factor, fuel efficiency and cycle
time of the operation.

Fill factor

Fill factor or bucket fill factor is the amount of material loaded in the bucket in one
scoop. The fill factor can be measured by a weighing scale system in the machine when
lifting the bucket. A weighing scale system uses the pressure in the cylinders to calculate
the loaded weight. Therefore, in the absence of a weighing system, the loaded weight can
be computed by the measurements from the pressure sensors of the boom and bucket
cylinders in a wheel loader, for instance. In [12], one theory for developing an automatic
scooping function is presented, wherein a zigzag motion strategy is proposed for the
bucket. In this report, the conclusion is that it is very difficult to fill the bucket via an
automatic function as good as a manual driver can, even with soil.

The lower productivity of remote operation is primarily due to the lesser fill factor
compared to manual operation [10]. Keeping this information in mind, it is important
to consider fill factor as a requirement while developing an automatic loading function
for mobile earth-moving machines.

Fuel efficiency

The fuel efficiency of the machine directly affects the operational cost. In [1], arguments
are presented to support an operator assistance function for increasing the fuel efficiency.
They claim that fuel consumption roughly contributes 30-60% of the operations cost
measured per unit of the loaded material. Moreover, pollutant emissions increase with
decrease in operational efficiency [14]. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the fuel
efficiency of an automated solution is at least close to the most fuel efficient drivers.
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In some publications, productivity and fill factor are considered to be the same, and
the use of full engine power to load the material is suggested, as in [15] for instance.
The use of full power may not be a good solution, as not only can it result in reduced
performance due to the increased fuel consumption, but it can also result in increased
wear and tear of the tool.

Operation cycle time

Operation cycle time is also important, as the short loading cycle is repeated over and
over again. A small improvement in cycle time can result in many more extra loading
cycles, resulting in improved productivity. The loading step in the short loading cycle
has greater potential for improvement with regard to the cycle time than navigation and
dumping. A shorter operation cycle time demands increased fuel consumption due to
the higher acceleration and deceleration. Therefore, a trade-off is necessary between the
cycle time and fuel efficiency. This particular trade-off problem has been considered in
[16].

Unified performance indication

It can be useful to capture the two aspects of performance, i.e., productivity and fuel
efficiency, in one figure and to access the performance at a lower time resolution for each
individual operation cycle. This can serve as a tool to compare and critique different
operator styles and also different automatic bucket loading algorithms. The productivity
is defined as the ratio of the fill factor and operation cycle time and thus is measured in
weight of loaded material per unit time. In [6], it is argued that the operator’s mental
and physical workload should also be captured in the performance of the operation.

4 Toward autonomous operation

Although research toward automation of earth-moving machinery has long been active,
in practice, only a handful of construction and mining companies use remote controlled
or semi-autonomous machines. In this section, several challenging problems involved in
the automation of heavy earth-moving machines are highlighted. In the next two sections
after this section, the focus is moved to aspects related to remote control of earth-moving
machines due to their significantly growing presence in industry.

The majority of the reviewed papers aimed towards automation of earth-moving ma-
chines can be categorized in one of the following areas.

4.1 Modeling for control

A machine model is required for developing automatic control functions for all three
steps of a short loading cycle i.e., loading, navigation and dumping. An automatic
control function for loading also requires a model for the bucket-media interaction. In
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Figure 3: Control block diagram of a loading process. Gi is the transfer function for i = c
(controller), m (machine), p (process/pile) and s (sensors).

Fig 3, a block diagram depiction of this approach is presented in the form of a closed-loop
control framework. There are some issues with this representation of the system. First,
as highlighted in the diagram, the bucket-media interactions are too highly complex and
stochastic to be accurately captured by any practical measurement system. Second, the
model of the pile (Gp in Fig 3) is also unknown and changing during each loading cycle.
Modeling the machine (Gm in Fig 3), alternatively, is an easy task comparatively.

Modeling the kinematics-dynamics of the machine

Modeling the machine boils down to representing the robotic mechanisms (links, joints
and the tool), the hydraulics and the power train of the machine in terms of kinematic
or dynamical equations. Several pieces of literature exist that present the model of
excavators or wheel loaders. In [17], a dynamic model of a back-hoe excavator has been
developed. In [18], the kinematic and dynamic model of a tracked earth-moving machine
is presented. The robotic mechanism of the machine in this paper is similar to that of a
typical wheel loader. In [10], models are developed for an LHD machine to be used for
autonomous navigation.

Modeling of bucket-media interactions

Many efforts, from as early as 1960’s, have been conducted to create models that represent
the bucket-media interactions. These early models were based on the interaction forces
between the tool and the media, and many of them converge to a five-force model,
presented in [19] and [20]. A good review of many investigations into determining bucket
media interaction is presented in [21]. These models are often very complex and so
computationally expensive that they remain unusable for real-time automatic control.
However, in [22], an over-simplified model based on the 5-force bucket-soil interaction
model is used in a closed-loop compliance control scheme. Despite a considerable amount
of discussion on such models, a reliable bucket-media interaction model has not yet been
achieved.
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4.2 Automatic loading

Due to the complex nature of the bucket-media interaction, developing automatic loading
functions that are better than or equal to expert manual drivers with regard to perfor-
mance is a highly difficult task. One of the main questions for the automatic loading
control problem is which signal should be controlled [2] and which signal should be used
for the feedback. Due to the existing challenges in this problem, only a few control
philosophies can be implemented. In this subsection, the possible candidates for solving
the automatic loading problem are discussed.

With the aim to develop an automatic loading function, most research works start by
studying the actions of expert drivers during loading. Full-scale experiments with instru-
mented wheel loaders and excavators are performed to interpret the driver’s philosophy
of loading. Researchers use these results to give direction to their research work. In [1]
and [11], experiments with a wheel loader are performed, with the loading of sand, gravel
and fragmented rock by 80 different drivers ranging from novice to skilled. The aim
of this experiment was to establish the basis for an automatic loading function. In [23],
full-scale experiments are performed with an LHD machine loading fragmented rock. [24]
presents another study on the actions of drivers while excavating soil with an excavator.

Position (trajectory) control

One idea for loading the bucket is to follow a planned trajectory. This idea is based on the
early work by [25] in which the aim is to maximize the volume between the trajectory cut
and the profile of the pile. A limiting factor for this approach is that, with the available
technology for pile characterization (laser scanners or vision-based systems), only the
surface of the pile is illuminated, which is not enough information to define an optimal
trajectory. Although the idea of trajectory control is comprehensible, it fails to capture
the fact that following the desired trajectory may be impossible in a real-world situation
of non-homogeneous media.

Many current researchers take trajectory planning as a starting point for their work,
as in [12] and [26]. Although a trajectory may be approximately followed for low-density
sand or wood chips, it is impossible to follow a trajectory for high-density media, such
as fragmented rock. This is because of the immense amount of resistive forces on the
tool by the media, which drives the actuators into saturation and sometimes also results
in wheel slip. In [23] and [27], it is noted that, since the aim of the control system is to
fill the bucket and not to follow a predefined path, trajectory control should not have
priority.

Compliance control

It is not surprising that strict position (trajectory) control can only be realized in ex-
tremely low-density media and not while moving through a pile. To address this fact,
several opinions have converged on the idea of modifying the trajectory of the tool on the
fly in compliance with the resisting forces on the tool. This type of control philosophy
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named here as compliance control, is also found under several other names, such as two-
level (force, position/velocity) control, force-feedback control, inner-outer loop control,
admittance, impedance control and more. Compliance control is a fundamental area of
research in robotics [28].

A clear and basic formulation of compliance control with an improvement in its for-
mulation is presented in [29]. In [3], [22], and [30], compliance control is applied to
excavators. In [23], it has been suggested to use the bucket cylinder pressure as an input
for admittance control for automatic loading of fragmented rock. Research in the mo-
bile robotics field that combines the ideas behind admittance and impedance control is
presented in [31]. A small-scale laboratory experiment designed around wheel loader op-
eration to advocate a compliance control strategy to modify tool trajectory is presented
in [32]. Recent industrial interest towards automation of earth-moving machines can be
seen in a patent based on velocity control of the digging work cycle of an excavator in
[33].

Feed-forward control

In a feed-forward control scheme, the focus is on measuring the effect of disturbances to
the system and pre-compensating their effect by modifying the controller actions. In the
setting of an excavation process, the disturbances would be the tool-media interaction
forces for a trajectory control problem. Some researchers argue that the un-modeled
dynamics of the pile (Gp in Fig. 3) can be modeled as a disturbance to the process.
For example, in [34], the interaction forces from the pile are assumed as a disturbance,
and it is suggested that a robust controller could be sufficient to counteract the resisting
forces. However, this study is only backed up by a simulation study. In [3], a disturbance
observer for the resisting forces is proposed, and an iterative learning algorithm has been
used to model the repetitive part of the resisting forces. In this work, experiments are
performed by a 1.5-ton excavator but only on near homogeneous soil, which does not
resemble, for instance, a fragmented rock scenario. In summary, it is hard to conclude
that modeling the pile only as a disturbance to the excavation process can be used as a
general approach for the autonomous excavation problem.

Artificial intelligence methods

The automatic bucket loading problem has also received attention from the artificial
intelligence research community. Modeling the tool-media interaction is impossible [35],
and the traditional control techniques can be impractical or infeasible, especially for rock
excavation [36]. This is often the motivation behind exploration of artificial intelligent
techniques, such as neural networks and fuzzy logic, to address this problem. In [35]
and [36], a small-scale experiment is designed to investigate the excavation process and
involves digging out two rocks of varying sizes from a pile of muck. Their approach
for handling the excavation goal is to break the goal down into different tasks, which
are further broken down into excavation behaviors and actuator actions. In their work,
the excavator behaviors and actuator actions are coded using fuzzy logic and a neural
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network based on finite state machine methods. [37] further continues the work on fuzzy
logic control for robotic excavation presented in [35] and [36].

Other works that also use rule-based methods for robotic excavation are [38] and [39].
These data driven methods rely more on the experiment than theory, and a common idea
behind these artificial intelligence-based methods is to code the intelligence of an expert
operator into a computer program. A rational criticism against the proposal of being
inspired by an expert operator comes from [27], which states that the way an operator
has learned to use the earth-moving machine might not be the most efficient method to
control the machine.

Reinforcement learning methods

Reinforcement learning is a field in machine learning that finds some of its applications
in the field of automatic control. In reinforcement learning, an autonomous agent (con-
troller) interacts with the environment (via sensor and actuators) in real-time and learns
to choose optimal actions to achieve its goal [40]. Because several reinforcement learn-
ing algorithms are model-free, it is attaining the interest of many research groups. A
good survey of several algorithms and challenges for applying reinforcement learning in
robotics is presented in [41].

Although reinforcement learning has never been applied to robotic excavation to
our knowledge, it is a promising potential candidate to address the automatic loading
problem. Because excavation tasks take place in an episodic setting with a significant
interval between two bucket loadings, the real-time constraints on reinforcement learning
are not so harsh. Furthermore, if excavation data from an expert driver is available, it
can be included in the framework of imitation learning to create a baseline controller for
learning experiments [41].

Reinforcement learning is applied in robotics to control humanoid robotic arms in
[42]. They use a Q-learning algorithm where the Q-value function is learned by neural
networks. In [43], a review of reinforcement learning is presented from the view point
of adaptive control. Despite reinforcement learning and optimal control being some-
what related fields, reinforcement learning cannot guarantee optimal performance for
autonomous loading, mainly because of the absence of a complete model of the earth-
moving process.

4.3 Pile characterization

Pile characterization is an area of interest in robotic excavation that uses machine vi-
sion techniques to aid autonomous and remote operation. Some applications of pile
characterization via vision-based systems are identifying a good excavation location for
short-term (e.g., next scoop) and long-term action (e.g., task planner), and computing
the most suitable pose of the machine to scoop the next bucket. Other applications
include identification of the quality of blasted rock and estimation of the volume of the
loaded material in one scooped bucket.
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In [44], stereo vision is used to identify the best loading location on the pile of material
to be moved. In [45], a laser-based task planner is developed for an excavator and has
been shown to be capable of excavating the ground as fast as a human driver. A similar
method for determining the attack pose for wheel loaders is discussed in [46].

Apart from the attack pose, laser scanner data has also been used to identify large
boulders in the pile [47]. In [48], a stereo vision system has been demonstrated to estimate
the fill factor of soil in the bucket.

4.4 Localization and navigation

Localization and navigation are relatively more discussed topics, especially in the field of
mobile robotics. From this heritage, the navigation techniques for mobile earth-moving
machines are already quite advanced. Several companies, including Caterpillar, Atlas
Copco and Sandvik, offer navigation products for the mining industry, and many sites
already use automatic hauling in their mines [49]. Laser-based techniques are dominant
in localization and navigation in underground mines. Some good references that use
laser scanners in their work are [5] and [8]. In the scope of a short loading cycle, a
relative localization technique between the dump truck and the wheel loader is also a
viable solution. The main challenge during navigation in a short loading cycle is to avoid
collisions with the walls, boulders and other vehicles. Recent advancements in ultra-wide-
bandwidth technologies [50] can also be exploited for the relative navigation between the
wheel loader and the dump truck.

4.5 Path planning

In the short loading cycle, the wheel loader moves on a slightly varying V-Y curve, as
shown in Fig. 2. The aim of path planning is to generate this V-Y curve given the
starting pose of the machine, the pose of the dump truck and other constraints (walls
and obstacles). Different objectives for optimizing this V-Y curve as noted in [51] are fuel
efficiency, travel distance, travel time and more. Another recent publication concerning
path planning for a short loading cycle is [52]. The surfaces at earth-moving operation
sites can be bumpy and uneven due to pebbles and small rocks, and for this reason, a
3D relative localization could be a better alternative than 2D localization methods.

5 Communication for remote operations

It is identified in [2], [10] and [38] that operators make their decisions based on their
vision, the sound from the surroundings and the vibrations from the machine. Because
an operator in manual operation uses all his visual (3D), auditory, tactile and other
sensory organs to operate the machine [27], the tele-remote operator should also be
provided with more feedback than just plain video streams for different views around
the machine. Although it is undesirable to trouble the tele-remote operator with noisy
sound feedback and uncomfortable vibrations, some reduced form of audio and vibration
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Figure 4: Data Streams between mobile machine and remote control station.

feedback will certainly help the remote operator. In total, there can be four types of
streams of feedback data to the remote control station along with the upstream of control
commands as shown in 4.

5.1 Wireless network properties

Because mobile machines usually need to communicate over wireless links, the adverse
effects of wireless channels, such as multi-path propagation, varying signal strength and
interference, can plague the communication performance. Even a small glitch or delay in
the feedback data can significantly destroy the experience of the remote operator, affect-
ing their ability to control the machine. Therefore, the design of a good communication
setup should not be overlooked when designing a tele-remote control system for mobile
earth-moving machines.

Although specialized wireless networks could potentially offer highly predictable per-
formance, the benefits of using multi-purpose wireless networks that can not only be used
for tele-remote operations but also for other applications motivate the choice of network
technologies that can carry Internet Protocol (IP) traffic. Choosing a technology such as
wireless local area networks (WLANs) is also attractive for reasons of cost savings since
WLAN equipment is widely popular and therefore less expensive.

A reliable wireless communication system is also very important to a fully autonomous
system to monitor the safety of the operation, e.g., by overseeing the operation and
acknowledging safety-critical tasks and actions. Although communication is critical for
the remote earth-moving operations, it is far less discussed in the literature. A valuable
discussion of communication solutions for underground mines is presented in [53]. The
requirements of the tele-remote control solution from the communication system are
low latency, minimal loss and high throughput. In [34], a Simulink-Opnet simulation is
implemented to test a proposed communication system for a tele-remote control solution.

Wireless communications at construction sites and in industrial and mining environ-
ments may be provided with a combination of different network technologies. For exam-
ple, IEEE 802.11ac [54] or IEEE 802.11n [55] WLANs can be deployed and controlled
specifically for a construction site, industry or mine. To extend the wireless network
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coverage, such WLAN deployments may be complemented with 4G cellular infrastruc-
tures based on ETSI 3GPP LTE-Advanced [56]. These wireless networks technologies are
capable of several hundreds of Mbps to Gigabit speeds, but as with most wireless com-
munications, the actual speed varies with radio conditions. When disturbances such as
undesired reflections causing multi-path propagation and interference appear, receiving
devices experience errors in the received data, which makes the system adapt to stronger
coding and consequently lower transmission rates.

In datagram-based networks, queuing delays, jitters (i.e., delay variations) and even-
tually loss of data appear when the communication speed falls short of the data con-
sumption rate of the application. The amount of buffers allocated for queuing in WLAN
devices is decided based on a trade-off between delay and throughput. For example,
a maximum of 1600 datagrams may need to be buffered at outgoing IEEE 802.11n in-
terfaces to ensure that the network can operate at its full capacity [57]. With such an
allocation of buffer space, delays of more than 300 ms can appear when the network is
saturated. In addition to the latencies that occur when data is queued for transmission,
link-layer retransmission of data can also cause delay and jitters.

For tele-remote operation of earth-moving machines, the risk of being exposed to
throughput degradation and excessive delay and jitters can be reduced by designing a
system in which the demand for capacity stays well below the available network capacity.
However, this approach alone can prove fatal when the wireless network suffers from
unpredictable variations in radio channel quality. Recent IEEE 802.11 standards offer
schemes and mechanisms that provide Quality-of-Service (QoS) satisfaction for real-time
multimedia flows over WLANs, allowing the prioritization of mission-critical streams for
tele-remote operations [58]. Still, available wireless capacity can vary greatly and cause
severe problems for the operation.

5.2 End-to-end transport services

Varying wireless capacity can be handled by adapting the sending rates of the different
data streams for tele-remote control. In Internet Protocol (IP)-based networks, such
adaptation is typically performed at the endpoints of the communication system. The
widely used Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), originally published as an Internet
standard in 1981, provided congestion control and avoidance for applications on IP-based
networks [59]. TCP, however, has some disadvantages for the real-time communication
required for tele-remote operations. That is, TCP may introduce undesired delays due
to its mandatory in-order delivery feature since it buffers data awaiting successful re-
transmission of lost packets [60]. This problem is referred to as head-of-line blocking.
Alternatively, the User Datagram Protocol (UDP), the other most commonly used trans-
port layer protocol on IP networks, does not implement congestion avoidance and control,
and applications using this protocol may hence overload wireless networks, resulting in
high loss rate, jitters and extensive delays.

The end-to-end communications for tele-remote operations over IP networks share
many requirements for telephony signaling transport. The need of telephony signaling
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transport over IP motivated the design of a new protocol for signaling transport. As a
result, the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) was published by the IETF
(Internet Engineering Task Force) as a standard track document in 2007 [61]. SCTP
provides similar congestion control and avoidance as TCP along with additional features,
such as avoidance of head-of-line blocking of messages and multi-homing for endpoint
devices.

Head-of-line blocking can be avoided with SCTP by using the unordered delivery
service offered by this protocol. The multi-homing feature allows an endpoint device to
be connected to its peer endpoint via more than one network interface. This feature is
highly desirable for tele-remote operation as it allows for the possibility of switching to a
backup wireless network if the primary one becomes unavailable, e.g., from a WLAN to a
4G network. Extensions to SCTP for partial reliability (PR-SCTP) further allow for the
early discard of stale data, such as delayed video frames or control messages [62]. In [63],
it is shown that limiting the maximum number of retransmissions with the H.264/AVC
video standard can provide reliable delivery similar to TCP along with lower delay. In
general, the scalable video coding extension of the H.264/AVC standard offers temporal,
spatial, and quality scalability to video streams, which allows the use of rate-adaptive
transport protocols, such as TCP and SCTP [64].

Given the several advantages of SCTP over TCP and UDP, it appears as a valid
alternative for the end-to-end transport of streams for tele-remote control of earth-moving
machines. Another alternative for video transport is the TCP Friendly Rate Control
(TFRC), which offers a much lower variation of throughput over time compared with TCP
or SCTP. This makes TFRC more suitable for applications where a relatively smooth
sending rate is of importance [65], such as streaming media. TFRC can be used with
the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP), which is a transport protocol that
provides bidirectional unicast connections of congestion-controlled unreliable datagrams
[66]. Multi-homing support for DCCP is currently being considered by the IETF for
possible standardization [67].

5.3 Key communication aspects

As discussed above, the importance of good wireless communication for tele-remote op-
eration of earth-moving machines should not be underestimated. Modern wireless tech-
nologies, such as IEEE 802.11ac, IEEE 802.11n and 3GPP LTE-Advanced, are likely
to provide the desired communication quality, but the network load and varying radio
condition need to be carefully considered and properly handled through careful design
and planning. Available schemes and mechanisms for QoS should be used to priori-
tize mission-critical messages. Additionaly, transport layer protocols offering features
such as congestion control and avoidance without head-of-line blocking and support for
multi-homing can prove valuable for tele-remote operations.
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6 Remote control station

The tele-remote operation of earth-moving machines is gaining popularity in some in-
dustries. Remote-controlled equipment does provide a present-day solution while au-
tonomous solutions evolve. In this section, a remote control station is discussed in brief.

6.1 Human-machine interaction

Because remote control demands real-time interaction with the operator, the Human Ma-
chine Interface (HMI) should provide only the necessary information for efficient remote
operation. Irrelevant information should be suppressed to lessen the stress on the remote
operator. An advanced HMI is proposed for excavators in [68], where a complete virtual
environment of the excavation task has been envisioned with heads-up displays. Virtual
reality may be suitable for a minimally moving excavator, but it may not be so useful to
apply to a short loading cycle due to the mobility of the machine. Stereo vision displays
have been proposed in [69] for presenting augmented reality of industrial robots. In [70],
haptic feedback joysticks are proposed for excavators. Many of these techniques can be
used to present feedback from the wheel loaders to the remote-operator, but they should
only be included if they improve the conditions for efficient remote operation.

6.2 Task planning

Some researchers strive for automation of the mobile earth-moving machines from the
highest level, and they aim to break the main objective down into smaller tasks much like
how a human operator will see the work. A task planner software implements such an
architecture to help the operator or the autonomous agent in making high-level decisions
(e.g., discretization of the working area into a grid for planning the excavation). A task
planner for an excavator using state chart flow diagrams has been developed in [71] and
[72]. Another task planning algorithm for excavators working in a wide-open area is
proposed in [73].

7 Other related works

In this section, research areas that do not fall into the previous categories but which are
still quite interesting with regard to automation of earth-moving machines are discussed
in brief.

7.1 Power-train and traction control

The research in traction control and power-train technologies also addresses autonomous
earth-moving aspects by posing certain requirements. The problem of wheel slip during
loading of heavy and dense media already raises enough questions to open the scope.
Efficient transmissions aim to minimize the fuel consumption and wear and tear of tires.
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In [10], improvements in the traction control of LHD machines are proposed. In [74],
advanced control theory has been applied on the wheel loader transmission to improve
fuel efficiency.

7.2 Simulation of the environment for development and train-
ing

Detailed computer simulations are used to design control systems and to develop operator
training simulators. Unfortunately, for wheel loaders and excavators, the environment
is unpredictable, and the forces exerted by the media (soil, sand, gravel, rock, etc.) are
random and unpredictable. Nevertheless, efforts to simulate the environment can be seen
in some of the literature. In [26], a pile of consistent gravel is simulated to study different
bucket trajectories for wheel loaders, and in [75], a simulation of soil is developed to test
automatic loading functions for excavators.

7.3 Connected things at mobile machines

Earth-moving machines are for different reasons equipped with various types of ad-on sen-
sors. For example, construction equipment for autonomous and remote operation requires
video cameras and laser sensors [5] [8] [32] [45] [47] [48] and autonomous loading could
further require speed and pressure sensors [10] [23]. Additionally, construction equip-
ment industry strives toward remote health monitoring of key components in machines
to facilitate proactive and predictive maintenance [76]. Remote monitoring includes log-
ging, pre-processing, and wireless transmission of controller area network (CAN) signals,
and data from ad-on sensors [77]. For example, accelerometers may be mounted at a
strategic location on machines to detect wear and fatigue of critical components such as
a wet clutch of a wheel loader [78].

The increasing need for connecting sensors to construction machines turns them into
mobile cyber-physical systems (CPS) and a part of the Internet of Things (IoT). The
communication techniques discussed previously not only facilitates remote operation, but
also the transport of sensor data to an Industry Control System (ICS) and to advanced
machine analysis systems [78].

7.4 Survey work

There is much evident interest in automation of mobile earth-moving machines, which has
generated quite a selection of survey papers. Two papers, [2] and [19], provide excellent
background and knowledge for automation of the loading step. An overview of navigation
technologies for LHD machines is presented in [13]. A couple of good survey papers in
the field of the automation of excavators are [4] and [79]. Some recent work towards
automation of wheel loaders is presented in [80] and [81].
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8 Knowledge gaps

Despite the long on-going research for automation of earth moving machinery, there
are some under-explored areas. In this section, such knowledge gaps are discussed to
motivate further work in this field. Some areas, such as navigation, dynamic modeling
and optimal trajectory for the bucket, have received much attention, which has helped
the research in these areas to move forward significantly. Alternatively, some areas lack
attention or are relatively new.

8.1 Fragmented rock

In [23], the need for specific research on the loading of fragmented rock has been noted,
highlighting the fact that bucket-rock interactions are much more complex than bucket-
soil interactions. While developing automatic loading functions for fragmented rock, it
might be necessary to adapt the loading algorithm for different grades of blasted rock.
In [82], a method to estimate the fragment size distribution after blasting has been
discussed. Many papers develop methods for automatic loading of rock, but very few
perform experiments on fragmented rock. More experimental research is required in
regard to the loading of fragmented rock mainly because the pile cannot be modeled in
this case. Additionally, the potential use of artificial intelligence or machine learning
methods, or a combination of these methods, needs to be further explored.

8.2 Communication performance for remote operation

The latency in audio and video are important issues for tele-remote operation. Humans
can tolerate audio delays up to 400 ms [60], but beyond that, it can hamper the con-
trol. Wireless network jitters can cause many frames to be dropped, resulting in sluggish
video. Although one argument says that these problems can be mitigated just by up-
grading to higher bandwidth or by using available schemes and mechanisms for QoS,
a good throughput can never be guaranteed over wireless network due to signal degra-
dation, multi-path propagation and interference. Therefore, it is important to use the
network bandwidth efficiently by choosing the most suitable protocol suite for tele-remote
operation, especially at the end-to-end transport layer.

Candidate transport layer protocols for tele-remote operation include SCTP [61],
DCCP [66] and TFRC [65]. TFRC can prove beneficial for the scalable video coding ex-
tension of the H.264/AVC standard, which offers temporal, spatial, and quality scalability
to video streams [64]. The use of these transport protocols (or others) for tele-remote op-
eration remains to be explored and tested together with wireless network technologies to
gain more knowledge on how a dependable communication solution should be designed.

8.3 Operator experience during remote operation

Operator experience makes a big difference in remote control performance. In manual
operation, drivers use their vision, hearing and balance-detecting capacities to judge
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and make decisions in real-time. It is possible to create a virtual reality for the remote
operator with a motion simulator and head-mount display with surround sound. However,
doing so dilutes the main reason for removing the operator from the harsh environment.
Additionally, any form of feedback to the remote operator will be slightly delayed, which
should be minimized as much as possible. Force feedback-enabled joysticks and pedals
can be of interest for improving the operator’s experience, especially during loading.
Hence, suitable means of feedback to tele-remote operators of earth-moving machines
require more attention.

9 Summary

There is increasing interest in the automation of mobile working machines. Automation
of wheel loader operation has its own challenges because of high levels of interaction with
its environment during loading.

This paper provides background for the problem of autonomous excavation, presents
a wide literature survey covering several research topics and concludes with the identifica-
tion of knowledge gaps for autonomous/tele-remote operation of earth-moving machines.
Automation of mobile earth-moving machines involves many different research areas. Al-
though the article is slightly inclined toward operation of wheel loaders in a short loading
cycle, this setting covers several aspects of autonomous earth-moving, which is seen as
the future by several industries, including mining, construction, and forestry.

The research relating to excavators has advanced ahead of the research relating to
wheel loaders, which can be noted from the fact that the majority of citations listed in
this article have performed experiments with excavators. However, excavators, unlike
wheel loaders, are much less mobile during operation, which makes wheel loader automa-
tion more challenging. The more extensive movements of the wheel loader challenge the
wireless communication needed for tele-remote operations. This motivates the need for
careful consideration and planning to balance the communication load and wireless net-
work capacity as well as the proper use of available schemes, mechanisms and protocols
to obtain the desired quality of the communication services.

There is a split between researchers regarding which approach is more suitable for
the automatic bucket loading problem. Two main strategies attempted by research com-
munities are artificial intelligence-based methods and compliance control. However, very
few papers have reported results on fragmented rock, which appears to be a mountain
not yet climbed.

10 Future work

Fully autonomous systems that can perform equally well as manual operation are still
far-fetched. Future work towards fully autonomous operation needs to address different
areas encompassing the following topics.

Autonomous loading algorithms that can adapt to different materials and machines,
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and can still perform better than or equal to human drivers are important for autonomous
operation. Rather than programming based methods, we advocate for learning based
methods like reinforcement learning. Model free deep reinforcement learning [83] is an
interesting approach which can be build to support variations in machine and material,
and could potentially optimize over multiple performance metrics.

Machine to machine communication technology enables task coordination between
machines. For example, an autonomous loader and an autonomous dumper working to-
gether at a draw point in a narrow corridor in an underground mine needs to communicate
with each other and use coordinated path planning and navigation.

Pile shape and geometry characterization enables cognitive decision making by the
machine for the loading process. Existing technologies such as laser based lidar system
can address this requirement. Autonomous navigation and path planning in a constantly
changing environment such as a blasting site should be done with an accurate map
of the environment. Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technology can
be used to create the latest and accurate map of the site to be distributed to other
machines and to the site management software. The site management technology also
requires further research and development to incorporate autonomous machines for their
operation, monitoring and maintenance.

The requirements of the construction and mining industries to be more efficient can
be met by automation of earth-moving machines, and doing so, also relieve humans
from harsh working environments. Adding operator assistance functions over tele-remote
operation is a good enabler for companies to increase automation in their operation.
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Machine learning approach to automatic bucket

loading

Siddharth Dadhich, Ulf Bodin, Fredrik Sandin and Ulf Andersson

Abstract

The automation of bucket loading for repetitive tasks of earth-moving operations is de-
sired in several applications at mining sites, quarries and construction sites where larger
amounts of gravel and fragmented rock are to be moved. In load and carry cycles the
average bucket weight is the dominating performance parameter, while fuel efficiency
and loading time also come into play with short loading cycles. This paper presents the
analysis of data recorded during loading of different types of gravel piles with a Volvo
L110G wheel loader. Regression models of lift and tilt actions are fitted to the behavior
of an expert driver for a gravel pile. We present linear regression models for lift and
tilt action that explain most of the variance in the recorded data and outline a learning
approach for solving the automatic bucket loading problem. A general solution should
provide good performance in terms of average bucket weight, cycle time of loading and
fuel efficiency for different types of material and pile geometries. We propose that a rein-
forcement learning approach can be used to further refine models fitted to the behavior of
expert drivers, and we briefly discuss the scooping problem in terms of a Markov decision
process and possible value functions and policy iteration schemes.

1 Introduction

The automation of earth-moving machines is attractive for several reasons including the
possibility to avoid having personnel located at dangerous and inhospitable workplaces
such as underground mines. Productivity can also be improved by eliminating the time
to transport personnel to and from the workplace and by reducing other human related
delays. Tele-remote operation is considered as an intermediate step towards fully au-
tonomous operation. Although operators are still needed with tele-remote operation,
benefits such as improved safety and reduced transportation time for the personnel can
be achieved. With a combination of tele-remote machines with autonomous capability,
the operational cost can also be reduced by having each operator drive more than one
machine at the remote control site.

This paper focuses on the automation of bucket loading for front-end wheel loaders.
An autonomous loading function is useful for both fully autonomous and tele-remote
operated machines. This is because a remote operator lacks proper visual, auditory and
tactile feedback needed to perform the bucket loading efficiently. A case study included
in [1] demonstrates that the average bucket weight during loading of fragmented rock by
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Figure 1: Control block diagram of the loading process (right) and state variables (left) for the
machine (Gm) and the pile (Gp). The operator actions include lift and tilt joystick commands
and movement of the throttle pedal. The state of the machine includes the forces acting on the
lift and tilt cylinders and the resulting length of the pistons. The automatic control solution
aims for the Controller (Gc) to maximize the operational output using machine learning (ML)
methods.

a Load-haul-dump (LHD) machine by an operator on tele-remote remains significantly
lower compared to that of a driver loading a bucket, even with a driver assisting function
for loading. This motivates the need for developing an autonomous loading algorithm
for front end loaders.

This paper presents analysis of data recorded during loading of different types of
gravel with a Volvo L110G wheel loader. We argue that a reinforcement learning (RL)
approach can be used to further refine a model fitted to the behavior of expert drivers, for
example by fine-tuning regression model parameters. With an RL approach the loading
operation can be optimized in mathematical terms, possibly beyond the capability of
expert drivers. A learning based algorithm can combine multiple optimization criteria
like high average bucket weight, short loading time and low fuel consumption better than
a driver.

Wheel loaders are versatile machines that are used in many industries including min-
ing, quarries and construction. These machines come in different sizes and may have
different types of linkage for the boom and bucket depending on the intended use. The
LHD machine is a type of lower built wheel loader optimized for tough excavation of
fragmented rock in underground mining. These machines are typically operated in load
and carry cycles, where the material is transported from a draw point to a dumping
place. They have a Z-link for high breakout force and have bigger sized buckets for
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good performance at longer hauling distances. More general wheel loaders come in many
different sizes and may have other types of linkage to enable for more general use. For
example, Volvo uses a TP linkage for most of their wheel loaders.

The diversity in wheel loader machine construction, size and their usage motivates
the search for a general solution for automatic bucket loading. In this paper, we outline
an approach for developing a general solution that can be applied to different machines
and different material and pile geometries. In particular, we examine the possibility to
fit regression models to the scooping actions by an expert driver, and we outline an
RL approach for further optimization of automatic bucket loading models like regression
models.

Alternatives to learning based methods include position (trajectory) control approaches,
which require having the bucket follow a planned trajectory as described by [2]. Although
this approach has been used as a starting point in many works as in [3], it is impossible
to follow a trajectory in high-density material such as fragmented rock. This is because
actuators are typically driven into saturation by the immense amount of resistive forces
on the tool by such material. Also, wheel slip may occur in the attempt to follow the
planned trajectory. It is pointed out in [4] and [5] that the aim of the control system is
to fill the bucket and not to follow a predefined path and thus trajectory control should
not have the priority.

Accurate trajectory control is only possible in extremely low-dense material and not
while traversing through a pile of gravel. One strategy for addressing this problem is
to modify the trajectory of the bucket in compliance with the reaction forces on the
bucket [6] [7]. More importantly, this idea has recently been shown to be applicable for
LHD machines [8]. We argue that compliance control does not address all aspects that a
general automatic loading algorithm should have, e.g. variation in machine construction,
size and use as well as performance parameters like fuel efficiency. This motivates an
investigation of learning-based methods in search for a general solution that is invariant
with respect to changes in such variables.

Methods for rock excavation based on artificial intelligence have been considered in
former studies. For example, [9], [10] and [11] have examined the use of fuzzy logic
control for robotic excavation. Also, [12] and [13] have presented rule-based methods for
such excavation. These data-driven methods rely on experiment rather than theory and
a common idea behind these approaches is to code the intelligence of an expert operator
into a computer program. That approach has been criticised [14] because operators may
not use the most efficient strategy and control methods when operating a machine. Also,
mimicking an expert operator is not easy given the substantial variation in machines and
type of piles to load. We believe that a reinforcement learning approach could capture
such variation, although to our knowledge it has never been applied to robotic excavation.
In particular, we suggest that model-free reinforcement learning algorithms [15] combined
with deep learning is an interesting approach for a generic solution for automatic loading
of bulk material of different types.
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2 Problem description

The problem of automatic loading for front end loaders has been studied since a long
time [14]. In [1], the aim of loading is defined as scooping the maximum possible amount
of material in the least amount of time with minimum fuel consumption. In order words,
productivity and fuel efficiency are two optimization criteria for an automatic loading
operation. The absence of an accurate model of the material to be scooped prevents
the use of optimisation methods like model predictive control. Fig. 1 illustrates the
automatic loading problem in terms of a control block diagram and the interaction forces
between the machine and pile.

2.1 State of art

Recently, it is shown [8] that an automatic loading function for a difficult material to
be scooped (fragmented rock) can be based on the force acting on the lift hydraulic
cylinder. In that solution, a fixed gain proportional controller is used to command the
tilt cylinder with an error signal computed as the difference between a fixed reference
signal and the actual value of the force on the lift cylinder. They therefore treat the
problem as a Single-Input-Single-Output case by not actively using the lift cylinder and
keeping the throttle value always at maximum. In [7], a combination of iterative learning
with impedance control is presented for soil excavation with excavators. A study of four
different trajectory based loading algorithms is presented in [16]. They also discuss fuel
efficiency of different scooping styles and present results from a discrete element method
(DEM) for particle simulation of soil.

moisture and

linkage,  

Bucket

Figure 2: Variables involved in a loading operation. A general automatic loading solution should
address variations among the machines and the material to be scooped.
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2.2 Variables in the loading operation

There are several operational variables in the general automatic loading problem as
pointed out in Fig 2. Some of these variables influence the problem significantly. For
example, the newer generation of wheel loaders with hybrid and electric drive-trains will
pose different conditions, requiring significant modifications of automatic solutions de-
veloped for diesel machines. The geometrical dimensions, the hydraulic construction and
the shape and size of the pile also play a significant role for the relative usage of lift and
tilt to scoop with maximum productivity and fuel efficiency.

A general automatic loading solution is an approach which can address more than a
few variables pointed out in Fig 2. We argue that the state of art approaches needs to be
extended with learning based methods to address several aspects of the general automatic
loading solution. These aspects include operation variables like machine dimension, spec-
ifications of the drive-train and hydraulic system and performance parameters like fuel
efficiency.

3 Experiment

We conducted bucket loading experiments with a Volvo L110G machine driven by an
expert driver from Boliden AB on a few different types of piles. Before the experiments,
the machine was modified with custom instruments in order to do specific measurements.
In this section we discuss the instrumentation of the machine and the experiments con-
ducted on the different pile types.

3.1 Instrumentation

The machine used in the experiment a Volvo L110G, is a front-end wheel loader with
a break-out force between 145–158 kN with a general purpose regular bucket (without
teeth) [17]. The machine was equipped with pressure sensors in the hydraulic system
and an accurate speed sensor solution consisting of a cogwheel and proximity sensors.
We mounted four pressure sensors, two at each end of lift and tilt pistons to compute the
forces fL and fT (see Fig 1). The position of lift and tilt cylinders (lL, lT ) are extracted
from the machine’s internal Canbus using a system developed in [18].

The pressure data is logged at a sampling frequency of 20 Hz which we find to be
sufficiency high given the delays present in the hydraulics system, which slows down the
dynamics of process. The motion of machine components (buckets, pistons, body) are
also damped due to their inertia and presence of software filters in the machine computers
(ECUs) further limits the dynamics of the signals.

Based on the pressure sensors, we developed a simple weighing scale solution shown
in Eq. (1) to estimate the scooped weight in the bucket where the coefficients c0 =
−6.4342, c1 = 0.0476, c2 = 0.2568, c3 = 0.9878, are obtained with a least square fit and
tested to be accurate to 8% (±0.3 tonne) on our test examples.
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W = c0 + c1(PLH − PLL) + c2v(lL) + c3v(lT ) (1)

where PLH , PLL are pressures in the bore (high pressure during scooping) and piston side
(low pressure during scooping) of lift cylinder in the range of 0–250 bar and v(lL), v(lT )
are raw voltages in 0–5V range which corresponds to lift and tilt cylinder lengths.

3.2 Pile

In order to study the general characteristics of an automatic loading solution, it is im-
portant to do experiments with a variety of materials. We collected data from two types
of piles, two of which are shown in Fig. 3. The Volvo L110G machine is not well suited
to load rock such as in pile Type II and thus it becomes difficult to use this data to draw
significant conclusions.

Figure 3: Two types of piles used in the experiments. Type I (left) is gravel and cobbles of size
0–150 mm. Type II (right) is mainly cobbles and rock with high size between 0–500 mm. Type
II resembles the most difficult case with fragmented rock like that in mining applications.

In Fig. 4 and 5, we show examples of scooping data in terms of piston lengths, forces
exerted on the piston, and the speed of the machine for piles of Type I and II. Based on
visual inspection of data for some recordings with the two types of piles, we concluded
that driver actions were more aggressive for rock, resulting in high-magnitude forces on
the piston. The bucket trajectory in gravel (Type I) has less variability compared to
rock, which had more zig-zag motion in the tilt action. Sometimes, a single attempt at
loading rock (Type II) fails, forcing the driver to go for multiple attempts.

In the next section, we exercise supervised learning in the form of regression model on
the data from Type I pile to investigate the relationships between reaction forces fLR, fTR
(see Fig. 1) and other variables in the data.
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Figure 4: An example of a scooping operation in a pile of Type I, from the moment when the
bucket comes into contact with the pile until the bucket looses contact with the pile (resulting in
the sharp tilt action at the end).
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Figure 5: An example of a scooping operation in a pile of Type II.

4 Regression model of manual operation

In order to understand the relationship between the forces applied by the hydraulic
system on the lift and tilt pistons and the reaction forces of the pile on the lift and tilt
pistons, a regression model of the trajectories through the pile is considered.

Since the pile is not prepared in any particular way before scooping, all instances of
scooping in this study differ significantly from each other and are biased mainly by the
behavior of the expert driver. The high variance of the data is studied with the regression
model. There is significant variability in the pile forces and the driver actions between
each scooping and we address the question whether there are systematic relationships
between the variables approximating the behavior of the expert driver and the pile.
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In Fig. 1, the independent variables of the problem are the actions (tilt stick jT , lift
stick jL and throttle pedal tP ) and the forces from the pile (fLR, fTR). The dependent
variables, the forces from the hydraulic system on the tilt and lift pistons (fT , fL), can
be expressed as a function of the independent variables as

fT , fL = f(jL, jT , tP ). (2)

The reaction forces from the pile on the lift and tilt pistons (fLR, fTR) are not possible
to measure and cannot be included directly in the regression model. Our aim is to study
whether a basic regression model can describe the scooping behaviour of an expert driver
when the forces fLR, fTR are omitted. With a good regression model the effect of neglected
forces (fLR, fTR) should be reasonable and the variance of the regression model residual
should be low.

For the regression analysis, we treat fL, fT , lT as input variables for predicting lL, and
fL, fT , lL as input variables for predicting lT . Although fTR is non measured and included
in the regression model, it is related to the variables fT , lT and IT by the Newton’s laws.
A similar argument can be made for fLR. The output variables lL and lT defines the
trajectory of the bucket through the pile.

We select the forces fT , fL instead of driver actions (jT ,jL,tP ) as the basis of re-
gression because the driver actions are non-smooth. Drivers often overshoot and then
over-compensate the joystick movements to counter the software filters which are in-place
to protect the machine from jerky signals from operators. Doing so we could also avoid
the variable delay present in the hydraulic system which varies between 250–300 ms.
In the final automatic solution we want to produce smooth commands to the hydraulic
cylinders and therefore it is more natural to study the motion of cylinders instead of the
joystick signals.

Since bucket loading is a variable mass problem, the impulse imparted (IT , IL) to tilt
and lift pistons are also important variables for expressing the dynamics of the pistons

I tT =

t∫
0

fTdt I tL =

t∫
0

fLdt. (3)

We use linear regression with feature vector {IL, IT , fL, fT , lT} for predicting lL, and
the feature vector {IL, IT , fL, fT , lL} for predicting lT . The coefficient of determination,
R2, describes how well the data fit the regression model, or more precisely how much
of the variance is explained by the model. An R2 values close to 1 indicates that the
data fits the model well in terms of variance. Here we consider standard R2 values
that are adjusted for the complexity of the regression model. The adjusted R2 of the
regression models of lift and tilt actions by the expert driver are illustrated in Fig. 6.
The regression model for the length of the lift cylinder is significantly better than that
for the tilt cylinder mainly because the tilt actions vary when the bucket exits the pile
(breakout). In Fig. 7, the prediction of the regression model is shown for one scooping
example. The deviation between the regression model and driver data towards the end
of scooping indicates a loss of contact between the pile and the bucket.
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Figure 7: Example of linear regression models of an expert driver scooping material from a pile
of Type I.

The regression model combines the effect of hidden variables related to the driver
(actions) and the pile, and averages over the variation of these variables to give a rep-
resentative model of manual operation. The output of the regression model for this
machine and driver scooping on a Type I pile are promising but not good enough to
build a final solution. More importantly, a regression based method does not provide a
general solution because the requirements of loading maximum amount of material with
least amount of time and minimum fuel consumption have not been included.

This regression model is based on scooping data from one driver. Therefore, it includes
the bias of the driver’s level of experience with the test machine and material, and his/her
style of scooping. The regression study can be extended by incorporating more data from
other drivers to get a better understanding of the limitations of the model.
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5 Reinforcement learning

In this section we briefly introduce a reinforcement learning (RL) framework for auto-
matic loading. RL provides a framework to optimize an automatic loading controller
for example in terms of the bucket fill factor, cycle time and fuel efficiency. Since a RL
solution can be formulated regardless of mathematical model of machine and pile, a gen-
eral solution is possible to some extent. In this section, we discuss the Markov Decision
Process (MDP) which is used to formulate the RL problem and the value function that
provides information about preferable solutions. A reward value could be based on the
combination of estimate of bucket fill factor, time penalty and fuel efficiency. The aim
of the RL algorithm is then to maximize the cumulative reward value for every scooping
by solving an MDP model via policy or value iterations.

RL in combination with deep neural networks for flexible function approximation
[19] is a promising and highly potent approach to develop artificial intelligence systems
that optimize the behavior given a value function, see for example [20] where a deep RL
model learns to play atari games better than humans. Although the earth moving process
and environment of an atari game are different, the human operator can in principle be
replaced by an RL model in both cases.

5.1 Markov Decision Process Framework

In a standard MDP framework, the problem consists of a set of states (S), actions (A)
and a state transition probability model (T ). The theory of MDPs and RL methods are
described in [21].

From the regression analysis of scooping data for piles of Type I, it can be assumed
that forces, impulse of forces and the displacement of the pistons are relevant for defining
the state (S) of the machine during scooping. The speed of the machine is not correlated
with the extension of the pistons, hence it could be excluded from the state (S) in a
first approach towards an RL solution. Function approximation methods can be used to
represent states, actions and value functions. They constitute key methodologies when
addressing RL problems and become inevitable in continuous state problems [15]. An
alternative to function approximation is a tabular representation of the state and action
space. For example, a discrete state space S and action space A can be defined by a hand
crafted discretization of the state and action variables according to Eq. (4). When each
state and action is discretized in 10 levels, the size of the state space is one million, and
the action space has one thousand states. RL provides different possibilities to improve
on the basic linear regression model using model based or model free methods, and some
type of function approximation method.

S := [ĨL, ĨT , F̃L, F̃T , l̃L, l̃T ] A := [J̃L, J̃T , T̃ ] (4)
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5.2 Value function and policy iteration

The value function (also called Q-function) gives preferable directions to the learner from
the starting state to the exiting state, in an episodic setting such as the scooping problem.
At every time step the learner obtains a reward for visiting the state that the machine
is in by the value function. In an episodic policy iteration setting, a given policy is
followed while collecting the rewards. At the end of the episode (breakout from pile), the
value function is modified based on the total reward for the policy and the states visited
during the episode. The current policy is then improved based on the new value function
to create the next policy.

The agent gets reward (positive value) for fulfilling the predefined goals and punish-
ment (negative value) for undesirable behavior. A typical reward function for a RoboCup
bot is a high positive reward for scoring a goal, and small negative rewards for each time
step (passing time), energy usage, and bump into walls or other robots [22]. Similar to
this, a suitable reward function for scooping would be a high positive reward proportional
to the bucket weight at the end of scooping, and small negative rewards for passing time,
wheel slip, machine stall and when the fuel efficiency is below a certain level. The nega-
tive rewards will encourage the agent to terminate the episode and therefore the relative
weights of these reward values are going to be an important step in the RL design.

Although a value iteration using a state transition probability model (T ) (model based
approach) could be computationally possible, we argue for model free methods as the
better alternative to model based. The reason being the non stationarity of the process
which can make it difficult for the model (T ) to be estimated and for the value iteration
to converge within finite number of scooping examples. The value iteration also suffers
from the curse of dimensionality as even with a coarse discretization mentioned earlier,
the size of state-action space easily becomes one billion for this problem. A policy it-
eration method on the other hand has the disadvantage of having a bias based on the
initial policy following some greedy policy method. But given the safety requirements
of experimentation with heavy construction equipment, starting with an expert driver’s
trajectory (policy) is the only feasible and practical solution. The policy bias can how-
ever be minimized to some extent by using scooping data from several different drivers
scooping similar piles.

6 Conclusions

We discuss the complex problem of automatic loading for a front end loader and address
limitations of current research arguing that there is a need for a general solution for
the scooping problem, for different types of material and machines. The problem of
automatic loading is complex due to the highly complex and uncertain process, which
cannot be modeled from first principles. Our experiments with one type of pile reveal
a relationship between the forces sensed on the lift and tilt pistons with the trajectory
of the bucket (movement profile of lift and tilt pistons). The force data and regression
model for predicting trajectories show no sign of high bias or high variance, which suggest
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that this method is feasible and can be extended further.
Reinforcement learning (RL) is one interesting approach, which potentially could

provide a general solution for the automatic loading problem. Deep RL is the state of
the art in artificial intelligence today and the automatic scooping problem appears well
suited for an approach like that. In this paper, we also explained the basic building
blocks of an RL based solution like an MDP model with states, actions and rewards in
context of the scooping problem. We outline a potential solution for the autonomous
scooping problem based on reinforcement learning. In the future, we plan to conduct
more experiments and implement a RL model based on deep Q-learning.
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From tele-remote operation to semi-automated

wheel-loader

Siddharth Dadhich, Ulf Bodin, Fredrik Sandin and Ulf Andersson

Abstract

This paper presents experimental results with tele-remote operation of a wheel-loader and
proposes a way towards semi-automation. The different components of the tele-remote
setup are described in the paper. Short loading cycle is an operation cycle, commonly
used at quarry and construction sites for moving gravel from piles onto trucks. We
present results from short loading cycle experiments with three operators comparing
productivity between tele-remote operation and manual operation. Productivity loss of
42% with tele-remote operation motivates the case for more automation. We propose a
method to automate the bucket-filling step, which is one of the key functionality of a
wheel-loader.

1 Introduction

Tele-operation of commercial vehicles is interesting for both safety and productivity rea-
sons. The on-board operation of such machines can be unsafe in certain applications. For
example, in underground mining there are situations when loading of blasted material
is postponed awaiting ventilation to clean the air for workers to enter the mine [1]. At
mines, construction and quarry sites, operators are required to operate the equipment
for long hours in stretch especially when the working-site is far from their office space.
Exposure to noise, vibration and ergonomics issues for long durations produces stress
and strain on their body.

A wheel-loader (shown in Fig. 1) is a versatile machine used to move materials in many
different industries. Full automation of many tasks that are needed to be performed by
wheel-loaders is difficult [2] and the bucket-filling task is, in particular, hard to automate.
The skilled drivers use many of their human senses to achieve high productivity at low
fuel consumption without causing unnecessary wear and tear on the machine. Tele-
remote operation can improve both safety and productivity by providing comfortable
work environment and eliminating the time needed to commute to the working-sites.

Short loading cycle is a common operation cycle at construction and quarry sites. In
this cycle, the machine repeatedly loads the material from a pile and then dumps it onto
a dumper truck. An illustration of a typical short loading cycle is shown in Fig. 2.

Our tele-remote setup uses 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.11n radio to transmit the video and
other data including control signals. The control station that we use is similar to a
machine’s cab further modified with display screens to view 360◦ live video streams.
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Figure 1: Our experimental wheel-loader.

Tele-remote operation is a step toward full automation of construction machines. Due
to the difficulties in modeling the bucket-pile interactions, automation of the bucket-filling
task for loaders and excavator has been an open problem since three decades [3].

Tele-operation of short-cycle loading is known to be less efficient compared to manual
operation [4]. In this paper, we quantify this gap with our remote control setup high-
lighting the difficulties in tele-remote operation. We also propose and evaluate a method
to automate the key functionality of a wheel-loader i.e. the bucket-filling.

2 Related work

Tele-remote operation and automation of commercial vehicles is under development in
industry [5]. In academia, the main work is towards improving the perception, for exam-
ple, by providing visualizations of different perspectives of the construction machine in
its environment by cameras mounted on the machine itself [6]. In our setup, we use an
isometric perspective of the machine itself, excluding the environment. The dome display
environment, investigated in [7], is shown to improve the perception compared to a flat
screen display setup, which we have used.

Fernando et al. [8], similar to our work, present results from remote-operation of an
excavator over a wireless IP network. They use a head mount display (HMD) with end
to end latency of 180 milliseconds and report 164% increase in cycle time of operation
for remote control, compared to manual operation.

Related research on automatic bucket-filling is the work done on Load-haul-dump
(LHD) machines, which are a variation of wheel-loaders adapted for underground mines.
For example, Marshall et al. [9] developed a compliance controller for the velocity of the
tilt cylinder that uses the hydraulic pressures in the lift and tilt pistons as inputs. Dobson
et al. [10] shows that, the method proposed in [9] works in practice and also performs
better than human drivers on LHD machines. However, in our work, we propose a more
generic solution to the bucket-filling problem, applicable to different types of machines
and environment conditions.
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Figure 2: Short loading cycle. The steps performed by a wheel-loader in one operation cycle are:
1: approach to the pile, 2: bucket-filling, 3: reversing from the pile 4: approach the dumper, 5:
dumping, 6: reversing from the dumper.

3 Experiment setup

3.1 Wheel-loader

The experiment consists of a Volvo L180 wheel loader, which is instrumented to enable
the functionalities needed for remote-operation. To control the machine externally, we
use an industrial PC which has slots for Canbus cards which are used to control the
machine by sending signals to the machine ECUs (Engine control units). The software
in one of the ECUs is modified to receive control signals for lift, tilt, gas, brake, gear and
steering. Furthermore, we have six IP cameras, a microphone for audio; a GPS unit for
localization, an inertial-measurement-unit (IMU) mounted on the chair in the machine
and a WiFi access point (AP) for communication.

3.2 Communication

In Fig. 3, the test setup for the remote control experiment is shown. The remote control
station and the wheel-loader are connected by a part-wired (Ethernet and fiber) and
part-wireless (IEEE802.11n) network. The wheel-loader and the control station are in
two different locations 800 meters apart. Most of the devices shown in Fig. 3 have an
Ethernet interface except the IMU and GPS which are connected to industrial PC via
Canbus and Serial-bus respectively. We used IEEE 802.11n as the radio link for this
setup because it is widely deployed in industries such as mining and construction where
wheel loaders are commonly used.

In total, we have four types of data streams over the network as shown in Fig. 4. The
data streams from cameras and microphone are seven individual streams representing
most of the traffic (∼99% when the machine is in motion).
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Figure 3: The remote-control setup.

Figure 4: Data streams between the machine and the control station.

3.3 Remote control station

The remote control station (Fig. 5) is a motion platform with similar controls panels
as a machine. This platform has roll and pitch movements and is commonly used as
a simulator to train new operators of wheel-loaders and excavators. The platform has
been modified with screens and additional software, to send the stream of control data.
An HMI program is developed which receives the feedback streams from cameras, GPS
and machine data and displays different views (top, side and isometric) of the machine
and updates a simulated dashboard. The IMU data stream is used to move the motion
platform.

3.4 Video setup

We used six cameras to transmit live video from around the machine. These cameras
support both MJPEG and H.264 video protocols and can transmit full HD (1980x1080)
resolution. However, we operated them at 1280x720 with H.264 due to bandwidth lim-
itation of the Wi-Fi network for real-time live video with mobile clients. Furthermore,
we limit the bandwidth used by each camera using H.264 parameters.

The latency in the video transmission depends on 1) the camera’s hardware and
firmware (image processing and encoding) 2) the network and 3) the receiving client
(decoding and display). The latency of the camera we use (Panasonic WV-SBV131M) is
found out to be in the range of 150–250 milli-seconds depending on H.264 parameters,
which is in line with other IP cameras as discussed in [11].
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Figure 5: The Remote control station.

3.5 Procedure

The operators were asked to fill a Volvo A25 truck with three full buckets in a short
loading cycle. The material used in this experiment was medium-coarse gravel (8–32 mm
in diameter).

The operators were trained for two hours on the remote control station and before the
experiment started, operators were given some time to fill a few trucks to warm-up before
they were measured and recorded. The three operators we used in this study have a lot
of experience with manual operation of wheel-loaders. During experiment, each operator
filled the truck three times (nine short loading cycle in total) in manual operation and
then three times remotely.

We logged relevant machine signals; weight of the dumper, networking data, and
recorded videos of the machine in both manual and remote operation to measure the
differences.

4 Results and discussion

In this experiment, we consider productivity, in terms of the amount of material moved
per unit time (tons/hour), as the performance parameter. Productivity for a wheel loader
is a function of payload and cycle time. It decreases due to less filled buckets and long
operation cycle times.

We observed that cycle time of operation for remote operation increased by 70%
from manual operation, which explains the 42% loss in productivity we observed for the
remote-operation. Fig. 6 shows that the average cycle time of operation increases for all
parts of short loading cycle. The maximum increase is for steps four and five of the short
loading cycle, in which the machine approaches and dumps the material into the truck.

We also observed that the average bucket weight for remote operation was lower
compared to manual operation. As shown in Table 1, the difference in average bucket
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Figure 6: Average cycle time for the three operators (Op) in manual and remote operation where
the standard deviation is shown for the complete cycles.

Op1 Op2 Op3
Manual 7.62 7.94 6.99
Remote 7.35 7.72 6.81

Table 1: Average bucket weights (ton) for the three operators (Op).

weight was however very small and on average, the operators managed to fill the bucket
(97% of how much they filled in manual).

The results show that drivers were slower during remote-operation. The increase in
cycle time of operation on remote has possibly several reasons. The lack of perception
of being in the machine is likely the main issue. For example, the operators in manual
operation use their vestibular system (located in the ear) to detect linear (gravito-inertial
forces) and rotational accelerations in 3D [12]. The motion platform used in the exper-
iment provides only the roll and pitch movements and hence the operators fail to judge
the linear speed/acceleration during driving.

Lack of depth perception, which arises from human vision being replaced by 2D
camera-feed, presents a drawback of the remote-operation. Additionally, some network
issues, that arises when all video streams are running, results in small but noticeable
glitches in the one of the cameras at a time with a frequency of around 1 Hz.

The difficulties with the remote-operation motivate the case for more automation. A
major roadblock to full automation of wheel-loaders is the bucket-filling step. In the next
section, we present our on-going work on automating bucket-filling for a wheel-loader.
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Figure 7: Block diagram of the loading process (bottom) and variables (top) for the machine
(Gm) and the pile (Gp). The operator actions include lift and tilt joystick commands and
movement of the throttle pedal.

5 Automatic bucket-filling

A fully autonomous loading operation is known to be difficult and has been an open area
of research for a long time. Although tele-operated LHD machines have been used in
underground mines for more than ten years [4], a fully automated system of an LHD
machine has never been demonstrated.

To address this, [4] developed a bucket-filling algorithm for tele-remote operated LHD
machines to load blasted rock in an underground mine. The resulting semi-automated
operation was less productive than manual operation and tele-operation was therefore
discontinued.

Dadhich et al. [13] proposes a machine learning based function for bucket-filling to
load medium-coarse gravel. We build upon this work and see if machine learning models
can predict the motion of a wheel loader’s pistons in terms of the velocity of lift/tilt
cylinders.

5.1 Data

The data used to develop the following models have been provided by our industrial
partners. The data contains variables such as the angles of lift and tilt joints and hydraulic
pressures in the lift and tilt cylinders of a Volvo L120G wheel loader that is used by an
expert driver to load medium-coarse gravel (8–32 mm in diameter). Fig. 7 illustrates
the automatic loading problem in terms of a control block diagram and the interaction
forces between the machine and pile. The hydraulic system in conventional diesel engine
powered machines is a multi-variable system where the forces applied to lift and tilt
pistons can be expressed as a non-linear coupled function of operator actions

fL, fT = g(jL, jT , tP ). (1)

The resistance forces from the pile (fLR, fTR) cannot be measured or accurately
modeled, and this poses the main challenge in the bucket-filling problem. The lift and
tilt angles (θL, θT ) define the trajectory of the bucket through the pile.
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Figure 8: Machine learning model for predicting the motion of wheel-loader pistons during
bucket-filling.

Model type Feature vector Output

C for pLH [θ̇T , θL, θT , FL, FT ] θ̇L > θ̇LHth
C for pLL [θ̇T , θL, θT , FL, FT ] θ̇L > θ̇LLth
C for pTH [θ̇L, θL, θT , FL, FT ] θ̇T > θ̇THth
C for pTL [θ̇L, θL, θT , FL, FT ] θ̇T > θ̇TLth
R for jL [pLH , pLL, pTH , pTL, θL, θT , FL, FT ] θ̇L
R for jT [pLH , pLL, pTH , pTL, θ̇L, θL, θT , FL, FT ] θ̇T

Table 2: Structure of the training data for the cascade model. C = classification; R = regression.

5.2 Cascade model

First a linear regression model was tested which failed to capture the correct dynamics
of the driver’s use of the lift and tilt actions. We conclude that the actions of drivers
cannot be predicted by a linear model and non-linear methods are needed. In reality, the
lift and tilt actions of the driver are discrete and related to the dynamics of the pile, the
bucket-filling process, and the sensory ques and experience (priors) of the driver.

We extend the linear regression model with a classification model in an attempt to
approximate the driver’s decision to use the lift and tilt actions. This is motivated from
the observation that expert drivers use lift and tilt cylinders alternatively.

Fig. 8 illustrates the proposed scheme of cascaded models for estimation of lift/tilt
velocity demands. First, the classification model predicts (based on data presented during
training) the decision probability of high (pLH , pTH) and low (pLL, pTL) values of the
lift and tilt actions. The classification blocks in Fig. 8 contain two classification models
each, one for high and one for low action. The structure of the data used for the training
of classification and regression models is shown in Table 2. The threshold parameters
θ̇LHth, θ̇LLth, θ̇THth, θ̇TLth for training the classifiers have been handcrafted.

Instead of using binary output, we use the confidence values (pLH , pLL, pTH , pTL) from
each classifier as inputs to the regression model which predicts the velocity demands for
lift and tilt pistons.
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Figure 9: Prediction of lift/tilt velocity demand from the proposed model.

5.3 Simulation result

The performance of a machine learning model is assessed on the basis of its generalization
capabilities on unseen data. In Fig. 9, we show a test example of how the proposed cas-
caded network of machine learning models performs on an unseen bucket-filling example.
The model approximates the velocity of lift and tilt cylinders quite well and it can be
observed that the prediction captures the on-off nature of the lift and tilt commands.

6 Conclusion and future work

Tele-remote operation of short loading cycle with wheel-loaders is challenging. The con-
strained human perception when using tele-remote setup makes it difficult to operate
efficiently. We found that the remote operation with this setup results in productivity
loss of 42% which is mainly due to the increase in the time of operation.

The depth perception for the remote-operation needs to be improved by integrating
technologies like ultra-sonic sensor and lidar into the current HMI. A reliable wireless
medium which is less sensitive to varying radio conditions is also essential for the remote
operation. The requirement from such a radio should be low jitter along with tolerable
latency.

We propose an automatic bucket-filling function based on machine learning using
data from manual operation. Classification and regression models are used in cascade to
build a system that approximates the lift and tilt actions from the velocities of lift/tilt
pistons. The classification models were able to predict driver behavior in terms of the
decision to use the lift and tilt actions.

The first implementation of the machine learning based bucket-filling function gives
promising results. In future, we plan to conduct more field experiments to validate the
proposed bucket-filling algorithm. Reinforcement learning methods will be investigated
to further improve the efficiency of the bucket-filling function.
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Adaptive video with SCReAM over LTE for

remote-operated working machines

Ingemar Johansson, Siddharth Dadhich, Ulf Bodin and Tomas Jönsson

Abstract

Remote operation is a step toward the automation of mobile working machines. Safe
and efficient tele-remote operation requires good-quality video feedback. Varying radio
conditions make it desirable to adapt the video sending rate of cameras to make the
best use of the wireless capacity. The adaptation should be able to prioritize camera
feeds in different directions depending on motion, ongoing tasks, and safety concerns.
Self-Clocked Rate Adaptation for Multimedia (SCReAM) provides a rate adaptation
algorithm for these needs. SCReAM can control the compression used for multiple video
streams using differentiating priorities and thereby provide sufficient congestion control to
achieve both low latency and high video throughput. We present results from the testing
of prioritized adaptation of four video streams with SCReAM over LTE and discuss how
such adaptation can be useful for the tele-remote operation of working machines.

1 Introduction

Working machines comprise a large set of heavy machinery, of which the majority are
typically mobile. These machines perform tasks that require experienced drivers to per-
form well in terms of safety, productivity and cost. Safety includes human safety in the
direct vicinity of the machine as well damage prevention of the surrounding environment.
Productivity relates to limiting the time consumed for performing the given task, while
cost includes limiting the energy consumption and wear and tear on the machine. These
aspects are important for the operation of mobile working machines.

Tele-remote operation and automation is under development by companies including
Caterpillar [1], Atlas Copco [2], Kotmatsu and Sandvik. Most research in remote control
works toward increasing the perception of remote operators, for example, the visualization
of different perspectives of the construction machine in its environment by body-mounted
fish-eye cameras [3] [4]. The display environment has also been investigated such as in
[5], where a dome display with panoramic camera is used.

In [6], the remote control of an excavator over a wireless IP network using a head
mount display (HMD) with an end-to-end latency of 180 ms reports a 164% increase in
the cycle time of operation time for remote control, compared to manual operation. The
amount of tolerable latency for tele-operation varies a lot between different experiments,
and the variation in latency (jitter) can be more detrimental to performance than the
latency itself [7].
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The progress toward the automation of moving working machines is discussed in the
following five steps: 1) manual operation 2) in-sight remote operation 3) tele-remote
operation 4) assisted tele-remote (semi-automation) operation and 5) fully autonomous
operation [8] [9] [10]. Steps three and four require good video feedback, which is chal-
lenging to achieve over wireless networks since the bandwidth can vary frequently and
unpredictably. For example, reflections from surrounding objects result in multi-path
propagation, which interfere with receiving devices to cause errors in the received data,
making the wireless link to adapt to stronger coding and consequently lower transmis-
sion rates. As a result, data get buffered in the networking devices and are delayed even
before transmission over the wireless link. If the buffer gets full, all incoming packets are
discarded.

Without video streams adapting to lower transmission bit rates, packets are either
buffered or discarded. With buffering, a safety risk exists since the video can become
more than a second old. Alternatively, when packets are discarded, the resulting video
degrades in quality, possibly compromising the task of the remote operator.

Remote operation of heavy working machines is a time-critical application in need
of reliable video transmission from multiple cameras over wireless links and the ability
to prioritize task-critical and safety-critical video streams over others. In this paper,
we examine the use of Self-Clocked Rate Adaptation for Multimedia (SCReAM), first
introduced in [11], to adapt video streams to lower bit rates through compression setting
in cameras limiting the frame rate and resolution of the encoded video. We demonstrate,
for the first time, the functionality of SCReAM with prioritized scheduling of video
streams on a small scale experimental mobile platform using a public LTE network.

SCReAM provides a rate adaptation algorithm that can control the compression used
for multiple cameras and thereby provide sufficient congestion control to achieve both
low latency and high video throughput over wireless networks with varying bandwidth.
Further, it can use priorities to control the differentiated adaptation of multiple media
streams.

Two alternatives to SCReAM are (1) Google congestion control (GCC) [12] and (2)
NADA [13]. A qualitative comparison between SCReAM, GCC and NADA is presented in
[14]. A quantitative comparison between SCReAM, GCC and NADA is however difficult
to perform due to the different implementation status of these proposed algorithms [14].
Moreover, out of the these algorithms, only SCReAM supports prioritization among
competing streams.

The main contributions of the paper are (1) the integration of SCReAM into the
industrial application of the remote operation of a Volvo L180H wheel-loader to offer
video adaptation, and (2) the evaluation of SCReAM for multiple low-delay video streams
sent upstream over LTE, including the use of priorities for the different video streams.
The use of SCReAM with prioritized scheduling of video streams over cellular wireless
networks such as LTE can be extended to other tele-operated machinery or vehicles.
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Figure 1: Remote-control operation of a wheel-loader. The experimental wheel-loader (left) and
remote-control station (right). The operator sees the video streams from six cameras mounted
on the machine. The chair is a moving platform that obtains roll and pitch data from an IMU
mounted in the machine. GPS and various other signals (RPM, machine speed, etc.) are used
to simulate a human-machine interface (HMI) for driver assistance.

2 Background

2.1 Tele-remote setup

We have a tele-remote system for a Volvo L180H wheel-loader as shown in Fig. 1 and
described in more detail in [15]. It is determined that for this current setup, the produc-
tivity (ton/hour) for loading gravel in short loading cycles decreased by 42% using remote
control compared to manual operation [15]. The main reason for the productivity loss is
the lack of perception that the environment surrounding the machine and glitches in the
video streams from cameras are identified as a major contributing factor for degraded
operator experience. Fig. 2 shows the proposed setup in terms of network components.

The remote-control system is built with parts that are commercially available. This
poses a few limitations but also creates new challenges to solve. The setup uses Panasonic
WV-SBV111 IP cameras with a 104◦ horizontal field of view. Three cameras in the front
and three in the rear side of the wheel-loader provide a complete view of the surrounding
areas.

The cameras are easy to access via HTTP commands for sending rate control pur-
poses and have proven to be robust under different environmental light conditions. The
transmission mode that works best when mounted on a mobile machine is variable bitrate
mode (VBR).

2.2 Challenges and requirements for tele-remote operation

The task is to achieve the desired productivity at a reasonable cost while meeting the
safety requirements. Safe and efficient tele-remote operation requires recreating the ma-
chine environment in real time. It is identified in [16], [17] and [18] that operators make
their decisions based on their vision, the sound from the surroundings and vibrations
from the machine. The lack of availability of these basic human sensor systems presents
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Figure 2: The setup consists of several pieces of network equipment at the remote-control station
and the wheel-loader connected by a partially wired and partially wireless network (LTE). From
a logical point of view, the 4G router in the wheel-loader connects to a router in the same
building as the control station through a VPN tunnel via the backbone network of the service
provider (Telia) and the Internet. The 4G base station router is connected to the gateway router
for the control station equipment with a 600-meter-long fiber cable. The graphics PC handles
the data from cameras and microphone, while the control PC sends the control packets to the
wheel-loader and receives feedback data for moving the motion platform and plotting the HMI.

the problem of environmental perception.
With the current camera setup and the remote-control station, depth perception is

lost, and the human field of view is compressed and reduced to the display dimensions.
The latency in audio and video are critical for tele-remote operation. Wireless network
jitter can cause many frames to be dropped or played out at an irregular pace, resulting
in sluggish or choppy video that can cause operator fatigue. A common application of
wheel-loaders includes loading material and dumping it onto trucks. In this application,
there is a risk of collision with the dumper truck if the video stream from the front camera
under-performs even slightly.

2.3 Differentiated prioritization of streams

The requirements of the tele-remote solution on the communication link are foremost
low latency, minimal loss and high throughput. Different tasks and situations require
different streams to be prioritized. Therefore, the prioritization of certain streams over
others is highly desired.

Prioritization is also needed across streams of different data types such as video and
point cloud data. Apart from camera streams and point cloud data, other data (such
as monitoring and control) are also transmitted and received by the remote-controlled
working machines. In the risk of collisions, the control data should have the highest
priority.

Preferably, prioritization should be offered by the network layer, e.g., using the QoS
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Class Identifier (QCI) in 3GPP Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks [19]. Telecom
operations do not always offering such services, or they are quite expensive. Hence,
mechanisms that can prioritize end-to-end independence of intermediate communication
links are attractive. Here, the end-to-end prioritization approach refers to any mechanism
that resides at the transport layer (TCP/UDP) or above and not in the IP network layer
or below, as in the case with QCI in LTE.

In the future, 5G will provide better prioritization mechanism than LTE [20]. Al-
though 5G will offer more stable capacity to the prioritized flows, it may not be immune
to all disturbances affecting the radio channel. The ability to prioritize end-to-end will
still be valuable as it provides a means to rapidly react to changing stream priorities as
well as changing link capacity.

2.4 Video coding and compression

Raw video recording is compressed to a great extent in cameras by special encoding
to save capacity of communication channels when transferring video over a network.
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard [21] is a widely accepted video coding standard used in
most IP cameras including the one used here. This standard uses both temporal and
spatial redundancy to compress the signal. Spatial encoding provides less compression
than temporal encoding but comes with an advantage that parts of the encoded signal do
not require any other information for decoding. Parts of the video signal encoded using
spatial redundancy only are called I-frames, where I stands for intra-coded picture.

Temporal redundancy is used for further compression. In temporal redundancy, the
current part of the signal is constructed using the previous part as a reference point, and
only the difference between these parts is transmitted. The temporal encoding produces
P- and B-frames where P stands for predictive and B stands for bi-predictive. While
I-frames are largest in size, B-frames are the most compressed as they use I and P-frames
as references, both from historical parts as well as from the future signal.

3 SCReAM

3.1 Protocol description

SCReAM was originally devised for the end-to-end congestion control of real-time media
such as audio and video for WebRTC (Web Real-Time Communication), which is widely
used in the gaming community. SCReAM was developed to give robust congestion control
especially for encoded video over cellular links. It can also be applied to other data
streams such as audio or slide-share content; however, its main application is in video
because video typically needs much higher bandwidth compared to other streams.

SCReAM does not interfere with encrypted media as it does not require inspection of
the RTP payload for its function. It only requires access to the RTP sequence number
and the SSRC (synchronization source identifier) from the RTP headers that are not
encrypted.
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SCReAM is a sender congestion control algorithm, which means that all intelligence
concerning congestion control and rate control of the media sources is on the sender side.
The SCReAM receiver side is very simple in comparison since it only generates timely
feedback to the sender. As a simple comparison, the SCReAM sender side is more than
2000 lines on C++ code, whereas the receiver code is only approximately 300 lines of
C++ code.

3.2 Protocol operation

A schematic view of the SCReAM congestion controller on the sender side is shown in
Fig. 3. The congestion control is divided into two main parts.

1. Network congestion control ensures that the delay over the network is kept
as low as possible. This is done by setting an upper limit, CWND (congestion
window), on how much data can be in the network. The transmission scheduler
uses CWND to determine when to make RTP packets available for transmission
and RTT (round trip time) to implement packet pacing, which determines when
the RTP packets shall be sent to the UDP socket for transmission. Packet pacing
is used to mitigate the problem of multiple RTCP packets arriving very close to
each other causing several RTP packets to be transmitted, faster than intended.

2. Media rate control regulates the target bitrate of each media component, e.g.
the different video encoders of cameras. It determines target bitrates from the
queue lengths of the RTP packet queue component. When an RTP queue length
exceeds a certain threshold, it is reported to the media rate control, which instructs
the source media component to immediately reduce its bit-rate by changing to a
different encoding.

The network congestion control and media rate control complement each other in mit-
igating the risk of extensive delays and packet loss. The implementation of the network
congestion control is aimed to avoid overloading the network while the implementation
of the media rate control is aimed to avoid that the sources generate more data than the
network can handle.

With SCReAM, the RTP packets from the IP cameras are not directly sent to the
outgoing network interface; instead, they pass through sender queues (the RTP packet
queues component in Fig. 3), which are implemented for each media component to ensure
efficient congestion control. This arrangement allows SCReAM to prioritize between data
streams and to avoid large network queuing delays. In other words, for the SCReAM
implementation evaluated in this paper, the RTP packet queue component can implement
priority scheduling to give precedence to some IP cameras over others.

It should be noted that the sender RTP packet queues are most often empty. Their
main purpose is to serve as shock-absorbers when the IP cameras output large amounts
of data, e.g. due to quick changes in the video picture or when the network throughput
drops rapidly and the IP cameras do not respond to the reduced target bitrates notified
by the media rate control by decreasing the output bitrate quick enough.
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Figure 3: Schematic view of the SCReAM congestion control algorithm on the sender side. The
operation of SCReAM is as follows; (1) RTP packets from sources are sent to RTP packet queues
component, (2) the queue lengths are reported to the media rate control component, which (3)
communicates target bit-rates to the media sources. The transmission scheduler (4) fetches the
RTP packets from the packet queues component and then (5) sends them to the UDP socket
according to its congestion control and packet pacing functions and, it (6) updates the network
congestion control component on transmission timestamps (TSTX), sequence number (RTPSN )
and size (RTPsize) of each RTP packet. The received RTCP packets are (7) forwarded to the
network congestion control, which then calculates CWND (congestion window) and RTT (round
trip time) and (8) updates the transmission scheduler.
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To summarize using Fig. 3, the operation of SCReAM follows this; (1) RTP packets
from one or more sources are sent to RTP packet queues component, which makes the
packets available to the transmission scheduler using a priority scheme. The queue lengths
are (2) reported to the media rate control component, which (3) communicates target
bit-rates to the media sources, i.e. the video encoders of the IP cameras. This completes
the operation of the media rate control part of SCReAM.

The transmission scheduler (4) fetches the RTP packets from the packet queues com-
ponent and then (5) sends them to the UDP socket according to its congestion control
and packet pacing functions. When sending packets to the UDP socket for transmission,
it (6) updates the network congestion control component on transmission timestamps
(TSTX), sequence number (RTPSN) and size (RTPsize) of each RTP packet, uniquely
identified by the SSRC value (SIP Synchronization Source Identifier). RTCP packets
sent from the receiving side (i.e. the media decoders displaying the sent video) carrying
the timestamps, sequence numbers and SSRC of received RTP packets are (7) forwarded
to the network congestion control component. Finally, the network congestion control
component calculates CWND (congestion window) and RTT (round trip time) and (8)
update the transmission scheduler.

3.3 Protocol behavior

The network congestion control of SCReAM is similar to how TCP behaves; the main
difference is that SCReAM does not retransmit lost packets. Similar to TCP, network
congestion control is self-clocked. This means that packets are transmitted as long as
feedback is received. This prevents the transmission link from becoming overloaded with
data, which is good when the throughput decreases rapidly. This helps fulfill the safety
requirements for tele-remote working machines.

SCReAM, besides being adaptive to packet loss, also detects the increase in network
queue delay and adjusts the transmission rate to maintain minimal network delay. This
algorithm is based on timestamps of the sender and receiver sides. However, synchronized
clocks at the sending and receiving sides are not a necessity. It is necessary though that
they use the same clock frequency, or that the clock frequency at the receiver can be
inferred reliably by the sender.

SCReAM supports explicit congestion notification (ECN). ECN is a technique that
can be used by network nodes to signal when the available throughput decreases and
packets start to be queued. The ideal outcome of ECN is near zero packet loss, which is
beneficial especially for real-time video that is quite sensitive to packet loss. Furthermore
ECN, being an explicit signal of congestion, gives a clear indication of congestion that
can be acted upon promptly. This results in reduced end-to-end delay, giving additional
stability to congestion control. SCReAM also supports (L4S) low-latency low-loss scal-
able throughput [22], which is a novel technology that can produce very short queue
delays.

Packet pacing is implemented to avoid packets being transmitted in bursts. This
prevents overflow in network queues due to packet losses. For example, large I-frames
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generated by video coders can overflow network queues with packet loss as a result. In the
worst case, this can cause the video to freeze. Packet pacing reduces the queue build-up
in network components and thus reduces the risk of packet loss.

As mentioned above, SCReAM can handle and prioritize between two or more video
streams, which is beneficial in applications where differentiated prioritization is needed.
This approach also makes the congestion control more efficient, giving better control over
the end-to-end delay. Another benefit is that the flow prioritization is straightforward
and simple to implement.

The stream prioritization, examined in this paper, is based on credit-based weighted
scheduling. Each stream is given a scheduling weight in the range of [0,1]. When one
stream is scheduled to transmit an RTP packet, credit is given to the other streams in
proportion to the size of the transmitted RTP packet, scaled by the scheduling weight.
Credit is accumulated and used by streams to increase their transmission likelihood.
When a stream transmits, its accumulated credit is decreased by the size of the RTP
packet being transmitted. This means that all streams are allowed to transmit, and their
transmission rate depends on their weight in relation to the weight of other streams. For
example, if two flows have the scheduling weights 1.0 and 0.5, one flow will receive roughly
two-thirds of the available bandwidth, while the other flow will receive a one-third share.

When the sources transmit constantly, for example, simulated video coders, the
weighted credit-based scheduling works perfectly. However, the actual video coders have
both a poor regulatory response for a given target bitrate and a slow transient response
for changes in target bitrate. This results in insufficient weighted credit based schedul-
ing to maintain weighted proportional bitrates of the sources. To handle this, an extra
mechanism is introduced in SCReAM that enforces a conservative update of the target
bitrate by reducing it 10% for each source that is exceeding its share of the bandwidth.
This extra mechanism runs every five seconds.

3.4 Simulation results

To exhibit the prioritization behavior of the SCReAM protocol, we perform simulation
experiments. Fig. 4 shows the functionality of SCReAM in a simulated setup in which two
simulated video streams are transmitting over a link with a varying bandwidth similar
to a wireless link for remote control. Stream one has a scheduling weight of 1.0, and
stream two has a weight 0.2. Initially, the link bandwidth is 20 Mbps, and both streams
transmit 8 Mbps each. At T = 50 s, the link bandwidth is reduced to 8 Mbps. Ideally,
stream one should receive a bandwidth of 8 ∗ 1.0/(1.0 + 0.2) = 6.7 Mbps, and stream two
should receive a bandwidth of 8 ∗ 0.2/(1.0 + 0.2) = 1.3 Mbps. Fig. 4 shows that this
result is nearly achieved. It can also be seen that in SCReAM, the flow prioritization is
only applied when the link bandwidth is limited, which is the rational choice.

The stream priority can also be changed during run time, as shown in the simulated
example in Fig. 5. In this setup, the link bandwidth is fixed at 8 Mbps. Stream one starts
with weight 1.0, while the stream two starts with weight 0.2. The scheduling weights
are flipped at T = 30 s and restored at T = 35 s. It can be seen that the corresponding
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Figure 4: Simulation result showing the prioritization behavior of SCReAM protocol under
bandwidth deficiency. At time T=50 s, the link bandwidth is reduced from 20 Mbps to 8 Mbps.
SCReAM protocol allows to distribute the bandwidth to the two streams according to their pri-
ority.

responses in the bitrates of the two streams are quick. This is desired when the wheel-
loader shifts into reverse, in which it is needed to achieve better quality streams for
the rear camera. However, we have not yet evaluated this feature in conjunction with
different video encoders, which can be slow to react to the large changes in target bitrates
as their internal quantizer tables may only be changed at new I-frames.

4 Experiment results

The SCReAM code is available as open source at [23]. This code is used in a setup with
a number of commercially available IP cameras, which are rate-controlled via HTTP to
get requests from the SCReAM congestion control application.

The SCReAM congestion control software is implemented on a Raspberry Pi-3 PC
with Linux Raspbian OS. The solution is prototyped in a small mobile unit (shown in
Fig. 6), with an LTE modem and four Panasonic WV-SBV111 IP Cameras. The LTE
link is the public Swedish Telia network, and the location is the main campus of Lule̊a
University of Technology, which means that the LTE access is shared with other traffic
in the area. The distance between the LTE base-station and the location where the
experiment is conducted is ∼ 400 meters. The LTE base station is configured for channel
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Figure 5: Simulation result showing run-time priority change behavior of SCReAM protocol.
The scheduling weights are flipped at T = 30 s and restored at T = 35 s. SCReAM protocol
redistributes the bandwidth to the two streams according to run-time changes in their priorities.

Figure 6: Mobile platform used for testing SCReAM with LTE. One camera is facing front,
while two cameras are mounted facing left and right, and one more camera is facing the rear
side.
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Figure 7: Experimental results using SCReAM over LTE on a mobile platform with four cameras
with different priorities. The top plot shows throughput for the four cameras as well as the
total throughput. As expected, the front camera obtains the maximum share of the available
bandwidth. The bottom plot shows the average queuing delay in blue and the round-trip-time
(RTT) in green. A low value of RTT is maintained throughout the experiment, except at T=305.

bandwidth of 20 MHz with 50 Mbps maximum uplink bitrate.

During the experiment, the mobile platform is in constant motion, cameras are send-
ing 25 frames per second and they are configured with different priorities. The front
camera has the highest priority 1.0, the rear camera has a priority level of 0.3 and the
left and right cameras have a 0.1 priority level. This means that the front camera gets
the largest share of the available bandwidth when the network becomes congested.

Fig. 7 shows the experimental results used to evaluate stream prioritization behavior
of SCReAM over LTE. The throughput and queuing delays in the sender queue of each
stream were logged in the setup. The available throughput varies over time, and the
role of SCReAM congestion control is to avoid high values of the queuing delays in the
network when throughput decreases. It can be seen that this goal is achieved in many
situations, except for a few cases where the throughput drops very quickly.

Fig. 7 shows the the queue delay in a slowly increasing trend, which decreases to low
values at T =190 s, 240 s, and 315 s. This anomaly is due to clock-drift in the Raspberry
Pi 3. The outside temperature when this experiment was run was -20◦ Celsius, and this
caused the Raspberry Pi to alter its internal clock frequency slightly, resulting in a clock
drift. The SCReAM congestion control has a built in mechanism to detect and repair
this anomaly, which is visible at T =190 s, 240 s, and 315 s. This correction mechanism
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removes the issues that clock drifts can cause on SCReAM performance.
The stream prioritization works fairly well, and the front camera always obtains

the largest share. However, it can be seen in Fig. 7 that the prioritization has not
been perfect since the rear camera, although having a higher priority, does not show a
consistently better performance over the left camera. The main reason being that the
IP cameras rarely deliver the target bitrate set for each IP camera by the SCReAM
congestion control. The actual video bitrate is heavily dependent on what the camera
lens sees, for example, the static image can give almost zero bitrate; however, panoramic
sweeping due to a turn can give a bitrate that is close to or sometimes even higher than
the target bitrate. All this, in combination with varying network throughput, makes
perfect stream prioritization difficult to achieve.

Fig. 8 shows a close up of what happens when the throughput drops at T = 305 s.
The throughput drops from 20 Mbps to below 10 Mbps in less than a second. It is
clear that the front camera reduces the bitrate very little, whereas the other cameras
reduce the bitrate much more. The queue delays increase up to ∼ 400 ms and later come
down to small values, after a short while. While it is possible to make the congestion
control react faster to increase in queuing delay, this will make it more sensitive to
delay jitters that can occur in LTE networks. ECN (explicit congestion notification)
[24] is a network enhancement technology that gives a more clear congestion signal to
the SCReAM protocol and therefore can provide better control over the network queue
delays. ECN is not enabled in this experiment, however.

Fig. 8 also shows the sender queue delay for each of the four IP cameras. As mentioned
before, the sender queues are implemented to avoid network queuing delays growing in an
uncontrolled way when, for example, the network throughput drops. The sender queuing
delay for the front camera is much lower compared to other cameras. The fast queuing
delay drop, which can be seen as the jagged look of the plots, is because of the packets
being discarded in the sender queue when they are delayed for too long. Here as well,
ECN support can improve the performance as it gives a clear signal to reduce the bitrate.

5 Discussion

The mobile platform setup (Fig. 6) is a down-sized realization of the wheel-loader remote-
control setup (Fig. 2). The traffic variability in the public LTE network makes it imprac-
tical to do repeatable experiments. Nonetheless, the simulated results show the expected
prioritization behavior and also the run-time prioritization change behavior. The ex-
perimental results confirm the intended behavior of prioritization works and that the
highest priority stream is significantly less affected by bandwidth drops compared to less
prioritized streams.

SCReAM applies packet pacing to avoid packet loss. The problem is not fully solved
when the I-frame is delayed in the sender queue, which can cause additional end-to-end
delay. An operator will then experience video freezes for a split second. I-frames are the
main source of the problem as they are generally quite large and can cause packet loss if
the link bandwidth is limited. A lost I-frame can also cause a short freeze in the video
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Figure 8: Close up of the experimental results at T = 300–315 s. The top plot shows the
throughput of all cameras and the total throughout, which suddenly drops to half in less than a
second, starting at T =305 s. The middle plot shows the average queuing delay in blue and the
round-trip-time (RTT) in green. The bottom plot shows the queuing delay for each stream. The
peak queuing delay for the top front camera is 8–9 times lower than that of other cameras.
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stream as successful decoding of the following P-frames depend on the I-frame.
To solve this, video coders in IP cameras can be optimized to enable better perfor-

mance for wireless remote control applications. The most important modification can
reduce the impact of I-frame generation. The techniques for this is already available in a
x264 encoder under the name “periodic intra refresh”, where the refresh image is sliced
column-wise, and one column is refreshed per frame. This technique spreads the I-frame
over time, without any additional delay; therefore, the large bitrate increase is reduced,
which is common with normal I-frame generation. The proposed use of periodic intra
refresh is not recommended in certain cases such as scene-cuts (common in movies), but
scene-cuts are not expected to occur in remote-control applications.

The access to video coding algorithm parameters in IP cameras is limited to setting
the I-frame interval, video quality and target bitrate. For further improvements, the
ability to fine tune encoder settings in IP cameras and video coders is needed. Neither
the used IP camera nor any other cameras or video coders that have been investigated
provide the parameters needed to make a more accurate tuning of target bit-rate, which
is needed for remote-control applications. However, assuming a camera/video coder with
all of the available parameters, modification to the presented solution is minor.

ECN is a network support function that improves the stability of congestion control. It
is recommended to use industrial LTE routers with ECN support; one example of an LTE
router that supports ECN is a Cisco IR829 router. Furthermore, LTE-operated networks
should be configured to support ECN. The video in the remote-control application is
transported in the uplink direction, which is sufficient to ensure that the ECN bits are
not cleared by network nodes.

QoS support can be beneficial, especially if the remote-control application is operated
in a public cellular network. In this case, it is important to ensure that the solution also
works in heavily congested network conditions.

6 Conclusion and future work

The remote operation of mobile working machines requires a minimal loss and low-latency
video transmission mechanism to guard against the occasional pitfalls of the wireless link.
Loss or excessive delay of an I-frame is the reason for sluggish and choppy video stream,
which is unsuitable for remote operation application.

SCReAM provides the mechanism to detect congestion and adjust the sending bit-
rates of the cameras providing congestion control without the need of packet acknowledg-
ment for each received packet. It uses fields in the RTP header to do this. Additionally,
SCReAM supports the prioritization of certain streams over others. If the network band-
width decreases, this feature can help ensure the safe operation of the remote-operated
machine by prioritizing the most important data stream; for example, the control signals
or the camera pointing to the moving direction are prioritized over other less important
streams like side cameras.

The experimental results with a remote-controlled mobile platform running SCReAM
over LTE show that the prioritization of different streams works as expected in most
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situations. SCReAM supports changing stream priorities in run time. Tele-remote appli-
cations require run-time changes in priorities for both safety and productivity. However,
this feature has not yet been evaluated, and further study is needed to see how this per-
forms in a working machine environment with video encoder behavior taken into account.

L4S is a future enhancement of ECN that can provide very low queue delays. Fu-
ture studies will investigate the performance of SCReAM with ECN and L4S as well as
demonstrate its usefulness in this context.
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Abstract

Automatic bucket filling is an open problem since three decades. In this paper, we
address this problem with supervised machine learning using data collected from manual
operation. The range-normalized actuations of lift joystick, tilt joystick and throttle
pedal are predicted using information from sensors on the machine and the prediction
errors are quantified. We apply linear regression, k-nearest neighbors, neural networks,
regression trees and ensemble methods and find that an ensemble of neural networks
results in the most accurate predictions. The prediction root-mean-square-error (RMSE)
of the lift action exceeds that of the tilt and throttle actions, and we obtain an RMSE
below 0.2 for complete bucket fillings after training with as little as 135 bucket filling
examples.

1 Introduction

Wheel-loaders are multi-purpose machines fitted with different kinds of attachments such
as buckets and forks. In construction industry, wheel-loaders are mostly used with a
bucket to transport materials such as soil, gravel and rock. Autonomous excavation and
automatic bucket filling is difficult and is an open problem for three decades [1].

Earlier works on automated bucket filling are based on trajectory-planning in compli-
ance with measured excavation forces on the bucket [2]. The forces between the material
and the bucket are difficult to measure and model. Trained human operators perform bet-
ter than models when filling the bucket. Therefore, statistical modeling appear suitable
for this problem [3].

The aim of this work is to evaluate the use of machine learning algorithms for predict-
ing an operator’s control actions during bucket filling. Application of machine learning
to automate the bucket filling process is feasible in principle [4] and can lead to flexible
solutions because the model can be adapted to a new machine, material or environmental
condition by training with an appropriate dataset and/or reinforcement learning. In this
paper, supervised learning is used to train models for predicting the operator control ac-
tions: Lift joystick, tilt joystick and throttle pedal. The training data is recorded during
a controlled experiment with an expert driver filling buckets of medium coarse gravel
with a wheel-loader, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Experiment used to generate data for training and testing of machine-learning models.
An expert operator fill buckets of medium coarse gravel with a Volvo L180 wheel-loader with
custom software.

Operators use vision, vibration, tactile and vestibular feedback to operate the machine
and fill the bucket. In this work, we investigate how accurately the control actions of
the operator can be automatically predicted using data from standard sensors in wheel-
loaders, such as the pressure transducers in the hydraulics. We assume that the control
actions of an operator can be predicted with statistical models that are fitted to recorded
sensor readings and control actions from several bucket fillings.

The prediction of control actions is a time-series regression problem, which appears
in many other contexts like rainfall forecasts [5], battery state estimation [6], building
energy prediction [7] [8], household electricity forecasting [9], and the control of HVAC
systems [10]. However, the bucket filling problem involves a human operator directly in
the control loop, and the dynamical processes of interest have relatively short timescales.

Traditional control theory is not easy to apply to the bucket filling problem. For exam-
ple, it is not clear which variables are to be controlled. A major problem is to model the in-
teraction between the bucket and the excavated material. Force (impedance/admittance)
control is used in problems where a robot (or robotic-arm) interacts with its environment
[11]. A problem in excavation is that the pile is rigid and that the reaction forces from the
pile during bucket filling are sometimes exceeding the applied forces [12]. However, Dob-
son [13] recently presented an admittance controller for automatic bucket-filling. That
solution requires experimental tuning of the admittance based PID controller and has
provided promising results.

The main contribution of this paper is an alternative machine-learning approach to
automate the bucket filling process, which complements the previous work with an inves-
tigation and comparison of six different types of models. We argue that an end–to–end
machine learning algorithm addressing this problem can be beneficial in terms of flexi-
bility and efficiency.
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Figure 2: Propagation of operator control actions to movement of lift and tilt pistons during
bucket filling with a wheel-loader. The throttle action (u3) produces a change in RPM (x1)
and drives the machine via torque on the output shaft (x2). The RPM changes the pressure
in the hydraulic system which together with the lift/tilt action (u1−2) affects the control valves
(x3−4). The changing fluid flow and interaction forces (x5−6) determine the net forces (x7−8)
on the lift/tilt pistons, which results in the motion of the pistons (x9−12). The functions (f2−4)
have varying time-delayed dynamics. Furthermore, the interaction forces (x5−6) are difficult to
measure or predict. This motivates the use of machine learning algorithms when modeling this
system.

2 The Experimental Setup

The setup consists of a Volvo 180H wheel loader equipped with additional sensors needed
to record the pressures in the lift and tilt hydraulic cylinders. The machine is also
modified to read and write signals on the Canbus which are connected to the machine
ECUs (engine control units). This gives the possibility to record internal signals like the
engine RPM, and the position and velocity of the lift and tilt joints.

The operator determine the actions (lift/tilt joystick and throttle pedal movements)
from the sensory input. Fig. 2 illustrates how these actions propagate in the machine
to move the bucket through the pile. The bucket-pile interactions are stochastic and
difficult to model accurately. Thus, here we assume that conventional modeling from
first principles and designing a conventional controller is impractical. Instead, we take
a machine-learning approach and train three prediction models, one for each action as
shown in Fig. 3.

The data used for training is recorded from 150 bucket fillings with one operator
loading medium coarse gravel. Some variables (such as the drive shaft speed and gear)
appear to have little or no impact on the cross-validation error and are thus excluded
here. The training data includes seven variables, as shown in Fig. 3.

There are significant delays in the hydraulics and electronics, and also a small delay
from the operator’s sensors (vision, tactile) to the actions. To account for the delays,
a windowing operator is applied to each input variable so that past values are included
(d = 8 time steps of 50 ms each). Therefore, each training sample includes n = 7 times
(d + 1) attributes, which in total corresponds to 63 inputs. All inputs and outputs are
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Figure 3: Input and output variables considered when predicting bucket-filling control actions
with the models investigated. The input variables are windowed over eight time steps (400 ms)
which results in a total of 63 input signals.

range-normalized for visualization purposes.

There are three phases of a bucket fill, which we refer to as the entry phase, the
scooping phase and the exit phase. The entry and exit phase are straightforward to
replicate. In the entry phase, the operator drives the bucket into the pile using the
throttle alone. The exit phase is characterized by the use of tilt action alone which
eventually results in breakout from the pile. The difficult part is the second phase, where
the operator uses the lift joystick, tilt joystick and throttle in combination with each
other to fill the bucket. Therefore, we focus on the scooping phase, which lasts for an
average duration of 4.76 (σ = 0.7) seconds. The data used to train and test the models
correspond to the scooping phase. The data is logged at 20 Hz, which gives an average
time-series length of 95 (σ = 15) for the scooping phase.

3 Models

A model that predicts the control actions by the operator needs to account for the
complex dynamics of the pile, machine components, human decision making and the
operator’s body responses. The relationships between inputs and outputs are expected
to be non-linear. Thus, we focus on high-capacity models such as neural-networks and
regression trees. For comparison and completeness, we also investigate linear regression
and k-nearest neighbors and find that these simple models result in higher RMSE.

3.1 Neural network

Due to the limited volume of training data we consider a small feed-forward neural
network. In Fig. 4, we show one example of such a network, for which the preferred
number of delay units (d = 8) and number of neurons in the hidden layer (m = 10) are
determined by cross-validation as shown in Fig. 5. The network is trained to minimize
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the regularized mean square error defined by

mseR = (1− λ)
1

N

N∑
i=1

(ypi − yi) + λ
1

n

n∑
j=1

w2
j . (1)

The regularization coefficient, λ = 0.01, is also determined by cross-validation. The effect
of regularization is weak which suggests that over-fitting is not an issue, probably due to
the small size of the network.

The hidden-layer neurons implement a tansig function

aj =
2

1 + e−2
∑n(d+1)
i=1 (bi+xiwi)

− 1, (2)

while the output neurons implement a poslin function

y =

{ ∑m
j=1(bj + ajwj) if

∑m
j=1(bj + ajwj) > 0,

0 otherwise.
(3)

The networks are trained with resilient back-propagation (rprop) algorithm due to its
advantages like faster convergence and insensitivity towards parameter selection over
standard backpropagation [14]. Faster convergence result in shorter training time, which
is beneficial when studying the ensemble models with k-fold cross-validation.

3.2 Regression trees

We train binary least-squares regression trees using error tolerance as stopping criteria.
This implies that the regression tree grows deeper for low values of the error tolerance.
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Figure 5: The preferred number of delay units (d ∼ 8) and neurons in the hidden layer (m ∼ 10)
are determined by cross-validation.
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is the most important variable for prediction of lift joystick actions.

An example of a regression tree that is trained to predict the lift joystick actions is
illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows that the lift force is the most important parameter
for the prediction of lift joystick actions. If the trees are allowed to grow too big (which
implies a high number of model parameters), the test performance becomes poor due
to overfitting. However, even for trees with optimized size, individual trees show highly
jagged responses when compared to the operator’s movement of the joysticks. The jagged
responses arise from the regression tree algorithm, which is an extension of decision trees
that partitions the action space into discrete sections. Thus, to improve the accuracy
of the tree-based models, we consider ensembles of regression trees and, for comparison,
also ensembles of neural-networks.
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3.3 Ensemble of models

A combination of predictions from many independently trained models can be used to
reduce variance of the output and compensate for overfitting. This is the main idea
behind ensemble methods like bagging, boosting and random forests. Here, we apply
boosting for regression trees and bagging for both neural networks and regression trees.
In both cases, the prediction from the individual models are combined by taking the mean
of the predictions. Other ways of combining the output from multiple models include
optimal linear combination [15], feature-weighted linear stacking [16] and Bayesian model
averaging [17].

Bagging

We bag several models that are trained on multiple derivations of the training data
generated by bootstrapping (random selection with replacement). Bootstrapping is used
to obtain a better estimate of the prediction error (and other statistical properties) from
a limited sample of data. Since our data are time-series with many separate instances
of bucket fillings, we use a simple block bootstrap method. Moving block bootstrap [18]
is an interesting alternative approach, which is not investigated here. The number of
models in the ensemble of neural networks and regression trees is chosen to 10 and 40,
respectively, based on our cross-validation results.

Boosting

Boosting differs from bagging in the way that the different models are trained and com-
bined to a resulting model. The models are trained sequentially by reweighting the
training samples with the errors such that subsequent models focus more on the samples
that previous models did not predict or classify correctly. Each individual model is a
weak learner and the combination of all trained models is a strong learner, which have
higher accuracy than the individual weak learners.

Bagging aims to reduce variance, while boosting aims to reduce both bias and variance
[19]. Boosting is prone to overfitting and typically requires regularization [20]. The
assumption of weak learners and the problem of overfitting is handled by limiting the
depth of the first tree and the total number of trees in the ensemble.

4 Results

The cross-validation errors of the predicted control actions by the operator show that the
prediction of lift joystick actions is the most difficult problem. Thus, we focus mainly on
lift joystick prediction and compare the results obtained with the different models.

The results are obtained with k-fold cross-validation, with k = 10. This means that
the models are trained with 135 bucket fillings and are validated with 15 bucket fillings
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µRMSE σRMSE

Mean Model 0.2691 0.0418
Linear Regression (LR) 0.1558 0.0319
k Nearest Neighbors (kNN) 0.1479 0.0315
Bagging RegTree (T-bag) 0.1405 0.0286
Boosting RegTree (T-boost) 0.1390 0.0279
Neural network (NN) 0.1368 0.0278
Bagging NN (NN-bag) 0.1318 0.0270

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of RMSE when predicting the lift actions with the six
different models.

in each fold. The validation criteria is the root mean square error (RMSE) defined by

RMSEn =

√√√√ 1

n

len(n)∑
i=1

(ypi − yi). (4)

The RMSE of the predicted lift joystick actions is calculated for each individual bucket
filling. The best model results in an RMSE less than 0.2 for 148 out of the 150 bucket
fillings.

4.1 Comparison of different models

The mean-RMSE and its standard deviation for all (N = 150) bucket fillings are shown in
Table 1. We find that a small neural network (∼ 650 parameters) can perform better than
bagging and boosting ensembles of regression trees with ∼ 67k and ∼ 84k parameters,
respectively. When bagging is combined with the neural-network model both the mean
and standard deviation of the RMSE is further reduced. The distribution of the RMSE
for the six different types of models are shown in Fig. 7.

4.2 Neural networks and bagging

The RMSE is improved and the variance is reduced when an ensemble of neural networks
generated with bagging is used. Fig. 8 shows how an ensemble of ten neural networks
predicts the lift joystick action. Individual networks in the ensemble produce similar
predictions (shaded region) when the the joystick is moved. However, the shaded region
is broader (the predictions by individual networks varies more) when the operator does
not move the joystick.

The prediction by the network ensemble is not a smooth function, as can be seen
in Fig. 8 (left). If necessary this can be improved with post-filtering and/or a bigger
ensemble. In Fig. 8 (middle and right) it appears that the prediction trails the operator
action. This can be a sign of an underlining problem arising from the delay in the
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Figure 7: The distribution of RMSE when predicting the lift actions with each of the six models.
A neural network with a single hidden layer outperforms the other model types, and the RMSE
is further improved by bagging such networks.
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Figure 8: Prediction of lift joystick actions by a neural network ensemble of ten networks
with low (left), average (middle) and high (right) RMSE. The confidence interval (CI) of the
ensemble prediction is low when the operator does not move the joystick. The networks in the
ensemble agree to a greater extent when the joystick is moved by the operator.

hydraulics. In the next section, we discuss this aspect and how the lag in the action
prediction may be dealt with.

Fig. 9 shows how a single neural network with ten neurons in the hidden layer predicts
the different outputs. It can be observed that RMSE of tilt and throttle prediction
are lower than of the lift prediction, which is typically the case. This is because the
lift joystick is used more by the operator, and also because it fluctuates with higher
amplitude. The tilt function takes precedence in the hydraulic system in the sense that
the lift piston doesn’t move when the tilt joystick is used. Thus, operators learn to use
the lift and tilt joysticks alternatively. The throttle action is easiest to predict because
the operator strives to maintain a constant RPM when filling the bucket.
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Figure 9: Prediction of lift joystick, tilt joystick and throttle pedal actions by neural networks
with ten hidden neurons. The network hyperparameters are optimized for lift joystick prediction
and the same hyperparameters are used when training the networks that predict the tilt joystick
and throttle pedal actions.

5 Discussion

The bucket filling automation problem is addressed with neural networks also in [21],
where neural networks are used in a large multi-modular model proposed to automate
bucket filling. The main difference compared to this work is that we propose an end-to-
end machine learning model for prediction of the actions of an expert operator. The high
complexity of the interaction between the bucket and the pile is our motivation for taking
a machine learning approach to this problem. A model based approach is considered too
inflexible since a change in the excavating conditions can potentially render a proposed
solution ineffective. With the machine learning solution, a new model can be trained for
each new condition that the machine is used in, and in principle it is possible to further
improve the model. For example, a new model can be trained for a different material
(some variety of gravel), environmental conditions such as wetness and temperature, and
also for a different machine (with similar function).

As it is noticed in Fig. 8 and 9, there is a delay in the model predictions compared
to the actions by the operator. This is due to the fact that the models uses the inputs
from sensors, which are affected by the actions of the operator after the delay in the
control loop. In Fig. 10, the flowchart shows the control loop including the human
operator which acts as a controller, and also where the inputs to the prediction model
are extracted. Some of the information used as input to the model is thus related to the
actions by the operator and some information also originates from the complex interaction
between the pile and the bucket.
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Figure 10: Flowchart of the bucket-filling problem. The delay in the movement of the machine
and bucket after each action by the operator (pedal/joysticks) translates into a delay in the
predictions by the machine-learning model.

If an automatic bucket-filling algorithm can be implemented that only requires sensor
data as input, the operator loop in Fig. 10 can be omitted and the operator can be
replaced by the algorithm. The models presented in this paper can then generate new
training data, which can be used to further improve the models to optimize the overall
equipment efficiency.

The models presented in this paper are trained to mimic the actions by the operator,
which is not necessarily the best strategy for automated bucket filling. The aim of the
automatic bucket filling function is to load a given amount of material in minimum time
and with minimum fuel consumption and wear on the machine. An open question is
whether the models investigated here, which predicts the actions by the operator, can be
used to fill the bucket without the assistance from the operator, and how efficient such a
solution can be?

The models investigated here can be further improved with a reward function using
reinforcement learning [22]. The models are then adapted to maximize the expected
future reward by producing behavior associated with a positive reward (such as higher
bucket weight and lower bucket-fill time for this problem) and avoiding undesired behavior
(like getting stuck, wheel-slip and higher fuel consumption). Reinforcement learning is
typically implemented in a Markov-decision-problem (MDP) framework. However, the
concept of reward can be used also to address the problem considered here. It can,
for example, be used to classify and segregate the training examples with respect to
a particular reward. The reward information for each bucket-fill can also be used for
modulation of the training protocol.
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6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, machine learning models are trained on bucket filling data from one type
of pile - medium coarse gravel. Already with 135 examples (∼10.7 mins) of training data,
the models predict the actions of an experienced operator within an RMSE of 0.2. We
train neural networks, regression trees and use ensemble methods to predict the operator
control actions. We find that neural networks are more suitable for prediction of these
continuous signals than regression trees. A small neural network with ten units in the
hidden layer outperforms an ensemble of regression trees.

Currently, the supervised models presented here are implemented in the wheel-loader
and tests are performed to evaluate if these models can be used as an automatic controller.
The preliminary results demonstrate that this is indeed possible. Thus, an experiment
will be designed where the productivity and fuel efficiency of the machine learning bucket
filling model and the operator can be compared. If the tests are completed successfully, it
will open up the scope for further improvements of neural networks for automatic bucket
filling using reinforcement learning (RL). In this work, the start and stop of the the
scooping phase is determined by hard-coded rules and parameters. With access to more
data, in an online RL setup, such parameters can be further improved. The continuation
of the work presented here will focus also on porting the off-line training protocol used
here to online learning, including reinforcement learning to enable optimization of a given
performance function.
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bucket-filling algorithm for wheel-loaders

Siddharth Dadhich, Fredrik Sandin, Ulf Bodin, Ulf Andersson and Torbjörn Martinsson

Abstract

Automation of earth-moving industries (construction, mining and quarry) require auto-
matic bucket-filling algorithms for efficient operation of front-end loaders. Autonomous
bucket-filling is an open problem since three decades due to difficulties in developing
useful earth models (soil, gravel and rock) for automatic control. Operators make use of
vision, sound and vestibular feedback to perform the bucket-filling operation with high
productivity and fuel efficiency. In this paper, field experiments with a small time-delayed
neural network (TDNN) implemented in the bucket control-loop of a Volvo L180H front-
end loader filling medium coarse gravel are presented. The total delay time parameter
of the TDNN is found to be an important hyperparameter due to the variable delay
present in the hydraulics of the wheel-loader. The TDNN network successfully performs
the bucket-filling operation after an initial period (100 examples) of imitation learning
from an expert operator. The demonstrated solution show only 26% longer bucket-filling
time, an improvement over manual tele-operation performance.

1 Introduction

Wheel-loaders are multi-purpose machines fitted with different kinds of attachments such
as buckets and forks. In construction industry, wheel-loaders are mostly used with a
bucket to transport materials such as soil, gravel and rock. Due to the lack of useful
models of earth (soil, gravel or rock) for real-time control, automatic bucket filling has
been an open problem for three decades [1].

Tele-operation of earth-moving machines is commercially available for mining indus-
try [2] and is being researched for construction application [3] [4] [5]. Tele-operation is
considered as a step towards fully automated machines, but it results in reduced pro-
ductivity and fuel efficiency [6] [7] [8]. Incorporating driver assistant functions such
as automatic bucket-filling can improve the usefulness of tele-operation by enabling one
remote-operator to control multiple machines. Tele-remote operation, without automatic
bucket-filling, results in 70% longer cycle time of operation and a productivity loss of 42%
compared with manual operation [8]. Driver assistant functions can potentially improve
performance when operating machines on tele-remote, especially the bucket-filling opera-
tion which is difficult to perform with the constrained perception of the remote operator
[8].
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Fig. 1 shows our experimental wheel-loader, a Volvo L180H machine, with an operator
performing bucket-filling on medium-coarse gravel. Operators make use of vision, sound
and vestibular feedback to perform the bucket-filling operation with high productivity
and fuel efficiency. To avoid both translation and lift stalls, the expert operators make
intermittent use of the tilt action when moving the machine forward, and lifting the
bucket upwards. Expert operators also prevent wheel-spin during bucket-filling by a
combination of lift and tilt actions or by reducing the applied torque by lowering the
throttle.

Research aiming to automate earth-moving machines has a long history [9] [10] [11],
but a commercial system with autonomous earth-moving machines has not been demon-
strated [12]. However, recently Dobson et al. [13] presented a solution for autonomous
loading of fragmented rock for load-haul-dump (LHD) machines using an admittance
controller actuating the tilt piston only, i.e., the bucket-filling is performed using only
the curl movement of the bucket. LHD machines have (1) longer buckets and (2) higher
breakout forces (the maximum amount of force the machine generates while curling the
bucket) compared to wheel-loaders and are specifically build this way for underground
mining applications. Dobson et al. [13] reports 61% less bucket-filling time and 39%
increase in the bucket-weight compared to a single manual operator. However, the con-
trol scheme presented in [13] cannot be used for wheel-loaders because they have lower
breakout force which require both lift and tilt pistons to be actuated simultaneously to
complete the bucket-filling operation.

Automatic bucket-filling via model-based control is a challenging problem because it
has proven difficult to develop a good model of the interaction forces between the bucket
and pile [14]. Classical control theory has been applied to this problem in the form of
trajectory control [15], compliance control [16] and feed-forward control [12] without clear
success.

An automated digging control system (ADCS) for a wheel-loader based on finite-
state-machine and fuzzy-logic was demonstrated by Lever et al. [17] on a range of rock-
loading tasks. Long [18] simulated trajectory control in rock piles with fuzzy logic and
used neural-networks to model wheel-loader components. Most of the previous work
require accurate models of the machine and therefore are susceptible to breakdown in
the presence of modeling errors, wear and changing conditions.

We take a machine learning approach to automate the bucket-filling operation for
front-end loaders and focus here on medium-coarse gravel. This approach is motivated
by the difficulties in modeling the material to be loaded and in estimating the interaction
forces between the material and the bucket.

Since an inexperienced human can learn the bucket-filling task with some practice,
in particular with homogeneous materials, we consider the possibility to develop an end-
to-end machine learning approach to this problem. Initially, the aim was to predict the
control actions (joystick signals) of a wheel-loader operator as the bucket moves through
the pile. The prediction of control actions is a time-series regression problem, which also
appears in many other contexts such as prediction of rainfall [19] and energy consumption
of buildings [20].
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Figure 1: Volvo L180H wheel-loader with an operator filling the bucket with medium coarse
gravel.

Artificial neural networks (ANN) or simply neural networks are models capable of
learning behavior of complex systems from data. Different types of neural networks
have been used for financial time-series prediction, such as time-delayed network [21],
ensemble of networks [22], convolution network [23] and recurrent network [24]. Neural
networks have also been used in other time-series prediction application such as battery
state estimation [25], prediction of energy consumption [26] and the control of HVAC
systems [27].

In former work we found that a linear regression model is unable to capture the on-
off nature of joystick commands, but the bucket-filling problem is tangible with machine
learning and a multi-layer classifier for lift/tilt actions [28]. Several machine learning
models for prediction of the control actions of wheel-loader operators are investigated in
Dadhich et al. [29] and it was concluded that a relatively simple three-layer time-delayed
neural network (TDNN) outperforms several other machine learning models, such as
regression-trees.

In this work, we modify a regular feed-forward TDNN so that the hidden layer imple-
ments a softmax function and is exposed to multi-level categorical outputs (6 classes each
for lift/tilt) during training. From an implementation point of view, our architecture is
inspired by the concept of regression by classification [30].

A convolution neural network (CNN) with a fixed-size 1-D convolution layer at the
input is equivalent to the TDNN [31]. Both TDNN and 1-D CNN use a finite-length
context window to learn spatio-temporal patterns in the data. Alternatively, recurrent
neural networks (RNN) with feedback connections resulting in an infinite-length context
window are used to model sequential data. In this work, the choice to use a shallow TDNN
is motivated by the limited size of training data (limited duration of imitation learning
accepted) and simplicity. Training of deep RNNs is more challenging due to problems
with exploding/vanishing gradients [32] and the function of the resulting network is more
complex.

In this paper, we present, analyze and demonstrate a solution based on a time-delayed
neural network (TDNN) and imitation learning for autonomous bucket-filling in a wheel-
loader. The proposed method is not designed for a particular machine or pile. Thus, in
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Figure 2: A three-layer artificial neural network with p input features, m hidden units and q
outputs.

principle, the method involving the use of TDNN and imitation learning can be used in
other machines and on different pile environments.

The main contributions of this paper are (1) presenting an TDNN-based solution for
bucket-filling, (2) studying the effect of different design-choices and hyperparameters on
the bucket-filling performance and, (3) presenting a comparison of the performance of
the automatic bucket-filling algorithm and an expert operator.

2 Time delayed neural network

Artificial neural-networks (ANNs) are bio-inspired models and computational systems
consisting of interconnected elements called neurons (or units) [33]. These neurons are
typically arranged in layers, thus ANNs typically have a layered architecture. The most
simple ANNs have three layers, an input layer (sensors), a hidden layer (processing)
and an output layer (actuators), and a feed-forward architecture where information flows
from input to output in a sequential way. A three layer feed-forward ANN is shown
in Fig. 2. A single hidden-layer neural network is a universal function approximator,
i.e., it can compute any continuous function [34] with an appropriate selection of neuron
parameters. Thus, ANNs are useful in a wide range of applications where the relationship
between inputs and outputs is complex and has to be fitted to data.

The time-delayed neural-network (TDNN) was first introduced by Waibel et al. [35]
for phoneme recognition in speech. TDNNs are useful when the information about the
input-output relationship is spread across time and input signals. The TDNN architec-
ture enables the network to discover features and temporal relationships between features
independent of position in time [35]. In a TDNN, each neuron has connections to every
neuron in the previous layer and also to past (time-delayed) activations of the neurons in
the previous layer. A three layer TDNN is shown in Fig. 3, which includes time delays
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Figure 3: A three-layer time-delayed neural network with p input features, x1...p, step size n,
sampling time ts, delay step nts and total delay time knts. The network has m hidden units and
q outputs. This TDNN architecture includes time-delays at the input layer. The total number
of parameters (neuron weights and biases), nP , is p(k + 1)m+mq +m+ q.

at the input layer only. The delay step, DS = nts, and the total delay time, TDL =
knts, are hyperparameters of the input layer of the TDNN. In Fig. 3, with n = 4, k = 2,
ts = 50 ms and p = 1, implies that the input layer has three features, which are x1,
x1(t − 200 ms) and x1(t − 400 ms). Furthermore, if m = 4, i.e., there are four hidden
units, then there are a total of 12 connections between the input layer and the hidden
layer.

Each neuron in the hidden and output layers of the TDNN in Fig. 3 include an
activation function, which depends on the cumulative sum of all incoming inputs weighted
by connection weights, wc, for each connection, c, between two units. Furthermore, each
neuron n of this TDNN has a bias, bn, which is independent of the input connections and
is added to the weighted cumulative sum. The outputs of the hidden layer in Fig. 3 are

ah = φh

(
k∑
i=0

p∑
j=0

whijxj(t− ni) + b1h

)
, (1)

and the outputs of the output layer are

yl = φl

(
m∑
h=0

wlhah + b2l

)
, (2)

for each unit h and l, respectively. The activation functions, φh and φl, are in general
non-linear functions. The total number of parameters (weights and biases), nP , for the
TDNN in Fig. 3 is p(k + 1)m+mq +m+ q.

Commonly used activation functions in ANNs include log-sigmoid, tan-sigmoid, recti-
fier and the softmax function. These non-linear functions enable the network to capture
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non-linearities in the input-output relationship. A comparison of different activation
functions in [36] argues that a rectifier function lead to better results in many applica-
tions and is more plausible in a biological perspective than log/tan-sigmoid functions.
A softmax activation function is commonly used on outputs of all neurons of the last
layer of neural networks performing classification tasks. Softmax normalizes an array, A,
of real numbers to another array Asm of real numbers of the same dimension as A, so
that ai ε(0, 1] and

∑
ai = 1∀ ai εAsm. Thus, the softmax function creates a probability

distribution from an array of output values. Therefore, the softmax function is useful
for decision making networks that need to select one outcome among several possible
outcomes.

There are several different types of ANN that can be used to model input-output
relationships that are spread across time and input signals, such as recurrent ANN.
The high cost of producing training samples is our main motivation for considering a
TDNN model with relatively few parameters and low model complexity. As shown below,
a TDNN model is sufficient to obtain a functioning solution for the type of material
considered here after a short period of training by an expert operator.

3 Methodology

3.1 Experiment setup

The Volvo L180H wheel loader, shown in Fig. 1, is equipped with sensors to record the
pressures in the lift and tilt hydraulic cylinders. The machine is modified to read and
write signals on the Canbus connected to the machine ECUs (electronic control units).
This gives the possibility to record internal signals like the engine RPM, and the position
and velocity of the lift and tilt joints. The speed of the machine can be estimated from
the sensor on the drive axle, which measures angular velocity. However, we directly use
the drive-axle angular speed as one of the input features to the neural network model.

The bucket linkage of the Volvo L180H wheel-loader is depicted in Fig. 4, showing
the location of lift and tilt angle encoders. From Fig. 4, the lift angle is defined as the
angle between the machine’s horizontal to the OE link (the boom). The tilt angle is
the angle between the OE link and the GDF link (the tilt lever). The angle sensors are
absolute encoders with 0.12◦ resolution.

The wheel-loader is also equipped with a load-weighing system which shows the weight
in the bucket with ±1% error. The load-weighing system uses the lift pressure sensors
and data from three IMUs, mounted one each on the boom, the front-frame and the
rear-frame, to estimate the weight in the bucket. The final weight is obtained when the
bucket is being lifted after the end of bucket-filling.

The data from the machine, such as the drive-axle angular speed, engine rpm, gear,
steering, throttle, lift/tilt cylinder angles, angular velocities and the joystick signals ap-
plied by the operator are logged. The joystick outputs between 0–5 volts (2.5 V at neutral
position). The range used for actuation of pistons is 0.7–2.3 V (extension) and 2.7–4.3 V
(retraction) while 2.3–2.7 V is considered as deadzone, to prevent unintended use. Since
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Figure 4: Bucket linkage for Volvo L180H wheel-loader.

bucket-filling with wheel-loader on medium coarse gravel involves only the extension of
pistons, the range 0.7–2.3 V is the only useful part of joystick signal. While using the
joystick signal for training the neural-network, we have range-normalized it from 2.3–0.7
to 0–1 range, where one represents maximum velocity demand.

The data from the pressure transducers in the lift/tilt cylinders is used to calculate
the net force applied by the hydraulics on the lift/tilt pistons, Fpiston = ACPC − ARPR,
where AC , AR and PC , PR are the areas and measured pressures on the cylinder and
rod side of the piston, respectively. The data is logged at 50 Hz and the signals from
the lift/tilt cylinders and drive-axle speeds are filtered with a 60 ms (three time steps)
moving-average filter.

The material used in the experiment is medium coarse gravel with fine particles up to
64 mm in diameter. This material is not as difficult to scoop as blasted rock, but more
complex than fine gravel and sand. In total, 96 bucket-filling examples are recorded with
an expert operator, who is one of the best at Volvo’s test facility in Eskilstuna, as found
out in [37]. The data is collected in a controlled manner, i.e. the operator is instructed
to maintain a engine speed of 1300 RPM (∼50% throttle), to obtain maximum power
from the engine.

During data collection, the operator performs the bucket-filling operation and then
lifts the bucket to measure the weight. The material is unloaded at the same place as it
was loaded. This procedure leads to a variation of the shape and slope of the material in
the pile. Therefore, many bucket fillings are needed to discover general scooping patterns
that applies to different pile shapes. However, the slope of the pile is maintained at about
30–35◦ for each scooping, thus providing some control over the experimental conditions.
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Phase 1 : Approach

         Phase 3 : Bucket filling 

Phase 2 : Lift

Phase 4 : Exit the pile

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Bucket-filling phases (a) The four phases in the bucket-filling algorithm are (1) Ap-
proach towards the pile (2) Lift with no tilt (3) Bucket-filling with neural-network and (4) Exit
the pile. (b) Top: The pressure in the lift cylinder determine the switch between the first to
second phase (P > 80 bar) and the second to the third phase (P > 120 bar). Middle: The joy-
stick signals during the manual operation indicate the on-off use of tilt action. Bottom: Phase
3 ends when the tilt angle exceeds 105◦.
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3.2 The different phases of the scooping operation

Our review of the recorded data and discussions with wheel-loader operators reveal that
the bucket filling process is separated into four distinct phases. Before the start of phase
one, the bottom of the bucket should be aligned with the horizontal plane defined by
the contacts between the wheels and the ground. The bucket-filling algorithm then
implements the four phases and the transitions between them as depicted in Fig. 5 and
described below. The most interesting is the phase three, where the neural network
operates. The rest of the phases are pre-determined after analyzing the manual operation
data.

1. Approach: The throttle in phase one is 45%, which is sufficient to maintain a
speed of about 3 km/h when approaching the pile. The next phase starts when
the pressure in the lift cylinder rises above 80 bar, which occurs due to an internal
control loop trying to compensate for the forces from the pile in order to keep the
bucket in the same initial position.

2. Lift: The algorithm starts lifting the bucket with 40% lift action in order to achieve
sufficient pressure on the front-wheel tires to avoid wheel-spin. This strategy is used
by all operators. The next phase starts when the lift cylinder pressure exceeds 120
bar.

3. Bucket filling: The control of lift and tilt actions are determined with the artificial
neural network. During this phase, a constant throttle value is used. The next
phase starts when the tilt angle exceeds 105◦.

4. Exit the pile: The last phase is needed to exit the pile and finish the bucket-filling
process. A lift command with 40% actuation is send until the lift angle becomes
zero, i.e., when the lift arm is parallel to the horizontal plane.

When the bucket-filling algorithm terminates the driver resumes control to weigh the
bucket, unload and restart the bucket-filling experiment.

3.3 Lift and translation stall

A lift stall is defined when the lift command is not close to zero, i.e., their is an intend
to do lifting but the lifting speed of the boom is close to zero. Similarly, a translation
stall is defined when the machine’s forward speed approaches zero but the throttle pedal
is pressed.

Fig. 6 shows an example of lift and translation stalls during one bucket-filling by the
operator. The operators through experience learn to perform the bucket filling with mini-
mal lift and translation stalls. If the machine stall frequently, it can be felt uncomfortable
while sitting in the machine.
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stall

Translation stall

Figure 6: Lift and translation stall during one bucket fill. The high value of lift action (middle)
and low value of lift velocity indicate a lift stall (top). Low values of the drive-axle speed (bottom)
albeit the high value of throttle (middle) indicate translation stalls.

3.4 Performance metrics

The bucket weight (in tons), measured by the load weighing system, and the time spent in
phase three (in seconds) are the performance metrics used to evaluate the performance
of the bucket-filling algorithm. A full bucket of the experimental wheel-loader with
medium coarse material weighs ∼7.2 tons with a recommended 105% bucket-fill factor.
However, many operators go for 110% bucket fill-factor which weighs ∼7.6 tons. The
expert operators take between 6–8 seconds for a typical bucket-fill with our experimental
setup.
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3.5 Wheel spin

Wheel-spin is the undesirable event when the applied forces on the wheel exceeds the
available friction force, resulting in a loss of traction. Wheel spin damages tires and
results in significant increases in the operational cost [38]. The problem to measure and
avoid wheel-spin is difficult and has been studied in [6]. In this work, we do not focus
on estimating or compensating wheel-spin, which is both an interesting and challenging
problem. In our experiments, in order to avoid wheel-spin, we use moderate values of the
throttle during phases one to three (40–55%). However, for more difficult materials such
as very coarse gravel and rock, higher values of throttle throughout the bucket-filling
process may be required.

3.6 Neural-network

Motivated by the results of former studies [28] [29], two network architectures are con-
sidered for the automatic bucket-filling algorithm. The regression model (Fig. 7a) is a
TDNN with one hidden layer, as shown in Fig. 3. This network produces output signals
in each time step and is trained using the mean-squared-error between the predicted and
targeted lift and tilt signals from the operator training dataset.

The architecture of the classification model is motivated by the observed behavior of
the expert operator. It can be noted in Fig. 6 (middle) that the lift and tilt signals appear
to be used by the operator at different levels (high, medium, low), in particular the tilt
signal. This behavior is a consequence of the fact that it is difficult for a human operator
to smoothly modulate two joysticks simultaneously while observing the pile, modulating
the throttle and focusing on the sounds and vibrations from the machine. We mimic this
multi-level joystick behavior of the operator with the classification model (Fig. 7b). For
this purpose, the normalized lift and tilt joystick signals have been discretized into six
classes (levels) as shown in Table. 1.

In the classification architecture, instead of a regular hidden layer, the middle layer
implements a classifier that predicts one of six classes for each of the lift and tilt joystick
actions. The top six neurons in the middle layer of Fig. 7b output soft-values for the lift
classes, while the bottom six neurons output soft-values for the tilt classes.

The input data is range-normalized with “mapminmax” function, to have all inputs in
the range [−1, 1]. The middle layer implements a tansig function (Eq. 3) in the regression
model and a softmax function (Eq. 4) in the classification model. The output layer in
both models implements a rectified liner unit, ReLu(x) = max(0, x).

tansig(x) =
2

1 + e−2x
− 1 (3)

softmax(xi) =
exi∑m
i=1 e

xi
(4)

The two networks are trained with resilient backpropagation (Rprop) algorithm [39]
minimizing mean-squared-error (MSE). Rprop is a gradient based optimization with self
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Figure 7: Two time-delayed neural network architectures that have been trained for bucket-
filling. The middle layer and last layer are fully connected in both networks. (a) The regression
architecture is the simple three-layer neural network with one hidden layer with 12 units (m =
12). (b) The classification architecture implements the middle layer as a softmax layer for
lift/tilt joystick outputs that has one neuron for each of six classes for both lift and tilt. The
twelve neurons are fully connected to the two output neurons.
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Class Definition
1 jS < 0.1
2 0.1 ≤ jS < 0.3
3 0.3 ≤ jS < 0.5
4 0.5 ≤ jS < 0.7
5 0.7 ≤ jS < 0.9
6 jS ≥ 0.9

Table 1: Definitions of the six classes of lift/tilt joystick actions used for training the middle
layer of the classification TDNN model. The symbol jS represents the normalized joystick signal
for both lift and tilt.
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Figure 9: Simulation result of one test example from the output layer of the classification model.
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tuning step size. It is a fast, robust and memory efficient variant of the backpropagation
algorithm [40]. In the classification model, the cost function also includes the class
outputs from the middle layer. To avoid overfitting, we use L2-regularization of the
TDNN weights.

We use cross-validation [41], which does not require splitting the data into training,
validation and test sets and makes efficient use of the available data to estimate the test
error. In k-fold cross-validation, the data is divided in approximately equal sized k sets
of which one set is left-out for testing and k − 1 are used for training. By shifting the
left-out testing set, k models are trained and the test error is estimated by averaging the
error committed by each of the k-models on the corresponding left-out training set. In
this paper, we use cross-validation to study the effect of different hyperparameters, such
as the TDL, on the difference between the operator actions and the model predictions.

Both TDNN models are trained with 96 bucket fillings by the expert operator (imita-
tion learning). Fig. 8 and 9 show one test example output from the trained classification
model. The TDNN model captures the trends in the output signal with some delay. This
delay in the simulated output is expected as there is an inherent delay in the hydraulics
of the machine, due to which the features (angles/velocity/force of lift/tilt pistons) trail
the output (control actions).

3.7 Model deployment

We used MathWorks environment to develop and deploy the bucket-filling algorithm.
Matlab’s neural-network toolbox has an implementation of TDNN, which has been used
to write and train the neural networks. A real-time PC (Speedgoat), compatible with
Simulink Real-Time operating system, is used to run the bucket-filling algorithm in the
wheel-loader. The real-time PC connect to pressure sensors and to the ECUs (Engine
control units), via the CanBus protocol.

The real-time PC has an Intel Celeron 1.5 GHz processor with 4 GB RAM. The base
model is executed at 1 kHz while the neural network model runs at 50 Hz. The deployed
program has an average task execution time of 58 µs.

The TDNN models, when deployed in the machine, produce noisy outputs during the
bucket filling process. A low pass infinite-impulse-response post-processing filter is used
to smoothen the signals sent to the machine. The filter, shown in Eq. 5, is designed for
a smooth time response without introducing large time delays.

H(z) =
1 + 2z−1 + 1z−2

1 + 1.511z−1 − 0.609z−2
(5)

An example of the output produced by the neural network in a field test and the
corresponding filtered output is shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10: Low-pass filtering of the neural network output.

4 Experimental results and analysis

A series of experiments are conducted to make the different design choices using a one-
factor-at-a-time approach, and to compare the automatic-bucket filling algorithm with
the expert operator. To select one of the two TDNN architectures in Fig. 7 and determine
the parameters, such as the input delay and the throttle, we compare their performance
one to one. The tests in sections 4.1–4.4 are performed with six test trials (N = 6), while
the test in section 4.5 is performed with twenty trials (N = 20). The experiments are
costly to conduct and involves driving the wheel-loader to a test facility each time, which
motivates the limited number of trials in the experiments.

4.1 Classification vs regression model

The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the performance of the regression and classi-
fication architectures. We ran six trials for each model type and present the results in
terms of the performance metrics in Table 2. The regression model is two times slower
than the classification model. Upon investigating the signals produced by the regression
model, we observe that the regression model produces smaller lift/tilt actions, resulting
in longer lift and translation stalls. This is because the regression model averages differ-
ent output signals. The classification model captures the multi-level behavior of control
actions and therefore manages to manipulate the lift/tilt joystick to navigate with less
lift and translation stalls. In the subsequent experiments, presented in sections 4.2–4.5,
only the classification model is used.

4.2 Training

All models, presented in this paper, are trained with 96 bucket-filling examples by an
expert operator. We find that the classification model does not function when training
is carried out with 32 or 64 examples. The neural network does not produce sufficiently
high values of lift/tilt action in phase three and the bucket freezes in a continuous lift and
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Model type Weight (tons) Time (s)
Regression 7.48±0.19 23.70±3.43

Classification 7.45±0.24 11.44±0.48

Table 2: Comparison of regression and classification models with six trials (N = 6). The
neural-network hyperparameters for both models are TDL = 160 ms, DS = 20 ms, which gives
∼800 parameters (nP ). In this experiment 45% throttle is used.

translation stall. Thus, we conclude that about 100 bucket-filling examples are sufficient
to generate an operational bucket-filling neural-network model for this particular machine
and material.

We investigate if the random initialization of neural-network weights and the training
protocol plays a role in how the network performs. In this study, three models of the
same type (classification, TDL = 160 ms, DS = 20 ms) are trained and evaluated. An
evaluation with Welch’s T-test [42] show statistically significant differences between the
three models for the bucket-filling time (p < 0.01, all combinations). The results are
presented in Table A1 in the Appendix. We conclude that the random initialization
results in slightly different trained networks, with small differences in the corresponding
performance. Although the cost function is minimized in the training of the network, we
think that this (undesirable) effect can be avoided by training with more data.

All inputs do not necessarily contribute equally in the trained network. The middle-
layer weights of the trained networks can be analyzed to investigate if this is the case.
Fig. 11 shows the relative importance of the input features and the delayed features in
terms of the middle layer weights. It can be observed in Fig. 11 that the lift pressure
at time t − 160 ms and t − 400 ms consistently are the most significant input features
in all trained networks. Some other features, such as the lift force at t, t − 240 ms, lift
angle at t − 240 ms, t − 640 ms and the lift velocity at t − 80 ms and t − 640 ms are
also consistently significant. The weaker connections tend to vary between the different
trained networks.

Alternatively, the root-mean-square (RMS) value of the weight vector for each input
feature obtained by concatenating the delay dimension of the middle layer weight matrix
provide some insight into the importance of individual features. Following the design
of the middle layer of the classification TDNN model, the weights connecting the top
six neurons in the middle layer are used to calculate the connection strengths for lift.
Similarly, weights connecting to the bottom six neurons affect the tilt. Table 3 show
the RMS values when the same model (L640) is trained 10 times. From this analysis, it
is clear that the lift force is the most important feature but none of the other features
appears to be insignificant.

4.3 Throttle

The recorded data with the expert operators, in uncontrolled trials, reveal that they make
aggressive use of throttle when filling a bucket. However, in our algorithm, the throttle
is kept constant in line with the design principles of a wheel-loader and the operator
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Figure 11: Average of the positive weights from the twelve neurons in the hidden layer of the
L640 model, trained four times with different initial weights. The vertical axis of each plot shows
input features of the neural-network, whereas the horizontal axis shows the delayed inputs, where
each step is 4 units (= 80 ms). A dark shade of a pixel corresponds to a higher value (black=1,
white=0). Pixels with values higher than 0.3 are highlighted with red squares to distinguish the
strong and weak connections.

Lift Tilt
Lift Force 0.8979±0.0291 1.0544±0.026
Lift Angle 0.4094±0.0374 0.4227±0.0389

Lift Velocity 0.3884±0.0342 0.4225±0.0322
Tilt Force 0.301±0.0338 0.3321±0.0273
Tilt Angle 0.3329±0.0315 0.3457±0.0254

Tilt Velocity 0.3654±0.0483 0.3424±0.0284
Machine Speed 0.3561±0.0242 0.4194±0.0368

Table 3: Weights of middle-layer connections affecting the lift and tilt outputs.
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Name TDL(ms) DS(ms) No. of parameters (nP )
S160 160 40 ∼500
L160 160 20 ∼800
S320 320 80 ∼500
L320 320 40 ∼800
S640 640 160 ∼500
L640 640 80 ∼800

Table 4: Description of models with different delay configurations in the input layer.

guidelines for correct bucket-filling behavior.

To evaluate the role of the throttle in the bucket-filling process with our TDNN
solution, a few different throttle levels are investigated during bucket-filling (phase 3)
and the results are reported in Appendix in Table A2. It is observed that for a higher
value of the throttle (' 55%), the bucket weight increases at the cost of longer filling
time.

4.4 Input-layer delay

The inherent dynamics of a wheel-loader from the motion of the joysticks to the bucket
movement is complex, in particular because it includes variable time-delays in the range
of 250–400 ms. The dynamics between the movement of bucket and pile is even more
complex and as a result, no high-fidelity models exists for closed-loop control.

The hydraulic pressure in the cylinders (which provide lift/tilt forces used as input
features) are affected both by the reaction forces on the bucket by the pile and the actions
of the operator, executed ∼200–400 ms ago. Thus, in order to produce lift/tilt actuator
commands in real-time, the model needs to do time-ahead prediction. We use a TDNN
architecture to accomplish this, which incorporates the dynamics present in the system
to produce an appropriate actuator command for the lift and tilt joysticks. The TDNN
model implements a moving window of delayed inputs to capture the dynamics.

In this experiment, the total delay length (TDL) and delay step (DS) are selected
from {160, 320, 640} ms and {20, 40, 80, 160} ms, respectively, to produce six models of
two different size with a constant number of parameters (nP ). The description of these
models with their given name is presented in Table 4.

The results of delay variation (N = 6) in the input layer are presented in Fig. 12. In
this experiment, we use the classification model as shown in Fig. 7b with 45% throttle
in the third phase. It is observed that increasing the TDL value (including more history)
in the model decreases the bucket-filling time. The results show that the model uses
long term (>320 ms) patterns in the data to predict better control signals. This appears
related to the presence of a variable delay of 250–400 ms in the wheel-loader hydraulics
system. For smaller value of TDL, the model with more parameters (L160, L320) gives
better performance. This suggests that high flexibility provides an advantage in this
regime where the TDL is smaller than the delay in hydraulics. But when TDL = 640
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Figure 12: Effect of delay variation in the input layer of the classification network. Refer to
Table 4 for further information about the axis labels. A model with longer history of machine
data performs significantly better than a model based on a shorter history. This implies that the
delay step (DS) does not play any important role. Models with more parameters where TDL
={160, 320} ms perform better, however this is not true for TDL =640 ms.

ms, a model with more parameters (L640) does not provide an advantage over a smaller
model (S640).

With k-fold (k = 12) cross-validation, it is found that the six classification models and
the regression model perform about equally well in the simulations, in terms of the root-
mean-square-error (RMSE, Eq. 6) between the operator (yi) and the predicted control
actions (ŷi). However, the field test performance of the six models differ considerably. A
plot of 12-fold cross-validation error for the six models for lift/tilt predictions is shown
in Fig. A1 in the Appendix.

RMSE =

√∑N
i=1(ŷi − yi)2

N
(6)

We conclude that minimizing the RMSE in search for a better model for this problem
is not recommended. Instead, the model should be optimized on the performance metrics
defined by the field experts.

4.5 Model vs expert operator

The training data was logged in a controlled environment (pile located under a roof)
with specific instructions to the operator to maintain a constant engine RPM during
the bucket-filling process. The last experiment carried out focuses on comparing the
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Figure 13: Comparison of the performance of the expert operator in production with one of the
classification neural network models (L640 with 50% throttle and twenty trials, N = 20).

performance of one model with the expert operator. During this experiment, the operator
is asked to use the machine like in a production scenario. The analysis of the control
actions reveal that the operator is more aggressive with the throttle in this case, reaching
up to 70% of full throttle at the end of bucket filling. As a result, the operator managed
to finish most bucket-fillings in less than 7 s.

Fig. 13 shows the result of a comparison test between the chosen model (L640) and the
operator. We conclude that the neural-network model is similar to the expert operator in
terms of bucket weight, with slightly longer bucket-filling time. The longer bucket-filling
time is likely because the neural-network model is operating at constant throttle of 55%,
while the operator is modulating the throttle to avoid lift and translation stalls.

4.6 Control actions

The control actions produced by the operator and the model are time-series signals of
different lengths. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a method used to compare and
find patterns in time-series of different lengths [43]. The DTW distance between two
time-series is a measure of how similar the two time-series are. The DTW distances of
control actions produced by the operator reveals how similar the actions of the operator
are between different bucket-fillings, and similarly for the control actions produced by
the model between different trials of automatic bucket-filling.

Fig. 14 illustrates the DTW distances for lift and tilt control actions produced by the
operator and the model in the comparison test performed in section 4.5. The scooping
that is the most similar to all other scoopings, determined by the minimal sum of DTW
distances to all other scoopings, is chosen as the reference for both the operator and the
model. It can be seen that the control signals produced by the model are more similar
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Figure 14: DTW distance between the lift and tilt control actions produced by the model and
the operator. The average value of lift and tilt DTW distance for the model shows that the
control actions produced by the model are more uniform across trials compared to the operator.
However, the variance in the lift and tilt DTW distances for the model shows that the model is
not repeating the same control actions during each bucket-filling.

to each other (smaller DTW distances) compared to the operator control actions. In
Fig. 15, the reference bucket-filling example used for calculating the DTW distances in
Fig. 14, is illustrated for both the model and the expert operator. The model output
and operator actions are not particularly similar, but the model still manages to fill the
bucket efficiently. This supports the expert know-how in the field, which suggests that
there is not a single way to fill the bucket. The slightly longer bucket-filling time of the
model is likely related to the lower magnitude of the actions produced by the algorithm,
especially the throttle, towards the end of the bucket-filling process.

4.7 Failures

The bucket-filling algorithm based on the classification model presented in this paper
has been successful in all the 136 trials carried out. But before that, there were many
unsuccessful trials, which are also interesting to analyze.

The first unsuccessful attempt to make a complete bucket-filling algorithm was based
on only three scooping phases (phase two was omitted). The neural network was started
immediately after phase one, when the pile is detected. The reason for the failure of
this approach is that the first lifting action by the operator occurs even before phase
two starts, and thus it was never included in the training data. This occurs because
an experienced operator anticipates the delay in the hydraulics and acts pro-actively
with control signals. One idea for how to solve this problem is to train and start the
model earlier than the first lift action, and by having a longer TDL (1–2 s) in the TDNN
network. There are a few risks associated with this approach; (1) the possibility that the
network will start lifting before the pile is reached and that a failure mode is built into
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Figure 15: The control actions applied in the bucket-filling examples that are most similar
to all other scoopings (based on minimization of DTW distance). The model output is not
particularly similar to the operator output, but the model has learned the right behavior regarding
the modulation of tilt action, which enables it to perform bucket-filling efficiently. The operator
modulates the throttle, while the throttle is kept constant at 55% in the bucket-filling algorithm.

the system, and (2) if the network doesn’t produce a high lift action, wheel-spin may
occur which damages the tires.

The neural-network trained on data recorded in dry and controlled medium gravel
pile fails to perform bucket-filling in (1) wet and compact material, and (2) pile with a
long and low slope. It suggests that different networks are needed to be trained with data
collected in different conditions. Then, with a collection of networks trained in different
conditions, a suitable model can be used for the present condition.

5 Conclusions and future work

Automation of construction, mining and quarry industry require automatic bucket-filling
functions for front-end loaders. Modeling the pile and the bucket-pile interactions is con-
sidered an intractable problem and thus traditional closed-loop control is not possible.
Operators use their vision, sound and vestibular system to perform the bucket filling pro-
cess efficiently. In this paper an imitation learning model trained on expert operator data
is presented, analyzed and demonstrated with field trials. We find that a time-delayed
neural network (TDNN) architecture with input data obtained from the machine is suf-
ficient to efficiently perform the bucket-filling task automatically. The neural-network
based bucket-filling algorithm for a wheel-loader loading medium coarse gravel performs
slightly worse than our expert operator with correct bucket weights and only 26% longer
bucket filling time.

We find that a classification-based model performs better than a classical regression
model because the operators tend to modulate the joysticks between different levels.
The total delay time (TDL) parameter of the TDNN model is found to be an important
hyperparameter for this task due to the variable delay present in the hydraulics of the
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wheel-loader. An TDL value higher than the value of the delay in the hydraulics results
in smaller bucket-filling time. The analysis of the middle layer weights show that all of
the input features used to train the model are significant for the prediction of the control
actions.

The work presented here can be improved in several different directions. The bucket-
filling algorithm can be built to handle different type of pile shapes and materials by
training different models for different environments and selecting the best model based on
sensing (for example by point-cloud scans), prior to starting the algorithm. It is likely that
the model trained on one type of material (such as the medium coarse gravel considered
here) should not work as good as an expert operator on another pile like soil. With
a reinforcement learning algorithm, such as the deep-deterministic policy gradient, the
neural-network parameters can be tuned after each bucket-filling to maximize a reward
function based on the chosen performance metrics. In this way, the neural-network can
adapt to changing conditions and over time and improve its performance.
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Figure A1: Root-mean-square-error (RMSE) and their average values and spread in quartiles
obtained by cross-validation (12-fold) procedure for the six classification and one regression
model on the operator data. The outliers are shown with the plus (’+’) symbol.
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Weight (tons) Time (s)
Train 1 7.62±0.33 12.83±0.59
Train 2 7.45±0.24 11.44±0.49
Train 3 7.31±0.13 10.37±0.16

Table A1: Performance of three different training runs of one model type with N = 6. The
models in this experiment are based on the classification architecture with TDL = 160 ms,
DS = 20 ms, such that nP ∼ 800. In this experiment 45% throttle is used.

Throttle Weight (tons) Time (s)
45% 6.84±0.19 7.66±0.27
50% 6.81±0.10 6.98±0.26
55% 7.20±0.08 7.78±0.10

Table A2: Performance of two different model type with variation in throttle with N = 6. levels.
The models in this experiment are based on the classification architecture with TDL = 640 ms,
DS = 80 ms, such that nP ∼ 500.
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Siddharth Dadhich, Fredrik Sandin, Ulf Bodin, Ulf Andersson and Torbjörn Martinsson

Abstract

Bucket-filling is a repetitive task in earth-moving operations with wheel-loaders that is
suitable for automation. Ideally, an automated bucket-filling solution should work for
different machine-pile environments, with a minimum of manual reconfiguration. It has
been shown that for a given machine-pile environment, an imitation based bucket-filling
model can be successfully trained from 100 examples by one expert operator. Can such
a bucket-filling model be adapted to different machine-pile environments without further
imitation learning examples, by optimization of a utility function? This paper examines
the use of a deterministic actor-critic reinforcement learning algorithm for automatic
adaptation of the imitation based model to a new pile environment. The algorithm is
used to automatically adapt a bucket-filling model for medium coarse gravel to a cobble-
gravel pile environment. The experiments are performed with a Volvo L180H wheel-loader
in a real-world setting. We find that the bucket-weights in the novel pile environment
improve by 9% in an hour after less than 40 bucket-filling trials. Fast learning is obtained
with one particular reward signal designed by considering domain knowledge.

1 Introduction

Bucket-filling task for wheel-loaders and excavators is repetitive making it suitable for
automation. There is no automatic bucket-filling solution for all different machine-pile
scenarios. Caterpillar and Komatsu provide semi-autonomous loading functions, but
only for limited applications (soil and medium fine gravel) with loose material. These
solutions are not robust and frequently fail in different conditions [1]. Wheel-loader is an
extremely versatile machine often used as a multi-purpose machine at production sites
[2]. Supporting different bucket-filling scenarios with changing machine and material
properties is therefore desired. This paper presents an algorithm capable of adapting a
bucket-filling model for a wheel-loader to different environments, with limited amount
of data. The main contribution of this paper is validating an approach for adapting
an imitation automatic bucket-filling models using reinforcement learning with full-scale
experiments.

The automatic bucket-filling problem is difficult, which is evident from the fact that
there are no fully autonomous solutions [3] for different machine-pile environments. Pre-
vious approaches to automate bucket-filling can be summarized into three categories: 1)
trajectory based, 2) compliance control and 3) rule based logic. The trajectory based
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Figure 1: Volvo L180H wheel-loader in manual operation.

approaches [4] [5] [6] aim to study and reproduce efficient bucket trajectories of expert
operators. The compliance control approach aims to sense the interaction forces between
the pile and machine [7] and act dynamically to either adjust a preplanned trajectory [8]
[9] or regulated a target force on pistons [10]. The rule based approaches [11] [12] have
employed fuzzy logic to condense expert operator data into simpler rules for producing
primitive bucket motion commands.

The previous approaches have demonstrated successful results to varying degrees.
However, these results have being shown in specific machine-pile environments. For
example, the admittance control based autonomous bucket-filling algorithm presented in
[10] [13] is developed for load-haul-dump machines and cannot be easily used for wheel-
loaders, which are more common. The previous solutions to automate this task do not
generalize to different machines and pile environments. Therefore, there is a need of a
generic automatic bucket-filling solution that can be easily adapted to different scenarios.

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a framework for the most general type of learning,
where an RL-agent learns to maximize expected cumulative rewards by interacting with
its environment, without explicit programming [14]. In recent breakthroughs in RL, deep
RL, i.e., the use of neural networks in RL, is shown to play Atari games [15] [16], chess
and Go [17] at or above human performance.

Kober et al. [18] reviews the use of RL in robotics and highlights the problems
with using RL for real-time control and presents different ways to mitigate them. Given
the curse of dimensionality problem in RL, function approximation becomes inevitable
for continuous domain problems [18]. Policy gradient algorithms are widely used in
problems with continuous actions [19]. Silver et al. [19] presents a deterministic actor-
critic algorithm based on policy gradient similar to NFQCA (Neural Fitted Q Iteration
with Continuous Actions) [20]. Similar to our work, a real-world application of RL is
driving in a lane [21], which uses DDPG (Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient) [22], which
is also an adaptation of the deterministic actor-critic algorithm.

We employ the deterministic policy gradient (DPG) actor-critic algorithm from [19]
to adapt and improve a baseline imitation learning based bucket-filling model, proposed
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in [23]. The core of the imitation model is a time-delayed neural network which predicts
lift and tilt joysticks actions during the bucket-filling. The imitation learning model is
successful in bucket-filling after an initial period of supervised training with 100 examples
from an expert operator, without using any information about the material or the pile.

The imitation learning bucket-filling solution is developed in a specific environment.
This solution is trained, tested and validated on one material which is medium coarse
gravel (fine particles up to 64 mm in size) and one machine, a Volvo L180H wheel-loader
(shown in Fig. 1). Although this method does not assume any information from the
machine or the pile environment, the performance of this model tuned in one specific
setting cannot be guaranteed with changes in operating conditions. For example, a
bucket-filling model fine tuned for performance on a machine may under-perform if the
same machine is operated with a different bucket. Similarly, changes in the properties of
pile like size distribution and wetness may lead to under-performance of the bucket-filling
algorithm.

One method to adapt the imitation model for different conditions is by retraining the
underlining time-delayed neural network model. This will require to collect new data for
notable changes in operating conditions. Although collecting 100 bucket-filling examples
takes only an hour of operation, this can still be too costly for a company in production.
If operating conditions are constantly changing, retraining the model for each different
condition may be infeasible. Another method is to used transfer learning [24], in which a
model trained for a specific condition can be used for a different condition by retraining
only the layers closer to the output with a much smaller dataset.

In this paper, we propose an RL based approach to adapt imitation based bucket-
filling models for changing conditions. In this approach, the model (an RL agent) receives
reward (a reinforcement signal), at every time step until the end of the bucket-filling. The
goal of the RL-agent is to maximize the expected sum of rewards. In a traditional RL
setup, the agent starts from blank taking random actions in its environment. In a complex
task such as the bucket-filling, it can be assumed that taking random actions (lift and tilt
joystick actuations) cannot produce a successful bucket-fill. Here, the RL-agent starts
from an imitation based bucket-filling model trained and validated in an old setting. We
examine the adaption of the model from medium coarse gravel (upto 64 mm particles in
size), which is the old setting to a gravel-cobble pile (upto 200 mm particles in size), the
new setting.

We present results with the deterministic actor-critic algorithm adapting an imitation
model trained in medium coarse gravel to a cobble-gravel pile. The experiments presented
in this paper are performed using the same experimental machine, a Volvo L180H wheel-
loader. The employed RL algorithm is model-free and on-policy, and configured with a
goal to increase productivity of the bucket-filling task. Experiments show an improvement
in productivity of bucket-fillings in less than 40 examples.
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Phase 1 : Approach

         Phase 3 : Bucket filling 

Phase 2 : Lift

Phase 4 : Exit the pile

Figure 2: Different phases of the loading process implemented in the imitation learning based
automatic bucket filling algorithm.

2 Background

2.1 Imitation learning based bucket-filling algorithm

Imitation learning is a sequential process where a machine learning model is trained to
predict the actions of an expert operator that successfully fills the bucket in a particular
pile environment, such that the resulting model can mimic the operator with good per-
formance. The analysis of the wheel-loader data shows that the loading process can be
divided in four phases, as shown in Fig. 2. In the first phase, the operator maintains a
constant speed of the machine when approaching the pile. The onset of the second phase
is defined by a sharp increase in the lift joystick signal, which increases the pressure on
the front tires in order to avoid wheel-spin resulting in increased wear and maintenance
costs [25]. In the third phase, the operator modulates the lift, tilt and throttle actions
simultaneously to navigate the bucket through the pile and obtain a high bucket-weight
in a short period of time. The fourth phase indicates the finishing part of the bucket-
filling process and involves tilting the bucket until breakout, i.e., when the bucket exits
the pile.

During each phase, the imitation based bucket-filling algorithm uses different constant
values for the throttle. In phase three, the imitation model predicts joystick control
commands for the lift and tilt actions based on signals that are easily acquired from the
machine. A hardware interface to the engine control units (ECUs) of the experimental
machine, a Volvo L180, is used to access machine data (such as the lift and tilt angle, and
angular velocities and drive axle speed) and also to automatically control the machine.
The bucket linkage diagram of the Volvo L180 in Fig. 3 illustrates the lift and tilt
cylinders, and the definitions of the lift and tilt angles. Additionally, the experimental
wheel-loader is instrumented with pressure transducers at each end of the lift and tilt
cylinders, which are used to measure the forces applied on the lift and tilt pistons. The
imitation learning model uses forces on the lift and tilt pistons, lift and tilt angles, angular
velocities and the speed of the drive axle as input features for prediction of the lift and
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Figure 3: Bucket linkage for Volvo L180H wheel-loader highlighting the definition of the lift and
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Figure 4: A time-delayed neural network model used to perform automatic bucket-filling. The
input layer uses time-delayed values of features with a delay step of 80 ms and a total delay
time of 640 ms. The class output layer has 12 neurons, six each for the lift and tilt categorical
predictions. The final output layer combines softmax activations of the previous layer into
continuous predictions for the lift and tilt joystick actions.
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tilt joystick commands.

Time delayed neural network model

Previous works [26] [27] motivate the use of non-linear models to automate bucket-filling.
A time-delayed neural network, originally proposed in [28], incorporates a finite mem-
ory of previous inputs using a transparent feed-forward architecture. The time-delayed
neural network model for bucket-filling (shown in Fig. 4) is proposed in [29] and the
corresponding solution is tested and validated in [23] on medium coarse gravel. The
time-delayed neural network model for automatic bucket-filling via imitation learning is
a three layer network that uses current and past values of features at the input layer.
Instead of a regular hidden layer, the middle layer performs action classification to im-
prove the performance and correspondence between the regression model output and the
actions performed by an expert operator.

Regression by classification

The middle layer in the time-delayed neural network in Fig. 4 is connected to discretized
values of the operator’s lift and tilt joystick actions, divided into six classes. The class
output layer has a softmax output unit and consequently produces a probability distribu-
tion over six actuation levels. This design is motivated by the fact that operator actions
appear to cluster at different levels [27]. The output layer then combines the probability
outputs of the middle layer to produce continuous actions in a regression by classification
sense, introduced in [30]. The output layer has a rectified linear activation that only al-
lows positive action values, which is motivated by the fact that bucket-filling in medium
coarse gravel only requires unidirectional joystick actions (curling-in and lifting-up of the
bucket).

2.2 Reinforcement learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a branch of machine learning which deals with learning
from interactions with an environment. Sutton and Barto [31] introduces RL in a Markov
Decision Problem (MDP) framework, which consists of an agent exploring a state-space
(the RL agent’s environment) via taking actions and obtaining rewards for intended
behavior.

The main elements of an MDP are a state-space S, an action-space A, a transition
probability distribution p : S×A → P(S) and a reward signal r : S×A → R. The agent
interacts with its environment using a policy which can be stochastic πθ : S → P(A)
or deterministic πθ : S → A. These interactions generate trajectories of states, actions
and reward (s1, a1, r1), (s2, a2, r2), ..... (sT , aT , rT ), until one of the terminal states is
reached. A discount factor γ ε [0, 1] defines a trade-off between current rewards and
future rewards. The return Rγ

t is the total discounted reward from time t onwards,
Rγ
t =

∑T
k=t γ

k−tr(sk, ak). This implies that, if γ = 0 the return is the current reward,
in contrast to γ = 1 which results in a return that is the total sum of rewards from
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time-step t. The state-value function V π(s) is the expected return after starting from
a state s and following a policy π, V π(s) = E[Rγ

1 |s, π], while the action-value function
Qπ(s, a) is defined as the expected return after staring from a state s, taking an action
a, and following a policy π thereafter, Qπ(s, a) = E[Rγ

1 |s, a, π].
The goal of the reinforcement learning process is to learn from experiences to obtain

a policy that maximizes the cumulative discounted reward from the starting state, i.e.
the performance objective J(π) = E[Rγ

1 |π]. In model based RL the aim is to estimate the
transition probability distribution, which is then used in planning to update the value
function or policy. In model-free RL the value or policy is updated directly without the
need of model. The Bellman equations are used to decompose the value functions in a
recurrent form. The Bellman equation for the action-value function is

Qπ(st, at) = E[r(st, at) + γQπ(st+1, at+1)]. (1)

The error of the Bellman equation is called the temporal difference (TD) error. TD
learning, which aims to minimize the TD error, is a central concept in reinforcement
learning [31].

Value iteration and policy iteration are two different approaches in model-free rein-
forcement learning. The value iteration approach aims to solve the Bellman equation
to obtain an optimal value function Q∗(s, a) and derive a policy directly from the opti-
mized value function. Value iteration methods suffer significantly more from the curse
of dimensionality compared to policy iteration methods and therefore are difficult to
use in practical applications. The majority of model-free RL algorithms are however
based on policy iteration that interleave policy evaluation and policy improvement steps
[31]. Policy iteration methods may not have an explicitly parameterized value function.
Policy iteration can be subdivided into on-policy and off-policy algorithms. On-policy
RL algorithms generate experiences from the same policy which is under improvement,
as opposed to off-policy algorithms that uses several different policies called “behavior
policies” to generate experiences, while the target policy remains under improvement.
Furthermore, RL algorithms can be classified as online or batch algorithms. In online
RL algorithms, the policy and/or value function are updated at each new experience,
while a whole batch of experiences are used to make an update in batch algorithms.

Policy and value iteration methods can be combined in different ways, resulting in a
class of actor-critic methods [32]. An actor-critic method has both a parameterized policy
(i.e. the actor) and a parameterized value function (i.e. the critic). In these methods,
the gradient of the critic is used to update the actor.

2.3 Deterministic actor-critic policy gradient algorithm

A stochastic policy is often required to explore the complete state-space [19]. The policy
gradient theorem [31] shows how the gradients of a policy can be written using approxi-
mate value functions. However, computing the stochastic policy gradient is cumbersome
as the policy gradient iterates over both state- and action-spaces. Silver et al. [19] derives
gradients of a deterministic policy which needs integration only over the state-space and
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is therefore faster for learning complex tasks

∇θJ(πθ) = Es[∇θπθ(s)∇aQ
π(s, a)|a=πθ(s)]. (2)

The deterministic policy may introduce a bias to the solution, and to compensate for
that off-policy methods can be employed to ensure satisfactory exploration. However,
an on-policy deterministic policy gradient algorithm may still be used if the experiment
itself provides sufficient noise [19]. Silver et al. [19] also presents both on-policy and
off-policy deterministic actor-critic algorithms.

Instead of online learning, which is known to be unstable with deep neural-networks,
batch learning using experience reply are successfully employed in DQN [15] and DDPG
algorithms [22]. The TD loss for the complete batch of experiences can be written using
the mean-squared-error over k time-steps in the batch

δL =
1

k

∑
i

(ri + γQw(si+1, ai+1)−Qw(si, ai))
2, (3)

where Qw(s, a) ≈ Qπ(s, a), is a differential substitute of the true action-value function.
Using the loss δL, the critic update (4w) and actor update (4θ) for the deterministic
actor-critic algorithm as presented in [19] are

4w = αwδL∇wQ
w(st, at), (4)

4θ = αθ∇θµθ(st)∇aQ
w(st, at)|a=µθ(s), (5)

where αw, αθ are learning rates and µθ(s) is the deterministic policy to be learned.

3 Experiments

Previously proposed methods to automate bucket-filling did not result in industrial so-
lutions because of difficulties in adapting these solution with changing conditions en-
countered in the construction and mining industry. We argue that an imitation learning
based bucket-filling solution equipped with an RL algorithm is well suited to adapt and
learn in changing operating conditions. To test this theory, the imitation learning based
automatic bucket-filling solution trained with data from medium coarse gravel (Fig. 5,
left) was facilitated to adapt to a gravel-cobble pile (Fig. 5, right) using deterministic
actor-critic algorithm with two different reward mechanisms.

It was observed that the baseline imitation model trained for medium coarse gravel
successfully fills the bucket in a gravel-cobble pile with satisfactory performance measured
by the productivity (tons/sec). The aim of reinforcement learning experiments is now to
examine if the performance in the gravel-cobble pile can be improved further.

3.1 Setup

We adapt the deterministic actor-critic algorithm proposed in [19] to the autonomous
bucket-filling problem. The differences between computer simulation applications and
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Figure 5: Medium coarse gravel (left) and gravel-cobble material (right). Medium coarse gravel
contains fine particles upto 64 mm while gravel cobble material contains fine particles upto 200
mm.

our experiments with a 20-tonne machine force us to make practical choices regarding
the experiment. Given the time and cost constraints, the experiment cannot be run for
millions of time-steps. Thus, the experiment is run on-policy, without exploration noise
and in a batch mode (five bucket-fillings at a time), which limits the exploration-space
but provides necessary constraints.

The representation of the problem, i.e., the state- and action-space, is the same as for
the imitation based learning method. The features [FL θL θ̇L FT θT θ̇T ωDA] and their
time-delayed values constitute the state. The features are scaled such that they are in
similar range ∼ [−2 2]. The actions are the lift and tilt joystick values [jL jT ]. Bidirec-
tional joystick movements produce 0 to 5 volt outputs, where 0.7 to 2.3 V correspond
to extension, 2.7 to 4.3 V correspond to retraction and the rest is deadzone, which is
converted into velocity demand by the hydraulics. The useful part of the joystick action
space for bucket-filling is the extension zone of 0.7 to 2.3 volts, which is transformed into
a [0 1] range, where one indicates maximum velocity demand.

The goal of a bucket-filling process is to fill the bucket with a specified amount (such
as 75, 100 or 110%) in a minimum amount of time with minimum fuel consumption and
without wheel-spin. However, there is a trade-off between complexity of the goal and
complexity of the learning problem [18]. We assume that the bucket-filling problem is
complex and motivates a simplification of the complex goal specified above.

A simpler goal for the RL-agent is to maximize the bucket-weight, which is known at
the end of each bucket filling. As the agent expects a reward at every time-step of the
bucket-filling process, the goal needs to be decomposed into a reward signal; this is known
as the temporal credit assignment problem [33]. Reinforcement learning maximizes the
cumulative sum of discounted rewards. In the bucket-filling context, the cumulative sum
of productivity is the ratio of bucket-weight and bucket-filling time in tons/s. Thus, one
option is to give productivity as the constant reward for all time-steps of the bucket-
filling process and let the agent itself figure out the temporal relation between actions
and reward. Since the experiment is implemented in batch mode, the productivity for
each bucket-filling can be computed afterwards and used to generate the reward signal
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Figure 6: Linear regression fit between higher lift impulse and final bucket-weight. The weak
positive correlation (R2 = 0.35) show that a high value of lift impulse is an indicator of high
bucket weight. Thus, the RL reward can be based on the instantaneous value of the lift force.

value.

In classical RL-setups, either the agents receives zero reward at each time-step and a
high reward when the goal is achieved, or a small negative reward at each time-step and a
high reward when the goal is achieved [31]. Taking inspiration from the general practices,
we subtract a constant value of one from the productivity values to make these values
negative. The negative rewards motivate the agent to finish the episodes (bucket-fillings)
as quickly as possible as opposed to positive reward which might motivate the agent to
never terminate the episodes. The results with constant productivity based reward are
presented in sec. 3.2.

In order to obtain a reasonable solution for a reinforcement learning problem, it is
often needed to give intermediate reward in the reward signal; a process known as reward
shaping [34]. Reward shaping is a way to incorporate domain knowledge into the setup
so that the RL-agent is guided faster towards the goals [35]. To maximize bucket weights,
both the domain knowledge and intuitions points towards increasing the force applied to
the pile. Thus, we investigate the relation between the lift impulse and the final bucket
weight for an old dataset generated by an expert operator, see Fig. 6. It appears that
the impulse generated by high values of the lift force shows a weak positive correlation
(R2 = 0.35) with the final bucket weight. Consequently, we formulated a second reward
signal rt = FL − 1. Again, a constant is subtracted to make the rewards negative, thus
punishing the model when long times are spent in the bucket-filling process. An example
of a reward signal, FL − 1, is shown in Fig. 7, and sec. 3.3 presents the corresponding
experimental results.

Similar to the imitation learning setup, we use time-delayed neural networks to im-
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Figure 7: An example of lift force based reward signal FL − 1.
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Figure 9: Experiment procedure for the productivity reward signal. The actor is initialized with
imitation learning model while the critic is randomly initialized.

plement both the actor and the critic. The actor network, see Fig. 4, has 12 units in the
middle layer with softmax activation that are connected to class-based joystick outputs.
The output layer of the actor network has two neurons, one each for lift and tilt predic-
tions. The critic network, see Fig. 8, has 12 neurons in the hidden layer and one neuron
in the output layer. Both the hidden and output layer of the critic network implement a
tangent hyperbolic (tanh) activation function.

The original DQN [15] and the DDPG [22] algorithms use random mini-batches of
experiences (st, at, rt, st+1) from experience replay to do online training of the actor and
critic networks. This is done to minimize the correlation between samples, which tends to
slow down the learning process. Since we use a batch RL implementation, we randomize
the complete batch experiences before the actor and critic update steps. The learning
rates of both actor and critic network were 10−4 and the discount factor is kept constant
at 0.9.

We use the tensorflow library [36] to implement and train our deterministic actor
critic networks. The training of the actor and critic networks is done on a laptop. After
each update the new parameters of the actor/critic are uploaded into a Simulink model
which runs in a real-time PC connected to the wheel-loader ECUs. The base model in
the real-time PC runs at 1 kHz, while the bucket-filling model runs at 50 Hz.

3.2 Productivity based reward signal

The experiment procedure with productivity reward signal in Fig. 9 depict that the actor
is initialized the imitation learning model while the critic network is randomly initialized.
In each cycle, data from n = 5 bucket-fillings is collected, arranged and reshuffled in an
experience reply; the critic is updated using the TD loss from the Bellman equation and
the actor is updated using critic’s and its own gradients. We call each of this cycle as
one DPG update.
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Figure 10: Performance of deterministic actor-critic algorithm with productivity based reward
signal. In first eight DPG iterations, the average weight of five test trails has decreased while
bucket-filling time has increased which implies that the average productivity has decreased.

The results following eight DPG updates for productivity reward signal in Fig. 10
show that the indented behavior is not obtained as the bucket-weights decrease and
bucket-filling time increase during the limited duration of the experiment. We reason that
(1) the productivity reward signal being constant in each bucket-filling has insufficient
information for learning the critic and the actor, and (2) the critic network should initially
be stabilized with more than five bucket-filling examples before the actor parameters
are modified. Based on the preceding reasoning, the reward signal and the experiment
procedure is modified.

3.3 Lift force based reward signal

In this experiment, we use a smooth reward signal FL − 1 based on the reasoning that
high values of lift force are positively correlated with final bucket weights and negative
rewards motivate RL-agents to finish the episodes, implicitly incorporating an importance
to shorter bucket-filling times. The experimental procedure using the lift force based
reward signal described in Fig. 11 show the a zero iteration was introduced to pretrain
the critic network with m = 13 bucket-filling examples. In the zero iteration, the actor
was not updated.

The results of this experiment in Fig. 12 show the increase in bucket-weights with
DPG updates as compared to the imitation learning model (DPG = 0). The bucket-
weights also exhibit saturation after four DPG updates indicating a local performance
maxima. The bucket-filling times does not have a clear trend except for DPG updates
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Figure 11: Experiment procedure for the lift force reward signal. Zero iteration institutes pre-
training of the critic network before the regular DPG updates.

= 1, 2, 5 and 6, which have significantly lower (p<0.05, Welch t-test [37]) bucket-filling
times compared to the imitation learning model. Fig. 12 also shows the progress of
productivity and total episode rewards with the DPG updates. It can be observed that
the productivity increase follows the increase in bucket-weights while the total cumulative
rewards reflect the bucket-filling time plot.

The lift force based reward function combined with pretraining of critic network has
resulted in a fast learning implementation of deterministic actor-critic algorithm for the
autonomous bucket-filling. The improvement in productivity is obtained in less than 40
bucket-filling examples or an hour of experiment time.

4 Discussion

The ultimate goal of the bucket-filling algorithm is to consistently obtain a target bucket-
weight in minimum time without wheel-spin. Here we consider the related problem to
improve the imitation learning based bucket-filling model developed in former work [23]
in a specific way in a novel pile environment using reinforcement learning. The type of
improvement desired is defined by a reward signal. The reward signal plays an important
role in reinforcement learning. The RL-agent receives rewards from the environment or
a programmed reward function. Motivated by the observation that the bucket weights
obtained with the imitation based model is low in novel pile environments, and the
importance of the bucket weight for high productivity, we shape the reward signal to
increase the bucket weight with minimum filling time.

We find that the use of a reward signal based on the lift force, rather than the final
bucket weight, speeds up learning. This result is obtained by trial and error using domain
knowledge. In principle, the lift force based reward signal, LF − 1, aims to (1) increase
the lift force and (2) decrease the bucket-filling time. The resulting increase of bucket-
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Figure 12: Performance of deterministic actor-critic algorithm with lift force based reward
signal. The weights increase from an average of <8 tons (n = 5 test trails) with the imitation
model to >8.5 tons, already with four DPG updates. The productivity plot follows the increments
in bucket weights. Decrease in bucket-filling time can be notices for some DPG updates compared
to the imitation model, but this trend is not clear. The total episode rewards plots mirrors the
bucket-filling time plot as negative rewards entails that longer episode times result in lower
cumulative rewards.
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DPG update 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
TD-loss (δL) 0.617 0.121 0.116 0.120 0.119 0.120 0.125 0.140

Table 1: TD loss prior to each critic update iteration. The TD loss corresponding to DPG–0
is the loss of a randomly initialized critic network. The decrease of the TD loss from DPG–0
to DPG–1 indicates that the critic network responds to training, while the nearly constant TD
losses for subsequent DPG updates show that the critic network does not benefited from more
training. The slight increase of the TD loss for DPG–7 is likely due to novel states.

weights is an indirect effect of the trade off between a rewarding high lift force and early
task completion.

Ng et al. [38] show that a potential based reward shaping signal γΦ(s′)−Φ(s), where
Φ is some function over states, do not change the fundamental learning problem and may
increase the learning speed in many cases. The magnitude of the reward signal plays a
role in training stability, as mentioned in [39] where a factor of 0.1 for rewards increase
stability for the same experiments as those done in original DDPG paper [22]. As shown
in Fig. 7, the values of the reward are not too big and training instability is avoided.

The discount factor, 0 ≤ γ < 1, balances between immediate and future rewards. If
γ is zero, the learning is completely biased towards maximizing the immediate reward;
however, typical values of γ are between 0.9 and 0.99. Here we set γ = 0.9, which
apparently speeds up learning of the action-value function based on immediate rewards.
This is desirable to decrease the number of experiments required to establish proof of
concept of specific improvement of the imitation learning based bucket-filling model.
Typically, the discount factor is kept constant; however François-Lavet et al. [40] shows
that a gradually increasing discount factor, in combination with a gradually decreasing
learning rate speeds up the learning of some Atari game playing models compared to the
results in the original DQN paper [16].

The training of the critic with one batch of training examples likely plays a role for
the results obtained with our lift force based reward signal. The experiments could for
practical reasons only be carried out with sufficiently fast learning of the critic network.
The critic network aims to learn Q(s, a) =

∑T
i=k γ

i−kLFi − 1, which is a discounted sum
of lift force minus a constant. The lift force and some of its past values are included in
the state, s, and thus is an input to the critic network. This makes it feasible to quickly
learn a reasonable action-value function, Q(s, a).

The value predicted by the critic in the training phase can be compared with true
returns, as done in [22], to monitor the progress of critic network learning. Due to
the use of a tanh activation function, which limits the output range to (−1, 1) in our
critic network, this direct comparison is unfortunately not possible. However, Table 1
show that the critic has converged already after the first update, as the TD-loss does
not improve significantly after the first update. The last DPG update apparently took
longer time, as seen in Fig. 12, and the critic network has a higher TD-loss in the last
DPG iteration, as seen in Table 1. The reason for this behavior could could be that
the experimental machine is already operating at its maximum lift capacity, so that
additional bucket weight increases lifting time and as a result produces novel data that
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is different from that in previous iterations, thus increasing the TD-loss. Alternatively,
this can be explained by a changed and different shape of the pile, resulting in longer
bucket-filling time and worse action-value estimates, thereby increasing the TD-loss.

In RL, inadequate exploration is associated with learning processes that get stuck in
local minima, thus resulting in sub-optimal solutions. In the case of autonomous bucket-
filling with real-world pile environments, we assume that the experiment itself contains
enough variation. Thus, exploration noise is not introduced in the model considered
here, which enables further simplification of the implementation. There are no light-
weight simulation models for bucket-pile interactions suitable for closed-loop control.
However, simulations based on the discrete element method (DEM) for bucket-filling
exist [41] [42] and could be used in future work for learning and optimization of polices
using exploration noise.

Unlike the related work on autonomous driving with RL [21], we do not use end-to-
end camera based learning. In addition to vision, wheel-loader operators also interpret
vestibular feedback and sound from the environment to perform efficient bucket-filling.
Thus, for this type of material it is not clear whether the addition of machine vision
is motivated. Therefore, we consider a state representation including current and time-
delayed values of standard machine signals, including forces on the lift and tilt pistons.

To our best knowledge, this is the first successful demonstration of a reinforcement
learning algorithm on a full-size construction machine. The presented solution can po-
tentially be scaled to a fleet of wheel-loaders with each machine initially configured with
the same imitation model adapts to itself (geometry, engine, tires, bucket etc.) and its
pile.

5 Conclusion and future work

This paper demonstrates a successful application of reinforcement learning for adaptation
of a wheel-loader automatic bucket-filling model based on a few hours (100 examples)
of imitation learning. This study contributes with new knowledge needed to automate
the repetitive task of bucket-filling in earth-moving operation with front-end loaders.
The presented results show that an automated bucket-filling model can be adapted to
different machine-pile environments using reinforcement learning, thereby avoiding the
need for further imitation learning and retraining in a new environment.

The reinforcement learning setup is based on the deterministic actor-critic algorithm
from [19] and both the actor and the critic are represented by time-delayed neural net-
works, similar to the imitation learning model. The experiment is run on-policy in batch
mode with two different reward signals. The productivity based reward signal, which is
constant for all time-steps of a bucket-filling operation, fails to improve the productiv-
ity during the selected duration of the adaptation experiment of about one hour. The
proposed reward signal based on lift force varies continuously, and with pretraining of
the critic network the bucket weights and productivity are observed to increase in only
five updates of the deterministic policy gradient algorithm, requiring less than 40 bucket
fillings.
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Future work is needed to verify that the bucket-filling model can be reliably adapted in
different machine-pile environments using reinforcement learning. In particular, further
work is needed to deal with difficult materials such as clay and blasted rock. Furthermore,
the bucket-filling reinforcement learning agent should be able to target a particular value
of the bucket weight while simultaneously learning to avoid wheel-spin. Reward signals
that enable fast learning should be explored to address these complex goals. There is a
trade-off between stability and learning speed, which needs to be investigated in future
work.
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